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...-ALATIS 0' k.CRONYNIS:-.

No-OT ilk is part tt.o of an urtivie
-i-goerpted.fenta.aspeeehlly...lim

before rniiitus-TES0,.Illilicrte wet-
-log*: .'This part' is on linguistics.
.TRISO(., hthngirnlMm, bilinglial 'and

-:-bktdittral education met Sli.V1-,Da It--
. --iwIt-ttd-Ittiry-; 14--tite-t-IWirreefirrgititt-jel

hit about nutionat.TES01,.
its -.pa,..st- history, -present Status; -.and
kture..prospeets..und -of the relatiort-.*
ship-between national' TESOL anti its
affiliates and individual , members. In
Part Dr itlirt:s dist-it:it:tell the or ".

-nymc-trhirh-are-sa murk a ,rart
. Wittshington, 1.:duration,-tnnt .Ekiglisk;

.--F.4'0144.-WFL.-YESOL, 'Ili.. pas Part
where Part. telt off.

order to combile the concepts
of- TEEL and TESL, we Amine up is ith
yet anOther aeronym: T.7.SOL. t itich
stands both fur the organixation ond
for the profession that it represents.
-While we were going throtrgh the
throes of deciding what to- call tlis
thing; one .elever wag thOught that we

4 h i n t l d c a l l it Teachitni -of English for
Linguisis of Other Nudtms: TEFLON.
Punch line: It never stkl,s!

Pronunciation
If Is not surprising, not shoula at

be, that, in a .troup that has to do with
language and languor , variation, there
should be a division of opinion as to
proundation. There are those who
say `tiyeal/ and thoso who say .

-I- insist it's the former and I claim
to have the support of open and
checked syllables in !Ito historical de-
selopment of the phonology of the
English language and even "low lova
transformational rulesT to support .ne.
But more importantly. I rely upca Lks-
age. and since I talk more Alan most
people do, MY ututge is going to he
the right usage, of course! Ed An-
thony suggests that we r :mild pro-
nounce it T, as in beret; E, as in make;
S. as in Wand, 0, as in people; and
L. as in shoula.

1'refe4kionalleem -

But the beginnings of professional-
1-m really go back to shortly after the
Seeond World War when large nuns-
bent of foreign students began to come
to the U.S. William Moulton of
Prmeeton, in an articl that he wrote
on the. trends in lingtf .tics, has sug-
geted that there wer two things that

elisliw!,4i4l1cel the ,ady days -in ESL
in this...country... .that. it ..wies.
ri`rtIod largely 'with- flreeign- 'stutivnts

.the type. and. 7--econd. that
it wa,4 in the hana-,, men" from tbe
ginning, of- tra inert gu Thrihrv.

TEFL yery'. itoortan I. dist Ina ion,
its the, .thing:that !sits actually. von-
tributed-tO- oUrsgtezia-proleon:ilkmi,
Atiothr distinction, -or Let, 1,:; 'that,
from the, beginning, WeNe always .fiad-
one problom in tAiL Geld -and- that- is
_that .we'Ne igwr tod enough -qualified-
people. --never- .eltough qualifle4
pers'orinek, And- I *ant tit eitithasize
this tecause I want to attack -as vig-
orously ag I e;en. ;IA; 4101irm, ryIt 1)0W:-
-that 1.1to-tnere..ftr-tof.:.having
English at your moOter's lap. t:oes not
necessatfily tlwrel y make a. a spe.
eialist or qualify v1.7, to teach Es:41kb
aie anY;iiinnz. than-
having learned ti1.ish at Nem,. qua)-
ifies you to teach knish. That any-
btidy off of the .-±ttei.t elm- pir-kod
up and :Pat into Ii 'Lesrtm .nud
expected._ to teach ESL is- 1-4-zipoSter-
OuS, it does us 1 . 'eat disscrvi, e and
it ruins a lot of kids .11eCauFi these
people don't ha id. th. kind of attitude
and the kind of una..rstandint, 1.i say
nothing of the and knowledge,
that is required to ;each childrm ef-
fectively.

E4 tlik;
. .

1,14-i,!ittrtiextt .twt,eta lievdt ia--.41

u.rAing,' _the ..aoc...plance... f. 7'
ail 7 -culTares:anti

;1; iaitort,,ut Apo vorthy
and of fitentseNes,

hive on 'I; Nith"
iMtl; -ant- ttint-T.tie. 7

fore4ut 14:riguago..thk...k.nguaget
!ttu'ant: tt.t TEV-1.1
TFt'lA)N.:rt'dlv,e'kx's: agood Jesi.un-

l ,imsAf hag heen exposcqlfre.'
que-ndy in a format.,way. stody
of N foreitat languago. Ile% never op-

.. preNate the prt-thlem;
mb A in ow acronym stands- :in- .

VOLOt:Y. I've :already
ludt,1 lo the azithreptgt it'.11- zappeetaCh
of early.linguists. _1. refer here to Vie
note! trk of ...cult oral - -ant Imipology -add
-the notion of eultural.Mativity, tho
utal-rstanding thrd other peoplos' col-
t o!,.. t4t there are dif-
feleat lt;taitimt that jwityle have
that eat, must t'ilo into :.ecount os he
got'. :iirough the proce.3ltae of teach-
ing .hom anythhm

'rho. P ii;v. reknyai stands f-Or
1.1=.*I.C.1101.0(1... atta more, I

!MI Vluiserws. The. psyelt, n-
goad 1,- uho applies t.he 1i-ow...I-
t-rive from th4, of 1,sN'oh.11°,4Y
an:: .oail,incs it ixi,h k:.otsitqlge
1.11431:4;te, and iingu.L.,tich towaed .

detanding th prohlems of 1:.nge
oetons:tion.

The 8 stands for soctol,On' or°,
StWful.INGINSI'I( and ,

to ea) with the notion of social, :

giott ii, functional varieties of the L.:I-
v:nage which, at li 1st 1,14,,oH.Ftically,
fors to .,
Eie,lisit or the 'English ot Appalaco -an
unites. Itu: *hat's not the exclut-No 44,

usc. tif leure. It also refer.-- to I: n-
gtt-i:s variety. to linguistic dive 'fy
in Win. Africa. and .411 over the
%%odd. It kis :4 ) (10 with the "pc:.."

-not so pun." iintit.ages suco as
the nuriQt ic la of tadern Awl.;

vrz. I more popular'one. the \ :is
4ii:11e*Cts. ur A' I'k

Thc 1 stanii.4 for V.D1:CA'l
%shalt I equate with Pedagogy. And
the kin4is of ::,intzs t!,:it ;ire invoi%
II IV are the itiiti, t.h.t .110 IC);),i'n sal

Intl:PO(10h . y that v.,
It includes me. aods and raaterk4h.. 4!te-
o: and pravt if 0, l,ractice teachi.N.
&nit awt ration. 01,:vrva sioa. shtaek

the ex44.-...re languawe

n Nex; Poge
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I really like ac:, ovms, so I created
yet another one: my ac-
ronym: I.,A-P-S-E. It has nothing
to do with linguisti lapse, nor slips
of the tongue, or !cpsus tinguo:.. or
such phenomena as those. I leave that
to our linguist friends to hanOle. °It's
a mtvemonic devim that I use when
iteople ask me "What is- it you think
vrY TEFL/TESL ought to kw ww?
or do? or have" be trained in? the
'eottrses that he should take-?" Of
course. I don't mean this to I
courbe-ounting or vnelit coni..:ng.
mean the kinds of cloirse. the kind
of kne wk.dge that i-an he on,ase,1
which qualify a petson.

The I, in nty aemnym stands for
LINGITISTWS. The kinfr of knoul-
edge that one gels if he is expky-ed to
a course in introdoction to :.vneral
linguistics. The 'Ling tharF impor-
tant about this is not so nuieh indi-
viduai facts as the attitudes touards
language, toward linguistic t hange,

does*
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n Annotated
Witgraphy On IISL

-At The Elementary Levcl
.By &Whet Vargas CY.Keek,

Reading oft the elententari leer; ia
all too often ignored: in the field of
Jinglieh as a eectand langunge. 44 die
,,VRI wATE,sot, Avorkshop on
reading it Was stiggt*ed.tlitt thia Oar-
tielitaf Ala area 'get more -revoirnition

T.-withite.theaeganizatiun. #osefina Var.
O'Keefe, tivad, 'Mile -I

ESOL Plognitti worldng at the Key
SOOni in-Arlington, Virginia has tki

to share her annotated bibliog-
raphyr- of reading testa and materials'

that. she hivi useritin,her teaching:ot
reading:on the elemtntary Wel.- These-
satin. materials have alga been uSed

:With native sPeakers in- elementary
reading Pingratts....PitliliShete ad=
&limes as well as order numbers are
included.
1. Motivator Actirity. Card Kits
(Singer: STESociety for Visual
Education. Inc. 1345...Diversey Park-
way ClIfeagt*. Illinois 60014#

-Initial,CO'nsonants - No. 1005
:T=7E-Fin8l Comte:ants - No. 100*

Long Vowels - No. 1007
Short Vowels - No. 1008
Consonant Blends Dingo - No. 1011
Consonant Digraphs - No. 1012
I found these kits very lawful for be-
ginning students of English with very
limited proficiency. It is also most
helpful to students who have some En-
glish hut need reinforcement in cor-
rect pronunciation, in simple spelling,
and vocabulary. Students in groups of
two to eight can use the kit by them-
selves in the regular classroom with
the guidance of a reliable "buddy" as
a volunteer aide, or a teacher. In-
cluded in the above list are kits that
prove.' helpful to Spanish-speaking
students. They are attractive in color
and erasable with tissue paper.
2. The Reading Helpers: Levels Two
through Seven hy Gloria Orlick (The
llook-1.ab, Inc. 14.19 - 37th St ;Brook-
lyn, New York 11218)
Level 2 - No. 2120 Level 5 - No. 2150
Level 3 - No. 2130 Level 6 No. 2160
Level 4 . No. 2140 Level 7 - No. 2170

Mast useful for classroom teachers of
non-Eng1A-speaking students with
varying levels ef proficiency. Con-
ceptual in approach. each lesson
teaches Istsic skills incrementally. A
''buddy" or aide can use this easily
because there are explicit direct ions
for both the teacher and pupil on the

left Wind me Fan+ exercise cm be
&embed and duplicated on dittoes
for elasswork or homework. Used
originally- In Now York for Poecto
Mean studentS and secund dialect stu-
dents,
3. Welconie ht-English by Thomas
Limon! ReVised Edition, 1974 att,-
pints ..Publishing-Mi Inc.- Two Park
AVe:.; Nw.YOrk,New Yerk IfX/161
Level I - No. 18073 Level 4 No. 18076
leve12.- No. 18074 Level 5,-. No. 18077
level a-Nu-0025
Useful .to the. _student . who.. is . taking
ESOL 'claws.- He uut. take the book
home-for-review:and reinfercement of
grammatical structures. and -waft-
lay already learned. Attractively .11.
htstrated, it provkles. the atudent with'
_help:- in reading and-writing- -compre-
hension,

. . .

.4. The Miami LinguiStin Readers:
ESL The First and Second Level
Progpant .twinaty-ohe separate-student.
books Lind twentYaine SeParate' Wark-
bociks fn. C. Heath and-Co.. P.O. -Box
3172. Riehmond, Vfrginia 2I205)
-Speeiany desigeed for Spanish-speak,
ers. Irteld-testwl in Florida and-Cali.
fornia. Stmaing one -step before the
tesual reading pregram, it helps stu-
dents gain oral/aural .mastery of.. the
autterialS they are expected to read in
the regular rieufing Fragrant -It also
provides rim grammatical patterns
and handwriting practice. I found this
to he very useful to the ristni§h-speak-
ing and Korean students because it
cmttentrates on overcoming the pho-
nologkal and morphological problems
envountered by a majority of these
%Indents. Tie. story amtents are of
interest to varying age levels and are
of multi-ethnic orientations.

5. Riff Martin Reading Series: pub.
lished by Scott Foresman and Com.
Ism:1
For students of varying pmficiency
levels and for different age levels con-
taining hooks of different topics and
interesting to all ages. An important
feature is reading with rhythmic and
musical accompaniment. ran be used
as a short listening activity as well.
There i. plenty of vocabulary and
grAmmatical wi.4orcement. Fifty
hooks with cassette tapes. I found
these hooks very popular among ele-
mentary children aged six through
twelve; tan Is. used as individual or
group work to culminate a TESOL
lesson or hmguage :arts lesson.

Bou.mar. Inc.
Thirty books and records are in this
set. For elemeatary grades, but can
he used with junior high students.
Small, handy ho,,ks with records in
the back wickets. The readings :lc.

commnied with. 111thlici, phe4 :rhymes.
and mems for suppiteiwntary Activ-
ities. Cam he used. for short listening
activitv.' About tereof- the books ore
.ake iir'n-firtinish-- -111oPuttr-'"
with kindergarten *through: third

7g.71.17,aglish Around the- World pub-
lished-Ity- Scott .ForestsuaiL.-

--Used- to supplement the 801Elnar
books and. records. Series includes
flmh cards, tapes, records, reading
cards posters,. a teacher's mamL.11,7±--
-student.-:.hooks'warld*ROM'Prit*r7T
Outs and...test pads... Vatr 13e:.ttsed .for
juniotand.senior high students
as eiementary:.students, depending'on::
the, proficiency levels. The posters
and flash cards ow quite uSeful, pcm
t kutnitir for littehteacher who heti Mi.

..01iYe. to develoirrout rolleet-visuataid*--
The visual materials haVe been chrStilf

cknelopeonceptUal
Forlish tang-nage skills. However, this
is a huge .series mid one must pick and
chnekse-wilatwould. work In.a istrticu.
lar program.
tt,'.- Learning Basie Skills Through'

. Mimic _hy. Hap Pahner. (Echwationai .

Activities, Inc, Freeport, New York
115201
A collection of original and simple
game .songs and rhythmic movement
activities (el phonogroPh. -"mewls for ,

ehildren in element.try grades
fun and educational. Designed for use
with Pend Start nnd special educa-
tion programs, hut rstrticularly effec-
tive with ESOL young children. Top-
ics include sires rotan e. kir& home
activities, ete. I found these records
very useful in reinforcement of vocab-
ulary and grammar by means of mu-
sical and manipulative activities.
9. Capitalizati in and Punctuation:
Programs for 'nditidwdired Thstrue-
Hon. A, fi.0 by qkhard Boning (Dar-
nell Loft. I.td. 958 Church Street,
Baldwin, New York 115101
I have used these materials with ten
and .twelve year olds who have been
in the United States for a year or so
:md who need help in the basic me
chanks of writing and spelling. The
exercises develop the writing eompre-
hension skills in mi incremental way.
An important feature is a self-testing
esvreise at the end of each lesson.
to, The First Talking Story Rook
The Stroml Talking Book published
hy scott Fotesman
Excelh.nt stories for listening and
re.dieg. I use both stories in our
"I'ESOI. Library" in the ESOL ^lass-
moms. Each series contains twenty.
one lively. interesting stories: folk
tales of various countries, popular
stories of of interest for elemen-

t Yoritinuea on page 16
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tory .-whoo1 ehihiren. Attunlive illus-

trations ni colon_ etwh book with a

:1:1 P.1 recoid In: the hal...wart.
tli:tht "library" cards whkh hmv.oll

the titlesof the hooks in the seiie:4 and:-

space for the child to ehvek'his wad-

ing .serompany each series. TESOL

students of varYing ItNeis.., of profi-

ehwy r:An profit from thiS ntaterial,

Thit4 stodents of extremely litCaed

imitieieney eon !Wen to...the teacher

or on "ble aS fir story is being read.

Or if he rim decode and understand to

some degree. be van lisien and follow

the story on the printed
Johamut 01400,10 from the Prince-

Georges' CountY Puhlk Selmol *. also

suggests The 4araramia Indiridmil-

i.d tangling!. Arts Program for ESL

in the elenwntai y
(See :Ad in

till?. issue.



A Prolvsgional fIriNtiizaticut far Thaw
entwurtwd with the retailing Engtish
us a St.rlittil or Foreign Lartpuag! and
of Aandarft English as a Seivtd.__Pialgct.

144,0-21- igA 111111121111.

. Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages

ta. :getting up, this first issue o f our
Tenth year lt$ a pmfessional organi-
',Kam we asked the past, prsent, and

-.next-presidents to comment, they
on itea questiOns which seem

.1who asked quite often of late to and
by members of our organization.. The
questions reere: What is to .be our pro-
fesstonal. position ht-Ithe scenting con-_

Wet between ESIt4 and bilingual/bi-
cultural education:* .and. Given the
present criticism of many of the audio-
lingual techniques, what should teach-
ers do rhe following are the re-
sponses 001 we reeeieed. Note that
President Golpan covered both of these
questions in the last issue-of the News-.

-and that nr. Atolls dismisses
them in this iowe in Part II of, his
article. The Editor.

Harold B. Allen
President 1966-67

When Silbert Ph.,!ps wrote on "En-
glish Idiom and I' tglish Culture in
b.'nglish Language T.iaching in Jan-
uary, 1949, -he, like o:her teachers of
English in mm-English-speaking atm-
tries, was well aware that. ESI does
not proceed in a cultural vacuum. In
the March. 1950, issue of the saint%
iournal A. V. P. Elliott said (p. 164):
"One of the greatest benefits to be
gained from the study of a foreign
language. if it is propertly taught, is
some imaginative insight into the way
of life of the people who speak it."
He then explained that "properly
taught" means "taught so as to re-
late the language a the 1.fe and ac-
tivity of its speakers."

When Robert Lido's Linguistics
Acrc3s Cultures appeared in 1957. it
performed a great service to the pro-
fession, v .rt sudden revelatien of
unsuspected truth hut by its overt and
detailed expression of what experi-
enced teachers had known right along
- -that good teaching of a language
tails for teaching its culture at the
same time. Indeed, in the foreign

the Premdents
field it ofts=n was .imt the teadter at
fault when- 'culture was negketed :. it
was more to .be govertutwtdal
policy. When preparing textbooks. in
Egypt twenty NearS agn treeall being
Mid: by -thini4 -11Si:its- that -tn.. be
used in the saws& the textbooks must
&Scribe Egyptian life in English: not
life in Hy United States or. England.

In this country social itild politicaL
rievektpments have-quite reeently put
extraordinary emphasis upon what
might be -called the vulturzd ekment.
of ESL teaching. Understmulahly. in
a situation when. the foreign language
is ramkeis within. the. general. American
cultural area, this vmphasis is neces-
sary. It is also understandable that
with this sudden expansion of con-
cern there should apimar on the smite

gre:d many johnny-come-latelies
gyhooping it up for what has beivme
known as bilingual education. With

Continued on Page 4
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ITESH)Ell T$' MIASAGES Iv boogie for an pdvalent expendi-

C
ture. proprm that officially eritSCIL

* ontinued from l'age

Many- of -Orin- I tim most iathetit-
-. - Wttt these-- of Hie non Kngl sh eur

tun, who feel that at last their rich
eidritrai identity is being recognized.

-1 -tin much less synipithetic with
. Othent.-as in the fields .of education
and gevernnwnt, who have simply
found 4 nice new bandwagon for per-
sonal uggimeibiementand who retain
tite:ondlilliat_anycmewixt speaka Eta-
gIb ran-teach 'Kughttli;
.-.1-atif.tiot bad-riunithine the JelitinY-

: . need -.their. . drive
.-kintVelithushism.-14ut ail Johnny-etnne.
latt.)iies, no matter how worthy :their

an obligation to find Mit
.':..what.has.gone..in.before them.--7-in. this

ciae.- to -learn ,something, al the his-
tory Hof ESL and :what-ESL:Actually.
is aS a professional'. diaciPline. That
hiatoriml backgmund would reveal to-

-. 4ny.fonfrontaticm. or. split
'bilieeeri bilingual 'education and.
'TEAL: 1 Stteeiouse -and that it can
he '.rnalotairted onlY- Mit --of pendatent
OtOt4.0...

TESOL at this time has an organi-
rakmal 'responsibility, and its mem-

have a personal responsibility, .

vuhlkice in every way, with stir-
_Atitiiiiiiccran for reaching key Forsons

dities and education, the simple
that 'neching English as a. sec-

-Orid-or f Inguage is a profes-
Mona! .dieet, ae othat by very defini-
Hon of language incorporates the
teaching of the second culture as well
as the second language. Let it he
known that TESOL his the larger,
the all-eml;racing, circle. We are all
in this cause together.

Hut I am perhaps more concerned
Aunt another recent development.
this time a negative onethe failure
of tiw past two national administra-
dons to carry on with adequate sup-
port for our ESL responsibilities and
opportunities in other countries. The
decline in legislative appropriations is
particularly shameful at a time when
billions of dollars are going to the
military but when the overseas de-
mand for English has expanded int-
measurnbly. Here, too, TESOL has
an ohligntkin to see that memlil.rs
of the relevant homse and senate com-
mittees become aware not ckily that
Tnst.4 is a professional discipHne call-
ing for professional preparation. not
only that federal support for our long-
established English-teaching programs
has et r diminitited or disappeared,
but ewc1ally that the renewal of these
programs on a massive srale is a bet-
ter_contribut ion to international amity
than whatever military hardware could

4

mocint t youvrfut information torn-
Minn to reach members of the several
coneresskeed cummittees on education
antt fOreign affaits We are not. going
to get what i needed by bewailing the
situntion and sitting on our hands.

Mary Finocchiaro
President-- 1970-7I

'Your two -tvtiningir -simple ques-
tions would warrant pap% of discus,
aim- Any edurational issue, including
as- it does the intenothm- of an -indeti--
Rite- -varietY of -learners, teachers;
schools.. and. communities . cati never .

have an "either-or" answee When, in
midititm,- -political- or -vow! foto* -rifs-
tort the ricalities-'of the learning -situ-
ationw ithoulauditeent regard foreaeli
pupil's present and future welfare, the
answer becomes cm: more complex.

Let us look.. at .youcquestbm re. bi-.
lingical-hieultural education. It seem:
to me that in order. to arrive at viable
answers, we must:

Seek A-1**e 6Xact definition of
the terms "hilingual" and "bicultural".
For whom is the program intended?
What are -its devehnimental and ter-
minal ohjectiveS? 'The fact of having
a- Spanish. or Italian .1;11111E1mo -or-
brown- or black skin does'. not mean
that the pupil does not already know
standard English. Moreover, we should
rai.sr our stijits in any discussion of
bilingual education. $chools should
enable all students to learn one or
more foreign languages and to appre-
ciate not only their native culture and
one other culture, hut a plurMity of
cultures.

2. Obtain a more specific knowt-
edge of the points on the continuum
of .native and second Language skills
on which each learner may be at any
particular moment. Oral andfor writ-
ten tests should be prepared in a va-
riety of languages for learners of dif-
ferent age levels.

3. Conaider diverse objectives, cur-
ricula, materials, methods, evaluation
procedures and teacher skills
knowledge of the learners' language
which will be affected by the following
minimal variables: a w the age levels
of learners ( pre-school, six to nine, ten
to twelve, thirteen to sixteen,- sixteen
and above); h the types of classroom
organization available in the commu-
nity for language learners; c I the
number of language learners in the
program; d the variety of language
and cultural backgrounds representml:
e.g., dors the native language have a
written form?; e the degree of the
learner's literacy in the mother tongue; '

p+ the years of schooling in the native
eumitry the 'erevituut- conuniMite;
-f the'-yeart of m.hoolingin tiw-prewnt-
corilnetnitY: g the nitalohdity ,of
lingtert eersontn4;10 theiyee
menity'lnwhicit the school ie locaterlz

'the age of the pupil at entry into
school either in the former tw the Pirs4-
tint cotrununity; ::the time. of Fth miry
into a 'etas's.. It ;should he- ohVittes by-
an* that no CASVarisiett -Can. he birth-
coming.

Permit me to make. a few comments:

:741th Ageievel wilL.. make.dillev
eat demands on Ow adittol and on the
eoininunity. Far .eitainpK Young ehil:-
&en who do not know:. English should,
learn eon-mita-. in Social studies,. Rici,
once and mathematics hi thcir mother
tongue' fer as long-as really necessary;
Theat should. however,he_progeunmist
for Physical educatitm, art, music And
rermational 'activitiew with lingratb..
speaking children from the very 'first
day of selimit Instruction in English
should. take -account of the -child's so-
dal and attectiveneedi and shenld be
fused orf- an inteMiniplinary aps
pratieh.' This wiedd huidte it potaintle
for ..him or- lwr to be:placed in-elaraes
with native Engliah speakers* of the
mme age gmvp as quickly as feasible.
(Daily, informal eviduatkin would
help determine when -learners are
ready -to enter "transition" or "regu-
lar" classes.)

Older students who may never have
been to school or those above sixteen
who have particular interests or aspira-
tions will need a special eurrieulum
taught hY eseecially trained teachers.
Departments of Education or appro-
priate organizations working in coop.
eration with classroom teachers should
provide individual study kits for these
Si udents.

2. The entire school and conmm-
nity pupils, teachers, parents, mem-
lcrs should he" helped to develop
feelings of mutual acceptance and co-
operation.

3. Very frankly, having lived
through it as a mm-English speaking
child of immigrants, I dread the
thought that measures being advocated
by some people today will plunge us
into segregated schooling. 1 and othnr
teachers and supervisors have heen
fighting segn.gat ion since 1940 because
we became winfully aware of two ma-
jor facts: a ) It is very eomfortable for
some teachers and administrators to
plotest that pupils with minor lin-
guistic probk.ms are not yet "ready-
to enter the mainstream of the school;
and 2+ Retarding the leaguing of the
dominant language of the community
makes it extremely difficult for learn-
ers to move easily out of a ghetto in

Continued on Next rage
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PRESWENTS' 111.10SAGES aittkm.-act s t tking. place; .7) rupds
runtinited shoold be enabled to recognize-and to

Pa ti%e. contextual clues and featureS at
dtmdariv3 s *A .to anticipate
inn& vo-stniet tarsi- they' are- )i1iAY to:
hear-ntxtread; &atlas they should be'
helped to internalize a grammar of
expectancy: 8) Erroni atUdenta make
Amid. he correded -with 'common
sense.attd greataensitiVity; For exitin.,
pie, when atudents are expressing
themselves creatkely, errors which do

_mot .Impede comprehgnsion. should he
_tempOrariVignor(&P) ttt,&ett* must

be alloWed to =enjo many MUM° SW,.
CriWetie rar cx Enple homAir,rk iiStogn-
mentwAtould he szimphyd in claw: the
content_of. most tmts should be sli-
mmed in advance: praise rhould be
gi Whenever poisible; snidents

encmonged to direct many
of Ow nctivities-in which they-will he
asked to engage: 10) Tests shout&
the:mire discrete elements of haguage
for diagnostic purposes but primarily
the more motivating integratiVe Ants.

lit sum,. my .dear John; to answer
both your questions. teaehing Should
be raised to the level -of -trt. The en-
thusiastic. empflathetic.. _concerned.
well-prepared teacher cannot help bi
be a consummate artist.

-which they may-heihim4
4. Above all, therefore, we moat

pmvide and enforce tudeguards which
will enable all bludents TtoIcafll in the
way s. which is best for them (thus- rein-
forcing their hope that they ran
term): to retain pride in their native

language and culture ta wonderful
way -of doing this is to !mow that
othera aro learning their language. I
toenter the universities of their choke
on a level...with their peora;and in he-
Withl participating members of the
.community they_so *sire.

... .. .

_.:__Math_telation to your apcond ones-
like, to mention some aspects

audiolingual tra.thed..which..I
wiauld delete; e.g., rote memorization
of -dialogues or model sentences: ma
Overdose of pattern drills for the pot.-
'Oak* of i'overk.arnine' the han on
reading Until after a kutg aural-oral
period has ebnatted; 'the ban on keeping
the text opett=..att -.the . toutiter ...reads
aloud: the ban on verhalizing grammar
ntles based on teacher or text models:
the ban on translation where such
activity would he feasible); the "um rm

±andng the student's cuiture as-a point
of departure in appropriate amehing
presentations.

I would instead like to emphasize
the following points, ( in addition to
the opposites of the above): I Both
habit formation and cognitive rode
theories should be used in presentation
and practice: 2) The content should
,include concepts from other school dis-
ciplines as well as materials which are
relev:mt to the students therimelves be-
cause they are related to happenings
and plates in their community and to
their cultural background: 3) ('onlent
and methodokvy should be pragmatic.
Moreover they should he modified in
harmony with the resource's in the
community 'id the students' learninq
rhythm anu styles: 4) Provision
should be made for group activities
and peer teaching; 51 Linguistic and
cultural materials already presented
Should he consciously reintroducd
whenever feasubk. in more extended
contexts and in different socio-cultural
situations; 61 l'upils should be helped
to recognize and to produce the utter-
ances which speakers need to express
the various 'anctions which hnguage
serves in real life. The goal should be
communicative competence: that if...

students should acquire the ability to
recognin. corrvet :mei appropriate. lan-
guage and to use it both correctly and
appropriately in tlue specific soeio-eul-
turd situation in which the tommuni-

Bitsaell N. Campbell
President 1971-72

In your letter of December 2. Ift75,
you suggested that there might be
some interest_ in my opinions on two
gener:d questions that are currently
uppermost in the minds of the TESOL
membership. These questions have to
do with TESOL's role in bilingual c,
ovation and with teachers' modific
tions of the audio-lingual .apprmeh
that might be suggested by recent re-
search in second language acquisition.

Although this is not the forum for
a lengthy consideration of the role of
ESL in the development of bilingual/
bicultural education programs for the
youths of ourcountry, a couple of no.
tions do occur to me that might be
wotih including here for future -on-
sitler:Ition and argument.

In'a sense, those of us in ESL/EFL,
from times long before the inception
of TESOL as a profesional arganiza.
tion and before the Bilingual &loca-
tion Act, have worked toward pmvicl-
ing people with an opportunity hi
become bilingualMicultural. No ESL
gauch'r that I have ever met has in-
cluded in his/her curricular plans
overt suppression of a learner's native
language or culture. On the other
hand, it has not bein an overriding
principle held dear by every ESL
scholar that in each Aituation that

FISII has.heen taught that there should
he evidence of 'equal 'Him? for the ao-
Velopment or .maintenance of- the
learnea' .hotite lingeage and culittre. ...-
ather*: the "S ilirJias -limbed:::

attention.- tit the _development of.-
theories of secend language tench:Tim
and earning that might pnwide the-.k mmuatunderngs for makmelic-
Osioms in *7de:sign -ruid,bnplentenfa-
flon Of -English htitguage -.Prrignitas;
The -`theories" of second langthage
learning kly`OV .bMt. the subject of ton-
slant etwerintentatien. 'crier the cei67.7.=7:-.--

turkss L Ft'ItOW:Tiied-t-V2fiii0AWC-777
tildes -of: Language Tvachingi, In
thia generatirm -we have modified .-tatt-..'
collective assumptions (to- use Ed. .

Anthony's. term) again and again int4
we have enlarged:our:.-fpune oVrefer-.:
etre. to inelnde not °ray the contribit7.
tifnitl of. .LinaniStki.
building, but of SoefrilOgy...WychelostY.:
Anthropology and Edtteation as-WAL-
To date the most .rsignifieant gains
that ham' been made t'llwarrLs .a syn.:
thesik or-knowledge-from these- disci-
plines. and the- only significant PO-
s*areh in developing a ,viable Peory .

of second ...language actiniaition
come from those .seholars who are Most
closely associated with TESOLo

There is a diffetente hehietot .

guatism and bilinguat edUeotion. -The
first usually has to-do with- the defini-
Finn of pmcesses and-comlltions idi
result in some degree of linguistic
competence in- two languat.el. The
latter with the implementation of
scholastic programs that are desici.oti
-to proeirle opportunities for ,audants'
acquisition or a second language ann.
the maintenance and normal develop-
ment of a home language. It seems
eminently dear to rof that -4-balar.
ship, past, present and future, that
Irtains to bilingualism carried out

TESOL svholars shount be care-
fully considered by educatOrs who
wish to establiAh bilingual erhicatior,
programs. There should be no con-
flict of interests here.

On the question of recent research,
and the implications for modification
of (-courses based upon the audio-lin
gurul approach, two 1 )(tints maed to be
made at the outset, Classroom
teachers are in fact quite capahh. of
grasping the import of the humaniia-
tion movement soggested by recent re-
search in Second Language Aequisi- .

t hin. 2 ) Few classroom teachers have
ever completely sold their souls to :.
strict mechanical interpretation of tun-
guage teaching as some have inter-
preted the techniques of the A-I.
method. I dare my that there has
been a bilge colhaaive sigh of relief
as teachers hire been informed that

Contimird on Next hip
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tit- concern -for the student's self-
estt Fmk hhr-attitudes. tis--ahdity to

-othecno..1 reason, hts um:tot:dm. his
patience, his goals, etc.. efr., are vitt!
*meats- in the teaching-learning par-
igin 4rimething that they have in

sante _way known 'all- along.- Perhaps
shOuld be assured that there Ls

nothing inherently dmegerous in the
,---------tenentof the audio-lingual approach

aro -wi1ek1o4 4n 4411t. tilk*Artnain
beit'aviot- as long as we are sensithe_
to --thnse ch:iracterLsiies of the korner
4-and leacher, listed above. For if
We are sensith-e to them. and restitmil
to'thetn, them tio matter le method.
we have a good chnnee of being sue-
cesAd -teachers1

It-seems lei-- me-- Mit leachers and-
_ currieultrau_developers should nut look
fur pew dogma fnim experts to repla.w
those of Ow A-I. method. They would

. do Vt.ry well to trust their intuitions
as to the appnipriatenem of course
Oortteot ortitd flaiolroom inocedures ns
they. relate tition to the observed needs
and interests of their students.

Al _It anire%
-Preskient 7972 73

._Before BilingualiBieultural
TiOn- entered the AMMO in the
late sixties. the only professional or
ganizotion sper ializing in the needs of
teachers of the non-EngliSh speaking
was TE.SOL. As I recall. TESOL went
on record in New Orhons. endorsing
bilinglial education for TESOL sin-
dents when the toncept was not yet
in %1Igue.

Now that B/BE is in full swing :Ind
that there are etunigh practitioners to
form another professional organiza-
tion. we have :mother dub to join. I

see it as a natural diEvdopment in the
propogation of the opries. Someday
there may even be a need for an or-
ganization called TETSE. Teachers
of English to Speakers of English.

I see no conflict between TESOL
and B/IlE. and certainly no need for
TESOL to be defensive ohm!t charges
of -inappropriateness." We cannot
give all IW teachers and adminis-.
trators what they need As far as com-
peting for membership. we're nut even
reaching our potential ownilkership in
non-B/BE schools in the country to
say nothiing of the thousarals of ESL
teachers abroad. .

I do not feel that TESOL noeds to
do anything except keep serving its
membership in more and better ways.
We need to identify exemplary pro-
grams in tarions parts of the country
that can b visited by teachers and od-

miniOroters seekitv improveotents in
. rtheir ESL

We tali! more experimentotion HIt
the measurement 444.- ttrogresK in hm-
go:oo, aCtoti4it Wu. frittioitifly in !lige
gtteip adC.-
quote .zissi,4-_,sinetit- iiist,ittnentS- 'schools
lose voluable beton making nee-
essory 4 hanges in methods, material"
andool-onttel.

And finally, 4 feel that we need to
,..:pprort and encourage rtnitillIkilis th-
vehtranent of alternative atiproo Ovs
to srwerid..latiguriat .tetiching .-espe-

-Cially ,Aose--empitiy-ittgAiliti .-video-
tape to, elicit spoken commonly:it:am
and to mrke the ;earning ilrifee"1: more
.stitintlating.

Hove ten years really gone by! -It
seems that we just began. That tiow.
at last, we're ready to-start toning and
Zhetr's $o moeh to be done.

lktty Wallace lloldnett
President 1973- 74.

The attached is my resprmse to your
request for statements_ from. former
TESOL presidents. I did not really
.answer your .two nuestions: but-I think
that if what I have written is correctly
interpreted. it is an :Mover to the
first question, The answer to your
second question is a matter .of -good
teaching in my estimation.. Teat.iiers
who are vitally interested in students
will always eonskk.r the affective and
cognitive aspeets of the learning pro-
cess and. as a ctmsequence. will tailor
their teaching to the class. That is
why a good teacher newt-Acacia's the
satne subject in exactly the same way
to different grottos of students. It is
an impossibility to do so if the teacher
is sensitive to the needs and the learn-
ing problems of students a, individ-
uals and as a group.

One of the most important tasks be-
fore our profes.sion at this moment is
to find a way of ensuring that only
qualified persons be appointed to per-
form ESL tasks. This includes ad-
ministrators as well as teachers, and
applies to every level of education.
from kindergarten up to. and includ-
ing. college and tiniversity programs
One way to be sure that ESL posit ions
at the public schoo4 level are filled with
competent ESL personnel is through
certification programs. At the colloge
and university let el this insurance
can probably lie provided through the
dissemination of detaik,d doscriptions
of what ow profession considers ap-
propriately troined staff and atko
quatly designed programs.

Iiecause of the recent rapid influx
of non-English speakers into our vari-
ous educational systems. the need for
quolified teachers has lecome crucial.

I 5

Ilowever-the eith way to he sure that'
tniined ESI:persents are- is.'by
tilacing the sante restrietions on. ESL
prwitirmsas are Owed on positiens

tif. readitig; Seciat itilies:"'

Ievt4......and for. instructiirs -of hiAorY,
Spanish. ,r matluanatics rf the nil..

leginte Spocith qualifications .

are nroded i thifoon of degree re-
quitetitents.or -tvrt rind' e'Nperi.
1111CP- m fendming ESL; This is not
asking nto- more or any h.ss than is
required for filllno ottsitions ift other

-Memhers of, eur profession in states
whom ESL veil ificat ion is not yet
available .sirtold work. -.toward- this

-end. Furthermore, we' need to tlis-
St%tlthritV, among institutions of higher
horning` in out areas infortuation
about the qtmiiiirttiitms !ollitle-

oerson to be .ermsidered a legit !MOO
Witait'T 44 the .1$L 1-1,11114444441:
We have. been husy doing .iust this

Minn4.,otA. Unlikely zp-t it May
svetn. our-cold northland siato ;some_
of the five or six in the Pnited States
,with the largest tutmher of 'ietnomese
refugees; and we an. capitalizing upon
the reaction of- administrators- and-
tr.:whets, sonic, or whom_ have. for the
fost time. beerane fully :maw of the
need for -qualified- ESL- persormeL
Obviously -lhe -need has- -been --here

for some time among other non_En..
glish-speaking gnaws: we are simply
grateful that the impirt made by this
latest group has alerted ',chord per-
sonnet and the ggirtieral public to the
rued for special Attention for ihr-o-
rum-Eogli-li stkeaker Along
repo-sr-loathes from other instiottif.ms
and agencir: in the state, I am oer.
sonally iinoived in drawing up ESL
certification requirements at tie. vie
mentary. ,--econdary, and adult educa-
tion levels. I also take every possihle
opportunity to disseminate to etrileges
and universities in our arca involved
in teaching ESL the following two
dornments which outline spedfie qual-
ificat ions for teachers and ft a- pro-

#grains in- ESI.:
IsIState'rnent of ()unifications and

toodolioes fur the Preparation
Of Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languoges
in the Vnited States" by Wit
Iimn E. Norris. This statement
Appears in the TESOL publica-
tion TESOL 7'roining Prof:ran.
Directory P17,1 pqa, rharks
ltlatchford.

-Caidelizw- for Intensive English
Programs" and "Cuidelines for
Semi-Intensive English Pro-
lams" available from /VMS!.
AS414.1at it'll of Teachers of En---

Continued on rage 11°
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glish as a Svcond Linguage)
of NAFSA (National Associa-
tion for Foreign Student Af-
fairs).

It will require the concerted effort
of the individual members of our pm-
fession to ettsure at all educational
levels the plamment of qualified ESL
personnel and the devdopment of ade-
quate ESL programs.

12
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IS ESL APPROPRIATE?
The Cot! tinuing Case of Miseommunka t n

Thomas Ruckinghmn and
John Haskell

ft is a eurious and disturbing fact
that the supreme 0.ures derision in
the now famous Latt vs. Nklmls c: use

has, resulted tiot in imprtwement of
mlueational oppn:tunity for the disen-
franchitwd minoriees it was intended
to help, but in confusion, anger,
frustration and essntinued disappoint-
ment. Justke Douglas, writing for the

June 1976

Colgt. NUM ". . , there is no eqtudity
of tre:stment hy providing students
with toe -s nano 1:seil2ties, textbooks,
te,ebers. And vorrkulum; for s:udents
who do not understand English are
effectively foreclosed fronn any mean-
ingful educatimi . . . . Impl.sition of
a requirement that, before a child ontn
effn.etively inarticipate in the educa-
tional program, he must already have
acquired those basic '<English) skills
is to make a mockery of public
est ucat ion."

Justice Douglas qucites the 1970
IIEW guidelines.: -Wiwre inability
to speak and understand the English
hnguage excludes ft:160mll origin-
minority group children from .ffee.
Live particip:dic nit in the educational
program offenst by a school district.
the district must take affirmative steps
to rectify the language deficiemy in
order to open its instructional pro-s.
gram to these students."

It is a tragic cimmpounding of in-
justice that :I decision with midi
%sell-intentioned goals and such well-
defined purpose could result in a con-
tinuous backlash of reactim, counter-
reaction. mistindenitanding. suspicion.
defensiveness and confusion which
has been ebanneteristic (If nearly
eerything written on c as :n result
of the Lau decision. 0 er the past
...ear. In :mil of the areusations and
rubuttals which have found their way
to print. no one ha?.: question... I the
rights of the affcted nninoriti- s. the
instice of the l:nw, or the nycl for
action Th locus of the differences
ont this tioction amo,ars to be the
:rp;sropti.tteto". of ESL prot:rato.- ;t:-.:

mensembes for the inequalities which
the hw is intended to rectify.

Tht rt.:1,ti for thy mi-onmkrstand-
nig .nal the resultinut t'ro*: aecusa .
than," appoar:-% to N. in large nteastim
Iho restitt of thy publication of the
Task Fmsn.c. Friulinp; Spetif ying
ll'ernedie: ArniPtble for Etitnmiting
l',..-,t Edumtif,tur1 Praeficws Ruled Un-
hurfrit under lim r. Nihok Theser set of "guidelines" prepared
hy :I task force appointed by the

Continued 011 page 2
...,
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Conte* for Applied Linguistics for
the Office of Civil Righta in the sum-
mer of 1975. Inherent in this doc-
ument are the seeds of diasention
which have borne such bitter fruit in
the ensuing year. The document la
very explicit in its conception of
what ESL is, stating; "Because an
ESL program does not consider the
afferlive nor cognitive development
of students in this categcry (elemen-
tary schooll and time and matura-
tion variables are different here than
for students at the secqedary level,
an ESL program is not appropriate."

This statement. more than anything
else in the Remedies exposes the
seriotts misconception of the members
of the task form about what ESL is.
It states that the end result of BL/
BC Programs is students who "can
function, totally, in both languages
and cultures" without pointing out
that the end product of an ESL pro-
gram is exactly the same and that an
ESL program, too, concerns itself
with cultural factors in instruction.

Bilingual educators seem to believe
that ESL is an "alternative" to a bi-
lingual education program for a bi-
lingual child. They have confused
subject matter with a way to organize
a curriculum. This if; a serious con-
fusion, indeeed. ESL is not an ap-
proach to education; it is a component
of a total educational program. It is
a course with a content, like French,
or mathematics, or earth science. Like
all courses, it has a specified content
with concepts and skills to be learned.
Bilingual education is not a course:
it has no content. One doesn't learn
Bilingual FAucation in the way one
learns French, for example. BE is
an approach to education, a way to
organize a total curriculum, much as
"the open classroom" or "elective
courses" are ways to organize learn-
ing sa as to present subject matter
most effectively to students.

As a course. ESL can he seen in
its proper perspective in a Bilingual
Education Program. It Ls a set of
skills and concepts organized in such

a way as to relati to other Compo-
'tents of the program so that the stu-
dent recqives the maximum benefit
from hiti educational opportunity.
Even the Remedies, somewhat con-
tradictorily, acknowledge that ESL

-is an emential component of all BE
Progrates. The effect of the strong
statement on the inappropriatenem
of ESL, however, has created what
amounts. to educational malpractice
by eliminating an essential compo-
nent from some programs and support
activities.

That ESL ignores affective goals
in teaching is easily disproved. A
visit to any current ESL class at any
level will more than abundantly its
!emirate in texts, materials, proce-
dures, and techniques the inclusion
of references to the home culture of
the students; I have never seen an
ESL teacher attempt to denigrate the
culture of his students. Furthermore.
the first is.sue flaf the first volume of
the TESOL Quarterly tarries at least
one article emphaaizing the impor-
tance of the culture of the students
predating the Lau decision by nearly
ten yearsas .bave innumerable fir-
tides since. eurrent methodology en-
courages the use of specific subi-ct
matter areas in teaching ESL and is
considered pedagogically sound prac-
tice,

The latest development in this
wrangle is a memorandum issued in
April to regional HEW officials which
affirm; in part that "it is not manda-
tory for school districts to provide
bilingual education to children whcese
primary lnnguage is not English."

Responses to the HEW memoran-
dum were immediate. The Washing-
ton POO of April 19. 1976 pripted the
following:

WashingtonThe Health. Education
and Welfare Department, seeking to
dear up a growing U.S. education issue,
has quietly affirmed that. it is not man-
datory for school districts to provide
bilingual eduration to children whose
primary language is not English

The memorandum sent April 8 to
regional HEW officials. is intended to
"clarify" the "misunderstandings" by
some of the government's own civil
rights enforcers about a sensitive policy

paper issued last ;wanner on the His.
panic-American. American Indian, Asian-
American and other affected children.

many school officials naVe shared
these "misunderstandings"part icularly
the belief that Washington was requir.
ing them to teach these students history,
math, or othersubjects for at least sev..
eral years in their mother tongues rather
than let the schools stress special En.
glish instruction,

The Supreme Court did not require
. . any . . school district to start bi.

lingual programs for limited-English
speaking children so they might receive
an equal educatkm opportunity. No spe-
eifie remedy wag sought by the students
and so far the city (San Francisco) has
not started special programs.

Rather, in a majority decision writ-
ten by now-retired Justic, -Douglas, the
Court said, 'Teaching English to the
students of Chinese ancestry is one
choice, Giving Instrection to this group
in Chinese is another. There may be
others."

But HEW'S document, written he a
task force composed chiefly of bilingual.
ism advocates, used emphatic language
which made it appear that bilinguat pro-
grams were indeed being mandated.

In additian, the task force declared
-that stressing "an ESL program is not
appropriate" for such children though it
would be a component of the total effort.

This resulted in some regional HEW
enforcers telling local school districts
that they had to have bilingual pro-
grams.

In a letter sent to Seattle school offi-
cials last September, for example, a re-
gional director said Seattle was "re-
quired" to \ have one of the bilingual
programs for an estimated 1,212 children
of Filipino, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese,
German, Korean, and other ancestry.

But in the clarifying memorandum
sent April 8, the Office for Civil Rights
underlined the fact that the "Lau Rem.
edies" were "guidelines only" and that
they "are not exclusive."

The Evening Journal of Wilming-
ton, Delaware. in an editorial of April
20 wrote un :er the title "Relaxing
Blingual Trend:"

The greater latitude now possible
under this most recent federal ruling
should enable educators to seek out those
programs that enable students of various
ages to function most readily and effee-

continued on page 16
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titsiklY in the language of the country in
whirti they have chosen to live. This
does not mean that these students should
he asked to forget their native language
or to ignore their cultural heritage. But
perhaps some of these attivities should
be placed into the after-school hours
sphere. where religious education, music
elasses and other very desirable extras
are now being fostered,

And on May 5, the San Antonio
Express wrote: "Educators Fault
Memo, Fear for Program"

A .government memorandum to clear
confusion .on education of non-English
speaking children stirred more confusion.
and bilingual educators want the waters
cleared.

The Natiowl Association of Bilin-
gunl EduratorsNneeting in San Antonio.
Votedto seek a meeting with the secre-
tary of Health. Education and Welfare
.on the matter.

They are coneerned with an HEW
memorandum of early Aprilwhich was
construed by some to mean bilingual
'edueation is no longer totally sanctioned
by the government.

The HEW memoranum said the Lau
Remedies are only guidelines to be used
by Office of Civil Rights investigators
in determining, the effectiveness of a
school district's plan.

That was the item construed to mean
bilingual education was no longer neces-
sary.

"The Lau Ren.. lies are very specific
that bilingual edi Akin be used." said
NABE Presideht Altstr Pena, a profes-
sor at the Univenity of Texas at Fan
Antonio.

"While trngual eflucation Is pre-
ferred it isn't ma.alated." he added.

Penaand other members of NAPE
executive ronnnitteosaid misinterpre-
tation of the memorandum had upset
bilingual educators over the future of
bilingual education

This interpretation can be used as
a vehiciv for doing nothing," said
Maria Medina Swenson. President-elect
of NABE.

It §,...tolear that the Washington
Post, Wilmington Evening Journal,
arid tl* San Antonio Express articles
have merely added to the kind of
confusion, misinterpretation, and fear
which has abounded over the past
year. The effect of these kinds of
statements Will be that effective pro-
grams will be delayed, and appro-
priate solutions overlooked until the
misconceptions are cleared up.

In the most recent TESOL publi-
cation entitled ESL in Bilingual Edu-
cation, the Executive Secretary of
TEKIL clearly makes the kind of
statement that opens the door for the
kind of communication and clarifica-
tion heeded when he states that,
"What we need is more coopemtkin
between, and a coalition of, teaclwrs
of ESL and specialists in bilingual

1

education who can wdrk together to-
ward a common purpose, and that pur-
pose is to help thousands of children

throughout the United States to reach

their full potential as citizens of our
imzeasingly complex and troubled so-

ciety."*

He further makes a call for the kind

of action that a continuingly unilateral
stance cannot hope to achieve when he
states, "It is not uncommon for two
fields sucn as TESOL and bilingual
educatim to have a common, stated
goal but, heraubv of the frofessional
anarchy which prevails, for one group
to neutralize the other. The prolifera-
tion, duplication, and internecine con-
flict among organizations consumes
energy and displaces constructive pro-
grams needed for development of an
effeetive profmsion. We need planned
integration of interrelated language
groups, ATESL, TESOL, NARE,
LSA, ACTFL, NCTE, MLA, and
CAL, each with specialind functions.
all directed toward comill011 pur-
poses."*

This is a call, dearly to those pro-
fessionals in both, in all these organi-
zations, to communicite as pmfession-
als, and cooperatively support effective
and honest solutions to the problem.

James E Mafia. The rontratibihty of TE.4/11.
ims1 Uslinguil Ehiestion." in Enigi4h wi a Second
Language us Bilingual Education. Matht and Tula-
del seds,i Washington TE.sioL, Doe. -



CONVENTION
14PORT
TeaOling English as an
Alien Language
rhis article was put together from re-
fkations and recollections made by
Cathy Day and Charles Btatchford
and includes interview material
gathered by Diana Berkowitz. Editor.

Bari Stevick's talk was a moving ac-
cotmt and recapitulation of his odyssey
C.-eking his solution to the riddle of
language teaching.. He talked ahout
how he has changed over the years
from being a language teacher to a
linguist to a language teacberwhkh
is what he wants to be. It was very
exciting to be led into neve realms of
human integration, into cme man's
settling into his own style Of teaching,
consistent with his whole being.

Eh-. Stevick feels that the designa-
tion of the study of language teaching
al; a branch of applied linguistics may
have the deleterious etInt of distract-
ing the teachers attention away from
other things, namely the personal dy-
winks in the classroom. An over-
emphasis on linguistic analysis may
make the teacher overly concerned
about such things as contrastive anal-
ysis or applications of tranoformational
grammar to language teaching. As a
result of having such a perspective,
the teacher may neglect the affective
domains of the learning situation.

He menjiloned that he had changed
in his belief of how to teach laneuage,
saying he was, in a way, bit puzzled
by his own earlier, insistence on "drill"
and quoted his own quote, re: drill
being the keystone in the arch. It is
difficult to criticize his talk because
of its personal nature, but his hallmark
was humility in his quest. His presen-
tation was a docurnepted, carefully
reasoned, and unassuming statement
in which he was not seeking agreem"ent
but affirming his reconciliation of
theory and praetice. It was easy to
Identify with his talk as we search for
harmony between our personal and
profesaional lives, between in- and out-
of-the-classroom personalities.

Dr. Stevick discussed barriers in the
classroom, alienatioA, from the stu-
dent's point of view: the harriers be-
tween the student and the new culture
he is learning, between the student and
the teacher, between the stueent and
other students, and between the stu-
dent and his self. Stevick not only
pointed out how students may sur-
mount these barriers by acts of psy-
chologifal or physical withdrawal and

aggresgion, but . lo suggested what the
teacher, could do to minimize the
height of these barriers. Specifically,
he felt that the student could leant
more when the student feels secum
when the student is allowed to learn
from himself Ind his peers. The real,
ization of these three conditions de-
pends to a very large degree upon the
willingness of the teacher to let them
exist, and just how the teacher mn
provide for the emergence of a con-
ducive atmosphere is the challenge
that each ef us farm in our elaasrooms.
SemAck can do it, IAA UMW Of US
cannot until .ve are of a mind tu want

. to give up something of our position
and share it with the student

He now believes in a humanistic ap-
proach to language learning and teach-
ing--giving ctedit to Curran/Counsel-
ing-Learning for most of his concepts.
He feels he owes a great deal to the
Silent Way. He finds the underlying
principles of the Silent Way approach
sufficiently compatible with those of
CL so that it is not a matter of having
to ehoose between them.

He is currently concerned for the
students' ege and for not invading the
students' space nor alienating him. He
believes that the student needs to do
the initiating (not the teacher) and
that practices (drills) can be de-
veloped after the student initiates. The
teacher's role is therefore changed and
it beCOMPS very uncomfortable at first
to not be the one directing or initiat-
in --but that students may learn more
quickly and eagerly with this metho-
dology.

In answer to a question about the
differences between the psychologists
claim that people tend to perform best
when they are a little bit tense and the
fact that in CL the learner is con-
stantly reassured and made to feel
as relaxed as possible, he said that he
has found that bettet learning takes
place when tension is reduced. How-
ever, tension and pressure are not com-
pletely gotten rid of in CL Further-
more he agrees that if you put people
under some pressure, you get better
results than if you completely elimin-
ate all pressure. It is a matter of
quality as well as quantity It is im-
portant to realize that there are differ-
ent kinds of tension. One might be
termed intellectual tension, i.e., frus-
tration which can occur whe the
learner is having trouble working
something out. This kind of tension
can spur the learner on to try to in-
crease his learning. On the other hand,
tension which is caused by threatts to
one's self-concept. i.e., feeling ef being
evaluated or ordered around, leads to
defensive learning.

Dr. Stevick believes that students

1

learn better from themselves than from
someone who is Ina position of author-
ity. In the latter case, things may
"go in one ear and out the other." In
contrast, when stadetits work on then-
selves, they tend to better internalize
the knowledge gained from this kind
of activity. In addition, the knowledge
comes in terms they can understand
and at a time they are reads tor it.
One other important point le that stu-
dents put up no resistance when they
are learning from themselves, but they
may resist getting information from
someone in authority, i.e., defensive
learning.

The students, this way, become in-
dependent of the teacher, and more
dependent on each other for help in
their language learningthey develop
into a community of language learners.

Stevick went on to my that be was
not issuing a clarion call for all
language teachers to follow him along
this path--first because he didn't think
there were any more clarion calls in
him; secondly because he wasn't at all
sure that this approach was for every-
one the staid all language teachers
but I would question all language
students as well). Jfe said that he
thought there might be some good lan-
guage teachers who for one reason or
another couldn't use this methodology,
but that he was going ahead with it
himself.
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REFLECTIONS ON APPLIED

LINGUISTICS
by J. Virgil Miller

University of Pttroleum and Minerals
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

. .

These are some ideas gleaned from
lectures and paper which were pre-
vented at the Internatiunal Conference

Apolied Linguisties,held at the Vni-
versity of Stuttgart in Germany last
summer.

An interlanguage is the language
of a learner which deviates from
the stendard larguage that is spoken
or- taught. (The term lnterlanguage
was used by Professor Pitt-Corder of
the. _School of Applied Linguistics at
Edinburgh, Scotland, who delivered
one of the major lectures). In some
cases, it is a learner who. is simply
tryhtg to imitate the standard with
varying degrees of sumo. His first
need is to commtmicate and be often
does this in a very elementary fashion.
He knows a few words and he louts
them together i a way in which he
hopes- to make himself understood.

As a child learns, he approaches the
standard. He imitates adults and older
children and makes analogies and ap-
plies rules, sometimes wrongly as "I
see two mans." The learner of a lan-
guage in school adopts a similar inter-
language which tries to approximate
the standard. But his system is not the
same and there are certain deficiencies
or errors. The errors could become

--embedded in the -speech of a learner
or even a whole speech community
and thereby beeome a new dialect
with its own structure and granunat-
ical rules. But as long as one form
of a language has prestige and the
learner endawors to speak it. The
system of any one speaker undermes
constant change. Usually however
the result is still less than standard.
Part of the difilaulty comes from in-
terference with the learner's own lan-
guage, where habits of articulation
and intonation are very ingrained.
Here the teacher has the responsi-
bility to drill these points where the
student's own language is a barrier.

Psychological factors are very im-
poilant in the intersystem. The mo-
tivation, the cultural background, the
personality of the student have to be
considered. A learner can be very pas-
sive and only listen whereas he ought
to master the language actively.. Stu-
dents may feel inhibited in talking the
inter-langaage. Here the responsibility
of creating live situations where lan-
guage is observed and used is para-
mount

In the social te,thn, the leamed lan-
gunge has a context as well as a strue-
ture. As the students develop their
interlawrage, they will begin to func-
tion as a small speech community.
and here the social aspect again be-
comes important. There is nothing
so stifiling te a language being learned
fM when the student cannot get a
feeling that the language ts a tieing
system used by real people,

In some cases, children have grown
up with two languageswhere the
father speaks one and the mother an-
other, or a miged community where-
two or more laoguages am spoken,
usually one language is dominant
one may be a school language and
the other a home language. One may
be the language of the country and
the other a minority language spoken
by a smaller group of people, either
a certain region or a certain class,
such as an immigrant group. In
some cases this may be a psycholog-
ical block to a child for he may learn
both languages but not es well as he
would one language that he concen-
trates on. One study showed that this
was true with vet', young children
but if they continued to use and
study both, it was possible to bename
proficient in both and compete suc-
ccissfulty with other children in the
national language.

In this study, social and psycholog-
ical factors were very important. The
degree of learning varied with the
motivation. Perhaps the fastest learn-
ing took place when a person coming
into a country learned to use only
the new language and he was not
among speakers of his language at
all. In time such persons might lose
their own language entirely, espe-
cially children. On the- other hand
with the encouragement of parents,
children can easily separate the lan-
guage of the home and the school.

There must be constant attention
given to social and psychological fac-
tors, since the speaker of an immi-
grant language is often stigmatized
for speaking it Some parents take
the easy way out and opt for the new
language entirely and their children
never learn their parent's language.
Those who encourage the learning of
both languages have the chance to
have their child learn two languages
equally well.

This concept of interlanguage can
extend to the bid-dialectical area too,
except that in this case the non-stan-
dard dialect is usually the first lan-
guage and the standard is one being
learned. The interlanguage of a mi-
nority dialect of the standant such as
Black English is an approximation of
standard English and the school

Li

tries to modify Ihe learned patterns of
the English dialect spoken at home.
Doubtless this would be true for
Scotch, Irish, mountain people, rthnl
dialects etc., where the schools feel it
Is desirable to teach one standard
through the whole country. German
dialects illustrate this aptly where in
num cases one dialect is spoken at
home whole another is taught at

There are of course many areas
where people speak several versions
ol the same language with ease,. In a
sense everyone does this in different
contextsslang at work Or in recrea-
tion, even rough talk or profanitY, a
colloquial standard at home, an edu-
cated Standard at school, and a formal
standard while writing.

The emphasis should be on- real
situations. One great criticism of lan.
guage programs is that flow are too
mechanical and that the situatkets are
too., artificial. This conference made
that criticism mote than once and in-
dividuals Made some rather negative
comments on machines for teaxth-
fug language. It was thought that
electronic equipment, while it may be
a help, Worked only on repetitien of
fixed phrases and took the langaage
out of a real communication situa-
tion. The same might be said for
many language texts which stress rep-
etition and strvetural patterns, often
at the expense of natwul discoarse.
No one opposes the use of repetition
and reinforcement in teaching any
subject But in dealing,with human
beings we have the opporttmity of
teaching them to use logic, analogy,
association and many other devices
available to the human mind. Our
sr:talkers noted that memorizing texts
in languages could have a negative
effect, since in some cultures mem-
orization is developed to such a fine
degree that whole textbooks are mem-
orized in order to pass an examina-
tion. If memory is used in language
teaching to too great a degree it may
become repetition without thinking
and therefore meaningless as a means
of communication.

The important point of the confer-
.enee seems to me to be the emphasis
on the learner of the language rather
than the teacher or the method. It
is the student who has to learn it, so
it would seem hest to start with him,
and start him where he is. If he knows
nothing of the new language, the pro-
nunciation, structure and vocabulary
have to be given to him. If he knows
it imperfectly, the teacher has to take
him from there and in the language
of the conference, to help him make
his approximate system approach the
standard.
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IlliDATING
A STEREOTYPE
Bruc, Coleman
Alemtnik _Adult School,
San Fran'cisa,

What dies the layman ask when he
meets an English as a seiond language
(ESL) instructor from an adult school
program for the first eine?

work at might -don't rite"
"Aren't most of your students old,

poor, and uneducatedr
"Do you teach Medcane (or Puerto

Ricans) mostlyr Nor "Well, how
many languages do you speak?" And,

"How am you teach foreigners if
you don't speak all of their lan-
guages?'

Like a lot of s de*"

seta* to be questkneda perhap,
buried. Rut, if no.. more, they
should at least to 1976.

Such an updating just been ac-
complished in a revealing survey by
Donna Ilyin in a nation-wide clues-

. tionnaire and student population sur-
vey.

One hundred and twenty-six per-
sons, or 36 per cent, responded to the
two-page survey sent to 333 TESOL
members of the Adult Special Interest
Group.

Responses came from large cities
such as New York and Detroit and
small towns such as Escondido, Cali-
fornia, and Rock Springs, Wyoming,
as well as from Canada, Hawaii and
Japan.

Findings that appear to break
stereotypes are:

(1) Instead of students being madly
in the over 55 age group, the survey
indicated that' most students are in an
18 to 29-year-old age group. (Most
teachers reported, however, that they
also had students in the same -class
aged 30 to 35 and some older.)

(2) Another typical stereotirpc is
that adult students are slow learners,
uneducated, come from disadvantaged
backgrounds and -don't really know
how or want to learn English. They'd
rather just socialize in their own lan-
guage with people from their home-
land. On the contrary, over half the
teachers in the survey indicated that
most of the students in their classes
had completed high school in another
country; six responded that most had
completed college or university while
four stated that moo of their students
had started college. (Again, however,
teachers reported that, in the same
class, there were some students with
Httle education and some that had fin-
ished colleges and universities.) Sur-

vey msulte ehowed that most of the
ESL studezts in adult doses are
'young, well-educated and underem-
ployed," dna not in school as a step-
ping stone to a collem, or univeasity.
Most of the teachers questioned saki
their students are trying to get enough
English to enter, the fields in whith
they have already -been trained,.

($) Most ESL adult students go to
wheel at night is another stereotype.
AgainCot true. The tally' shows
that-more teachers reported teaching
classes during the day than the night.
Sixty-six teachers said they teach dur-
ing the day while 52 said they teach
in the evening.

(4) Most ESL adult students are
Spanish-speakingruns another pop-
ular stereotype. This is correct in a
sense but it is not at ail true when
you consider the overall class makeup.
Surveyed teachers reported having
predominantly "mixed language
groups." That is, 110 teachers said
they teach mixed language groups
while 11 teachers said they have
Semi/Ai-awaking students only, two
Japanese speakers only, one Chinese
and one French only. In the mixed
language groura where dominant lan-
guages were represented, 68 teachers
reported that most of their mixed stu-
dents were Spanish speaking, 13 re-
ported that most Were Chinese speak-
ing, five said Japanese, five Korean,
four Vietnameee. four Arabic, three
French, two Persian, two Italian, two
Polish, one Russian,..one Greek, one
Filipino and one Punjabi.

(5) Anbther stereotype is that adult
ESL students are often middle class
foreianers and they do not work Adult
classes use-1 to have runnhers of stu-
dents who were, for the most part,

"supported by their relatives either
here or in their home countries, but
the Ilyin survey fitures point out that
teachers estimate over 50 per cent of
the students work either part or full-
time. Are they h. consulate or ern-
bassy situations where they might not
need to improve their English? No.
Although a few are visiting or on dip-
lomatic visas, most students do me-
nial, low-paying jobs such as that of
dishwasher, bus boy, kitchen helper,
seamstress or some type of housework.

Other aspects of the surVy shim
that, in the teaching situation, teach-
ers do not find any simple stereotypes
but, instead, are confronted with some-
thing some liken to a "moveable cir-
cus." For example, some classes are
set up in store fronts, in churches, in
school rooms with chairs designed for
children and wherever space can be
found. Thento juggle the different
proficiency levels, age group% lan-
guage groups and culturesmany
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teachers use. tapes, slide& movies,
thsh cards and walk to hold every-.
thing together. A Canadian teaclao.
illustrates the kind of predicaments
teachers must handle in an open
rollment class setting when she wrote:

"I teach anv one of six various lee,
els to any adult from anY country-
Rome. 'having lived. in Canada anY
where fmm less than a week to 20 Or
more years. Ninety per cent of the.
students have come to lies hero
rest of their: lives. There ate
where from 15-72 in 4 class at *dotes
times."

Teaehers eere asked to tell their,
greatest successes and greatest prob.
!ems in teaching.

The greatest probben was the 'wide
diversity of a .class with the lack of
ready-made, individualized instructitut
materials which meant-the ',table= of
-finding enough time to prepare all the_
materials needed.

Along _with_ this _pmblem. , were: the
related problems of having stadente
illiterate in their- own language itt'the-
same class as those who .had academit--,
habits and reading skills, find of having
students with nfl proficiency entering
after a course was well Odor Way.

Teachers reported in the survey that:.
most of their classes have from 11 to
25 students at a session for two to:

threehours a day anywhere from four-
to 30 hours a week.

The majority of the teachers re-
ported that most of the students' fell
into levels 100 to 200 where studentb
had some English skills.

Forty-four teachers estimated tha-
up to 10 per cent of their class was
functionally illiterate in their own
languages.

Literacy in the non-Roman alplet..._
bet was reported upon by 113 teachers
Of those teachers, only 18 said that
over 75 percent of their students were
literate in the non-RoMan alphabet.

Teachers were asked to report what
most of their students' aspirations
were. The main aspiration; were: Lit-
eracy in English (the amount neces-
sary to find a job in their present
field I, (53 teachers reporting); to up-
grade their job, (32); to obtain any
jab, 17); to enter college or univers-
ity, t 13 ). Aspirations also inclurbd:
Conversation skills, cultural reasons,
survival English and to obtain U.S.
citizenship.

More than half of the 'schools and
institutionl covered in the survey give
students certificates of attendance or
course completion authentication.

Teachers said that programs are us-
ually financed by a combination of
-two or more federal, state or local
agencies.
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itilingual Education: For the
Melting Pot or for a New
Amerkaa Pluralism

by All:m Wiener
Human Resources Division

National Puerto Rkan Forum

education has existed
since the founding of this maim.
However, as a formal recognized re-
spemse to a perceived .educational
need, it is recent. The recent prolif-
eratiun of Bilingual Programs ire;
been 'spurred by Title- VII, of the
ESKA, which for the first lime pro-
vides funds for the implementation of
sue.le programs.

This legislation came into being
based cm two maiur observations; that
there were cerkun grotnxs in this coun-
try that were nut performing in school
as they should have been, and the
dissemination of information based on

specificatiY. that reading
and writing in elementary stages-were
extensions of already internalized
structure's in a students' . vernacular.
The humaneness and economy of pro-
viding instructim in certain-areas such
as mathematics in the students' ver-
tvanlar was also apparent.

Before we proceed into the Nob
main thrusts of what bilingual educa-
tion is or could be, it might he wise
to discuss what bilingual education
is not. Bilingual Education is not
ESL. Though a strung. ESL prognmi
i. part of any bilingual program, it
is. WI one of its constituents. An.
other myth that should be laid he rest
is that- bilingual staff does not auto .
viatically guarantee the existance of
bngual program. What is most im-
ig.rtant is that teachers involved per-
ceive of theniselves in their bilingual
roles and suhscribe to the philosophy
of whata bilingual program is.

1VIct current bilingual programs ap-
pear to sutNscribe to the traditional
goals of American education. That is,
the domination of the various -comic-
air areas and skills. ultimately in
English. What is not apparent in this
is that Bilingual Education is looked
upon in these programs as a technique
to achieve ult imate English dominance
over the students' vernacular. There
is a planned phasing out of the stu-
dents' native language until, if its
study is pursued, it is phased into the
area of Foreign language instruction.
This is a narrow and ultimately a self-
defeating approach to bilingualism.

There is a mor* ample approach to
bilingual education, one which per-

Continued on Next Page

MELTING POT
Continued front Page 1.5

ceives of pluralism as a positive as-
pect of American society and views
bilingualism and multilingualism as
a grent national resource. The aware-

. nest; that occurard with the outbreak
of WW H should have taught the Ed-

ucational Commupity that we were in
the wrong direction when we inter-

prrted Americanization, in a narrow
sense, as a goal of our system. We

are now, though grudgiisgly. being

given the opportunity to develop the
linguistic and cultural resources of

this nation. If we continue to inter-

pret our bilingual mandate of just a
technique to provide ultimate English
dominance, we once again will have
missed our opportunity. If, on the
other hand, we attempt io develop bi-
lingual capacities in all areas, we will

have clone our nation a tremendous
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Are We Meeting the
Necds of Foreign
Students?

13y Maria Luz Urban
Great Neck eultlir Sthools

Often because of the anxieties and
;Yressures of daily life, we looiv sight
of the fact that children. too, are hu-
man beings subject to emotional proh-
kms created at home or in satool.
The 'eachers function is therefore not
only to develop a child into a knowl-
edgeable and renvonsible individual;
but a lsb, to meet his irasic emotional
needs, if we ere to make him a happy.
succemful and well adjusted person.
This requires that teachers develop
the sensitivity and skill to detect and
alleviate such problems.

Through work with foreign students,
I have ooticed that learning English
as a second language is not their only
problem. There is a definite need for
acculturation to our American way of
life. Although we know that children
tend to adapt to clutnge more rapidly
than adults; we also know that, where
possible, extreme change should he
effected gradually, keeping in mind
the personality of the child, his souial
environment, and his cultural heri-
tageif we are to koop intact his sense
of security and well being. Teaching
a newly arrived foreign student pre-
sents a number of special ;problems
not prw it in teaching the average
student.

Mast foreign students eotne from a
traditional school where rigid struc-
ture. diseipline, and obedience are
basic stressed values. For these stu-
dents, entry into a progressive system
can be an unsettling and confusing ex-
prienc which requires substantial
change in their educationM, sockd,
and moral values. Without the help
of a trained. perceptive. :md under-
standing teacher; in immature child
freed from traditional values may take
the path towards radival behavior. Rut
given the needed help. most will
quickly come to realize that 'llunigh
the progressive school does not place
as great an ennthasis on discipline.
obedience and formality. it is not lack-
ing in values. Its just that the values
Ma!' not be as oh% jot's.

During their period of transition.
each child must be shown that values
rdate to environmnt, culture and re-
lip ions Miefs, and that their own val-
ues need not be thrown away to em-
brace the new. Instead they should he
Pncouraged to develop their personal
values by selecting the best of old and
new. In this way we may be able to
lessen the impact of value change on

Continued on. page 19

orslorimur,

ARE WE 'Nllilt:fiNG THE 6
NEEDN OF THE FOREIGN
STUDENT?

-C vdi rued from page 17
their sense fy vo-un.t guard
against. the situ3Lons where children
blinded by their desires to 'Wong' (to
some group ) r.dopt a false set of values
which eventually lead to. emotional
disturbano!s,

As tm+ters, we also have the re-
sponsihflity to help parents to under-
stand the problems which their chil-
dren aro experiencing, and of the
important need for ;mental love, gni&
once. and support which they must
provide during this adjustment period.
In many cases this will involve the
educaticm of the child's parents to the .

fact that adaptation to a new culture
dom not mean a complete values
change. Parents would naturally re-
sist a complete change which is for-
eign to their personal philosophy.

It is unfortunate that Many parents
take a pasqiive rule in the education of
their childretE some because they do
not wish to interfere in school philos--
vphy; others because ".vy fear their
children will be penalized if they
criticize or question current whoa!
practice. In some cases, the parents
themselves are so overwhelmed and
preoccupied with their own itrohlems
that theY neglect the needs of their
children. It is evident that these par-
ents .do not fully appreciate the im-
portant contribution that they could
be making to the education of their
young.

In conclusi)n. it is nw belief that
te:whers mustt become More concerned
and imolved in the fultilhnent of their
students enmtional needs. and that
parents should have available to them
a complementary course in adult edu-
cation designed to show them how
they may best contribute to the edu-
cational process. For only when hoth
family and school are united in pur-
posAi eari we design the far reaching
programs that will effectively deal
with th e emotional side of child de-
velopment.
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Reprinted from the CATESOL News-
letter Vol 7, No. 3, November 1975.

SL and ESD: Some
Similarities and Differences

by Csrletta Hattsough
Alernany Community CADI lege Center,

San Francisco

Dr. Kenneth Johnson's presentation
at the CATESOL Camference on the
similarities and differences in teaching
Standard American English (SAE)
tofereignersandtoa ers of Black
dialect was both a dells ul and in-
formative insight into Black English
and Black culture. Pointing out that
kurguage is a reflection nf culture, Dr.
Johnson stressed the importance of
clear definitions of Black People and
Black dialect.

A Black person, an American Negro,
is ."someane who saya he's one." He
asserted that Black persons can only
be defined "in terms of &Rural char-
acteristics, a shared experience by
20,006,000 people." One of these ex-
periences is language. Since sub-cul-
tures, such as the Black culture, over-
lap with the dominant culture, it is
those :yeas of difference which create
the identity of the members of that
sub-culture. One of these differences,
again, is language.

If the goal of integration is assimila-
tion, as it seems to be, achievement of
that goal means the loss of sub.cultural
differences and therefore the loss of
identity. It means the loss of a viable
linguistic system which differs from
BAE in its grammar, its phonology, its
intonation patterns, and somewhat in
its lexicon. In defining dialect, Dr.
Johnson rejects the term social dialect
because it implies that only lower
classes of Black people communicate
in or are familiar with this dialect.
Black dialect is, he says, a cultural
dialect, a variety of English spoken by
all classes of Black people. According
to Johnson, the class differences are
that the loser class Black speaks only
the dialect while the middle class
Black speaks SAE also.

Given, the importance of Black dia-
lect in all segments of the Black cul-
ture, it becomes apparent that ME
must be taught to speakers of Black
dialect as an alternate, rather than a
replacement dialect as it has been,
and is being, taught in our schools
today.

Dr. Johnson presented and coun-
tered some false assumptions about
Black dialect and its speakers:

1. Blacks are non-verbal.
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2. Blacks have poor auditory discrini-

'nation skills,
3. Black dialect is incapable of ex-

pseseing ahstract concepts.;
4. Black dialect speakers don't even

understand one another. --

5. Blacks haye "law lips and lazy
tonguenst_they 'are physiologicalk,
incapable of speaking "correcrr
English.

He also gave samples of scene id' the el-
w ay s in which Black dialect differs
from SAE:
Intonation: How intonation patterni
4n greeting convey greatly dfffering
emolonS.
Grammar: The omissfon of the copula
which communkatea "dew." The In-
sertion of "be" which communkatot
habitual activky. The three peg
tenses of Black dialect.
Phanalgkal: Ong of the rules for
consonant reduction if a word encts
in two %viceless consonants, the last of
which is a stop, the last consonant is
eliminated. (With the above rule,. one
can then understand the systematic
plural formatibn for words like desk-/
desesi, tests-flakes/ and the ora) non-
existence of the past tense markerf in
many words.

In practice, speakers of Black dire.
led and speakem of foreign languages
do the same thing. They impose the
phonology of their own linguistic sys-
tems on that of SAE. The most im-
portant,si ity in approach to these
two groups the 'need to recognize
the cliff 4iwt imination skills, to
focus on areasoNWerference and con-
flict points, to identify them and then
to work on them. Otlwr similarities
are that langunge is identity and any
new linguistic system must be an alter-
nate and not a replaeement. A third
similarity is that both groups need
practice.

The major difference is that the
Black dialect speaker already speaks
and understands English- He eon also
understand but can't reproduce SAE.
Second language techniques can only
be unK] -in very short, intense doses.
The best approach, Dr. Johnson feels,
is to put the Black child in a situation
where SAE is required and the child
will learn it.

He insists that children who speak
other languages and those who speak
Black dialect do not have the same
probjems. They cannot be lumped into ,.

a single group and treated in the
same manner. Black dialect children
cannot be shoved into the same lan-
guage programs with the same meth-
ods and approaches.
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Teaching "%Witten English Through Sector Analysi's

by Gayid E. K Sloane attil Manor Frikup, Medgar Evers College, CUNY

Takac Item bilve needvit for-soniutitne
Vehkkt for systrinanc attempts at

focusing student interest on sentenve
structure. In some Owes, tratinforma-
tiontil grammar has filled the +4uum

, -in writhtlt ins-true-ion Welly the col-
lapse or cntifidenee in the old fash-
kmed Reed and Kellogg sentence
4w:taming. TypWally. teachern of

'English_ as a second language have
-beta: more pragnuttic than both corven-
Waal and tmnsfurmational schools,
vairking hmvily with language mark.
ers and prisitional reintkmships. Sec-
tor Analysis should prove a valuable

Ana in this urea. Developed origin-
to_teach English sentence strue-

auto to .twelve-year-olds in Turkey, it
hai4 proved, adaptable to ESL as well
as to remedial language instruction in
writing in the open enrollnican witu.
anon; a"- number of instructors in
CAT,N.Y. institUtions have reported
success whh it, and controlled experi-
ments are soon to he set in motion in
Ontarknuld Baltimore County. Mary-
land. Nevertheless, with one or two
maior exceptions. Sector Analysis as a
potential tool for tmehers of "edited"
American English remains a well-kept
&Tref. Hobert L. Allem of Cohnnbia
Teaaters College in New York City,
developed Sector Analysis at about
the same time. that Kenneth Pike es-
tablished Ti mem ics slot -and-fiHer
grammar- as a system of linguistic
analysis, Since the .two systems are
simile., this may account for the rela-
tive Ghscurity of Sector Analysis.
Wi pnblication of a work-text,
Wet, -ientores. Thomas V. CI ow-

t975 (with wilkh this aricie
is chiefly concerned"), Scrim Analysis

'now becomes generally available for
teaching written English and its point-
lathy should increase.

Sector Analysis is Galled "X-Worel
Grammar" hy manzof its users he-
anise of its emphasis on the function
of twenty or so modal auxiliaries
which are INA in the. .formation of
question and answer patterns in En-
glish. English, and particularly writ-
ten English, is approached from a lin-
guistic peNm.dive 'as a slot-and-filler
or position-and-construction language.
Sector cined, therefore,
as a practical. linguistically-oriented
grammar which describes the "t.eliteer
American English sentence as a se-
quence of positions 'subject. predi-
cide,.advegbials. ete.1 which may be
filled by various construction types
4 TIMM clusters, ClatiseS, phrases, half-
sentences, etc. One of the most use-
ful aspects elf this grammar is that the
regularity with which certain eon-

tructions 1111 aniain taviitions in En-
aish opens the ikay for pattern acqui-
sition, drill, diagrammatic
and .eVrn ttchtoneill stylistic studies
through a wide range of ingtinetionil
programs in. language devekionwnt:
identitleatkM. detenninerk langnage
-ties between subjects and war* and
related .pattern keys can be- advan-
tagemis to hoth . the ESL. Fl, and
rentOdihI lenrner:

Dr, Alkres-apprrmeh actually em-
phaaires a conschmsnoss of kinguage
patterns that is ly)st usrd as a font*
of editing, Tniditional grammar tends
to. obsCure :the lilies 'between spoken
English and the standards of "c?ditecr
American English:7 Sector Analysk
depends on patterns acquitrd throng*
the spoken-language CsPerience of
learners, but ha orientation fasiers an
awareness of the slightly different eon- .
ventions governing written .1.:nglish..
Both the "Prefnce" to Working Sen-
tences and the accompanying teach-
er's. vide strelli.tht" tifte Of_ tittgkOte-
editing ability through the recognition
of -bilks of language- anticiptted by
nati%re speakers in expository writing
4 as opposed tO drama .or other forms
of tyrrewrihed speech). -1-angtmge
*chunking," -the ability to recogniie
constructions and word clusters as
conveyors of meaning, is as important
as indivklual word recognition. Con-
sequently, students who have svme
,voralinlary problems may still ad-
vance rapidly in NI...recognition of
meaningful word units. One of the
technique-. in remedial instruction has
been to ofTer sentences composed of
nonsense words for analysis thrgugh,
stntetural markers and positions: stu-
dents become recharkably adept at
such drills itfa few weeks and seem to
expand their owi\ .use of language
structures. A language instruction
program Inased on Seetor Analysis may
he more reancept-oriented than word-
oriented. a boon to teachers who have
never felt that Reed and Kellogg dia-
gramming :adequately explains such
language chokes plural and singu-
lar agreement for "I fall of the appks
are but "Half of the pie is . ,

"
-

a choice made relatively simple to
understand through the treatment of
subjects as., noun clusters. language
chunks, rather than as single words
independently related to a .orb. The
checking of sueh oatterns using 7:-
Word ( ;rammer -tolls" represents the
editing ability mentioned above

A dose exant)tc ation of the work.
text, Wei/I:in/1 S,'tttenees, by !tot 'rt
Allen, itita Pompian. and Doris A.
Allen, indicates ariety of te-les to

(j;)

whieh the ...graminar ean .. be put in
helping the student to consciously
identify his own grammatical patterns
and employ this knowledge. The 1if-
teett"1.inibir. *to whkh The -book is-
divided fortut .00 major finkfili -Of mfa
creme, moditicatkin, and predkatinn.
Particular attention is paid to the
Kusic trunk pattern and its relation:-
ship .to the funetions of the tw-enty._
most entnintin X-WtOrdfi. 'and to The
packing proeess by which trunks tan
he expantk.d and given variety in writ-

yes-no questinn.answer pat-
tern ir4 John here?! John k hem,. is
tho df SCO'fr Analysis. Twenty
X,Words .which hegin suelt question
patterns (amlisitare/Wasfteere/ fdaf
doesIdid/ /havo/has/had/ /shall/
wilt/0okt d /tonal(' I shot' td/ 'nay/
might/ must /rani ... send information
'merely hy pigrition. When these X.
Words ..intn CV- a -sentence, they in-
dkate a eps Aim just as clearly as
does the inverted qttestion mark in
written. Spanish: in -the middle- of a
sentenee 'they Identify' a statement....
One af Dr. AllentS chief contentions is
that the ithilitY tO fOrMulate these. Ian-
gnaw. -patterns -is- rapidly _acquired,
and classroOnt experkmee indicates
that tdenlents can use the patterns with
very high .sueiess in one or two weeks
of instruction. The .movement of the
X-Word serves to identify the sublpet
Welty fremardless of whether it is
tilled In a single mord or x number of
words which together function as a
nominal construction) and the predi-
cate in thrrbask English trunk the
first tive units of the text rover this
material. The linguisiie lies govern-
ing suhieet-verb agreement in number
and verll tense formation, crucial
prestia`e features of English, are dealt
with in units three and four. Unit five
iotroduces the bask positions of tile
predicate and establishes the ground-

` work for the folloeking eight units,
which deal with various techniques for
embedding informatim and for park-
ing sentence trunks with additional
information. In Later units, the stu-
lie-nt is introduced to optional r n-
temp sectors through a few sinnie
terms, such as -shifter" and "insert,"
which identify their most obvio.is
characteristics. Included clauses and
h: f-sc .ntences ( one of Dr. Allen's

useful concepts for leachers
working with secondary predications
and stshstitutions of verbal tthrases
:are identified :as important construc-
tion types. C harts covering l X-
Word /yea. rimnlinations for verb
Tthra.,es, 21 ft of irregular verbs.
f 3 includers the words which signal
the. beginning of included
-nhordinate clauses in t radii iona I

Continued on page 12
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Continued from page i I

grammar, and t4 t the twenty .X-
Words, appear at the end of the text

; forstuderit. ritetenzn,
.

..' -The format oflhe text is partkw
larli worthy of note. Working Sen-
tenteiz employs brief sult-seCtiew .eivrt

Jame& of- explanatiotts followed bi
exampkts... A practice "EntOrtige ftillOWS
each subsection and calls fordiagram-
minger closing to complete a structur--

...al. requirement, Units are conchuk4 by
--'fr4vdttePant tasks ;Ong- the re* tech-

niques_ to encourage the. stt:dent -to
tnanipitintesetlfrnee parts: and finally :

.:Oenerate his own 'sentences on a given.
lopie Brief corn:Wing 'essay assign-
ments call for the.eonstructions and
sentence patterns of the. unit. Reeause

7 -0f7this-apProach... punctuation IS sub-
andirtated t, the develommet of strue-

.7.10*,:-and as the Andent masters the
'repertoire nf sentence sectors and ap-
propriate .construetion fillem he dis-
cOverS -that punctuation rules.are re-
duced to a mininnun. We have felt
'that this subordination of marking
coneations to structural .ingic is a
maior advantage CA Sector Analysis.
- The Instructor's Muntial to Work-
ing Sentences is helpful to the teacher
who haS not taken- formal courses. in
Sector- Analysis. Explanatory notes

7, take-:-:up the convey-ions of written
English and offer more detailed es-
plicatims of the theoev than would
NM* been appropriate in the work-
text . itself. Suggestions ani. given for
dealing with specific student questions
likely to occur as well as for the devd-
opnwnt of additional practice exer-
cises. '"A Final Word to the .Inst rue-
tor" mikes thy mind-set of the authors
pirticularly dear -focus on the lessym
and ignore peripheral areas, do not
inhibit with excessive red penciling,
um- the brlok as a tool for the student
to develop his own writing rather that,
as an end in itself.

The chief application of Sectof
Analysis for the purposes of this com-
mentary are seen to lie in-tlw area of
remediation, particularly in the first
semester college freshman in the
CUM' open a(lmission environment.

INitial writing samples show frig-
int its to be one of the most persistent
problems in this area. Usually. the
student has been told that he has a
major problem, and "fr.," or "(rag-
mentl is well-known to him as an
identi ation of his error. but the stu-
dent lw . no concept of what fragment
means and no tangihk. way to iden-
tify or correct it, Sector Analysis of-
fers such means first. after working
with yes-no questions to identify sub-
jects and predicates, Ow study);
12

learns hew to iden ',ify the omission of
verbs, X-Words, or subject_ sectors;
second., as the.-student goes deeper
into Sector Analysis,Imming to iden-
tify construction types such tut cktuses
orltatf.sentewes, tatti learning the ttp
tlonal *ectors front and tnd ;a-
sitions for socondAry predientions,
which if tilled are often .filled,._with.
claw he learns Why a clause punt--
ttuttc.l as a senteace is a fragment,
;rind Moreover, how tO ineorporate this
clause into the 'weeding or following
tientence. Even before the student-
cove* this step if he applies the. yest-.
no question strategyand trimi" to
turn his- dause-htto n yea-no OaeStion

he can identify -the fragment he,
cause the question sentence caamot be
,formed.

Editing is very important in this
simply learning, sectors and

constniction types' May .not beenough.
Students often . need' euaxinw to netti.'
ally test the interchange. One succesto
ful exervin. Wes a student writing
santnle *tic') is reasonably ionnected
diK0111141 with all the errors, except
fragments, corrected. Students are
tOld how 'many frmabents appear and
re aJisl. to-thid them one ...hr one,-
rewriting the passages and comparing
the two writing saMples as they pro--
med. Numbering the svntences in the
exercise prevents the student from Iv-
ing oVerwhelmed and helps him to
limit" his focus; word grouts pm-tetu.
nted itS senterwes c..in be treated one
at a time. The reevriting practice is
kmeficial by itself. and the compari
son of the two mmittl4, eh.arly de-
lineates sectors an,1 onstructions.
complet ing t he less+ it I rtict tired
approach to edit in t he stn.
dent for longer
techniques also teo, ne 'di Mitten-
tion and correction of r un-ons, comma
splices, and subject-verb lies.

Antither important application of
Sector Analysis is in the development
of smitence variety, One of our col-
leagues at Hunter enllege, teaching
bilinguals and native speakers, uses
ctolor-ioded algehricks. identifying a
different construction type with each
color. with tow color fnr singk. words:
sarying colors are used to build son-

,

and time me essential: they may well
.he lags in affective growth' and .we do
not yet know to what -extent regrerAion
occurs with this approach.

The behaviond efforts of if pro4:,rarn
based. on' Sector Analysis are worthy
of Spechd note. Self-confidencr is rad-

4-iicnlly expanded through experience
with the system of X-Word Or-annum..
In 'one graduate program for minor-
ities, instructora uho-Were.edtteational
psychokrgists made Special note of the
growth in volunte Of writing, increased
personal self-confidence and af son*

''stmlents`-use rd sentence diagrams 1ti-7
their actual.. k*writing.. .'111e same
educational psychologists noted.a sec-
ond significant .feattne of 'X.-WO&
iiranimar:. it allows teacher.and stu-

dent to focus. writing instruption
the needs &the readerlds .expecta-
tkms for conventional sentence. pat-
terns and the inahility of twiny riNad-..
ers -.to ;resolve -departures from those
types. Refocushig instruction toward:.
reader neOsis makes -the. learning en-_
vimarnent less threatening to thestu-
dent.

Sector Analysis, because it Oren a
systematic language strw tur(F. perhaps.
seems to he a much. freer body. of 1113-
ter ial in the classroom. Dr. Allen
spends time with his own studenV on
"Floinguage7 which uses the Word
"boing" in place of content words .-
nouns, writs and adjectivek, with_"ho-
ingly" in place of adverks. A sam-
ple might he "Roing can be-
ing the bping," With such sentences,

talents can be introduced rapidly to
the common markers in English and
Iv convinced of their importance: and
even without technical knowledge,
most r(*aders will admit that they can
identify the subject sector of such a
sentence, the object ea noun cluster),
and the predicate. It is even possiblp
t dunand of students: "Don't
think!". thereby streRsing the paci-
tions and mtterns which they already
recognize unconsciously if native
speakers :If the hngtlage. Soon soi-
dents can neither he defeatist by no-
inguage. other .nonsense sentences, or
English senteneesNin which the vocab-
ulary is foreign to their experience:
reading and writing skills are both
developed in this ease. There is a
tinct advantage to the teacher in sep-
arating 'dosed lists of structure words,
which r:m be memorized, from flu.
unending list of content words which
frequently confuse Die grammar les-
son.

The use of Sector Analysis in the
teaching of -rOading is of major impor-
tance and teaching nerd*: Ow entire
spectrum of the English eurriculum
may respond positively to the poten-
tial which Sector Analysis hpJs.

tences. 4ttublits learn, to construct
sentences by vi,tod dictition. Sophis-
tication and clarity both hwrease.
1.1%en in eases of the Black English
language population, analysis of Con-
qructions indkates that new areas of
the senteme are used and there iS an
inerease of correct constructions which
is striking and these changes begin
taking place even before the casual
reader (and somtimes casual grader )

is aware of writing improvement. Still.
the teacher is cautioned till practice

ollir
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A Connsding-Learning Model for Second
Language Learning

by Jenny Rardite Counseling-Leaming Institute

ramiseling-Learning Model .for
lneatiott, developed hy Dr. Charles

-A- 'Cerisin of- Loyola UniVersity, Chi
caws. .and his associates, Ims been re-

-7- ...... -attention- recently..frons
edueators 'and- partieularlY (nun the
lanstiage teaching -profession. Much

. óf.thh iriterest is tiee. to, Eati W. titev-
tdc vja reviewed. Curran's book...in.
ititi-and'Varel and Nobuo Akiyanot,
who:genet-AIM .intereSt In the Peace
(- !kwhielt resulted in several Lam

Language Learning Teaclr
Training: Programs.

"t'ommunity lamguage Learning"
iSthe name given.to the application of
thitemodel:to langttage learning since
.4.-.nstults. in a special kind -of lemming
cenanunity.
Original iteieareh

resasarch which began
in the late fifties, was designed to
..stuels the psychologkal dynantics in-.
volved in 'adult learning. specificflly.
foreign language huming, rather than
tO develop a methodology of language
Is:wiling Foreign languages were
cluasen :is the learning. task. As a re-
sink students -in the research claststs

--S4.411e. using four languages simultane-
ously. slams one at a time. achieved
varyins levels of confklence and "com-
munfrative competence" in one or
more foreign languages.

Om of the questions that was raised
at the outset of the research was
whet her awn renesses from counseling
and psychotherapy could facilitate
the h-arning process by becoming an
integral part of that process. Since
'many of the blockings that language
learners expressed were quite similar
to those expressed by persons enming
for . psychotherapy or psychological
counwling it was thearired that if
language experts were alsn trained in
tounseling sensitivities and skills, this
double expertise would bring ahnut
significant changes in the quality of
the !yarning raithmship between
)eacher and learner,. and among learn-
+rs themselVs.

Curran's book. Counseling-Learning
A Whole-Person Abode/ for Pdmvtion'
.1972 prem-nted the findings from
over twelve Years of research in this
:mate! of "ereative affiliation between
teacher and learners." The findings
and model itself are as Earl Stevick
puts it. "in'initely rich in subtleties"
and a pro, ess (if Study and experience
with it in lea. Mtn; situation'4 . re-sillily
and reexperience can yield an in-
creasing grasp of ;ts complexities.

The five fallowing -statements while
not exhaustive, are basic to an under-
standing _of the...( 7onruteling-Learning
model. All final human learning is
value. learning; 2 a.. :Resistance is- in--
herent in any adult kainhig situation;
34 Human leamipg is- whole-person
learning; 4 Human learning Ls pens
sons; .. 5); .Hurnan learning moves
through a five-stage process of inter-
nalisation.
Value Learning

A basic cencept underlYing the
Counseling-Leamilig model is Shut all
wholespersam, human learning is, in
fact,, value learning. This concetat. is
.tn*ted hy, Curran. in his, hook, Colin-
'meting and Pstehatherilpy: The Pun-
snit of Values 1968:)! By "valuesi"
Curran means conscious or uncon-
scious self investments is, sttch
self-investments are either deterMined
by oneself or pre-determined bY the-
cul ural, . family, religious .neighbor-
hoist ete:. Values one is horn into.

4In other stmrds, if we as teachers see
ourselves as the cause of a learning
confliet within the, stuthsrt, simply he-
causs, 'we represent a certain hodY of
knowledge which the student wishes
to learn, then we will be more. Under-
standing about the kind of struggle
that we have created in the student.
That this struggle is not just intellec-
tual is especially evident in the area
of foreign language learning when,
ever "communicative ecampetence" is
stressed. The whole-person of the
learner is especially involved if he or
she aims at a speaking ability rather
than simply grammar, vocabulary and
wading.

Mary students in a language class
at first "get butterflies" just thinking
about having to pronounce the foreign
language in front of the class, let
alone trying to carry on a conversa-
tion. This would he one level of strug-
gle. Hut suppose, for example, the
Spanish speaking student is con-
sciously or unconsciously aware that
by !earning English he/she is in a
complkated way alienating himself!
herself frum the parents who speak no
English. it is obvitms egit we are at
another level of strusgle.

Who( the Counseling-Learning
model offers therefore, is a means of
understanding these personal learning
conflicts in such a way that learners
as well as taachers may deal construc-
tively with negative a. well as positive
feelings. As a result, both can make
genuine investments in the learning
relationship and sf. experience k.ss

Ppw
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discouragment with one anather and_
the material to he internalized or
learned. Personal learning conflicts
and confrontation., then, in this sense,

have. .a positive isme hos
came the studenraanger, zaesiety. and
similar psychological distils-humsun-
derstood and responek,d to hy. the
'teacher's caunsAina sensitivity- sure
indieators of 'deep personal. inyest...
trent.' Wen indifterenee, seen this
way, proves often to be a form of de-
fense -Igainat snxiety and fear of fail-
ure rather than resistance to learning.

Tranel talks ahotit
as "not just an intellectual- entounter
with thestifeknt hut as a issychologial
encounter."

Begin, found that in the human
learning situation, students are "ap-
praiserk" . Curran originally treated
this under the concept of man's search
for meaning and aa,`Mare..:. The "Why*
Aninud." Just ifs a client seeks to
understand himself and his relation-
ship with others in the counseling pro-
cess.so a zdudent is tonstiousty or tin.,
certsciously seeking a satisfactory
"why" -for his/her studies. This is
fundamental to and prior to any Mrs
quate selfinvestment. Such evalua-
tinn is needed to arrive at value in-
vestments and decision making. But
misunderstoiid and Misintefpreted it
can throw the learning exchange be-
tween knawer and learner Into. I;
"gamefewe-play" routine of questions
and answers which avoid personal en-
gagement in the real learning expe-
rience.

The WIMP content in most univer-
sities and colleges, Ls usually described
in alrtract and impersonal terms. The
student, however, at' a more personal
level or inward direction, is mast
likely trying to s abate the "why" in
Rime relation to his own life weds.
Curran's contrast of traditional Brit-
ish and European upper-class eduea-
lion for the few, which presumes an
established value system. with an
Amer kan democratic education for
all, resulting in a confusion or dts-
Crease' of :accepted values, is helpful
here. it helps illuminate why so much
of this value confusion and struggle
may now be going on in our class-
rooms known or unknown to us as
teachers.

So, under the surface of the learn-
ing that is apparent to us in our cl ass-
rtxnzas, may he not only the "questing"
of "Why am 1 learning this?" but also
"Who am I'?" and "How does what I
am learning, Mate to who I am and
where I am going in life?" This make,
the teaching/learning relationship int-
nwasureably more complex and chat-
lenriull bul at the same time, more
humanly satisfyirn... It al-,o suggysts

Continued on page .22
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tle ttecsity.. Of -additional teacher.
-MstreOPSSeS and skills heyond good
t..tessroorn techniques.
.Adult Iteelstaitess

Another twits (swept of the Couns
seling-Leaming model is that in most
-siolescent 'or adult learning tlwre ie

inherent resistance to the new
.knOWledge being .Preeentect This. .

!mita from the deielopmental process
Mat .produces self-awareness or self-
"ennscieremess" after twelve or eo. The

sleartiees.netTO for ',mortal .scl.f!asser.
tion:often begins to shoseitself against
theltnoseer - Seemingly inSPeditig the
acceptance of-and submission tts; the
leamingswocesse This is an additional
eaese of. "clash" -in any learning situ-
alien: This .resistance is generally not
_eenscious or et least not .always made
re/idea-to the levellerparticularly

sars sve tri0Ve into adult learnbig, Asut
rather is often disguised in the, form
of "questions" or simibr tactice.

:Applied to .. the language learning
eipinence, we ittve for example,
()flee grOUOS of students WhO
cans, together An. the -I'M issse of
speaking a Nvond language, staidenly
find themselves asking questions about
the language, the culture, the cum-
try their native tenguerather
than .personally engaging in the strug-
gle to.conununicate in the second lare-
guage. From the point of view of their
ego-assertion need, such submission to
the handicapped state of a second
kuumage is too humiliating.

But, if the learner is to make the
Ascond laneunge his own and so make
it operational he able to speak
French. say-. There must be an accep-
tance of :m initial state of ignorance
and, in this sense, "humiliation." This
is difficult for adults to do. This does
net mean total helplessness hut rather
a kind of dependency on another with
which adolescents and adelts are gen-
erally not comfortable. This is why,
in the Counseling-Lmming modality,
native experts were trained in counsel-
ing sens4ivitks. This then provided
the neceesary security at the begin-
ning of the learning process which
enabled adolescent or adult learners
to regress to a childlike not childish

trust in the language-counselor-ex-
pert. As a result. tiwy eould, with less
anxiety and resistance, accept and
submit to strange language sounds and
structures and to the process of learn-
ing. This produced too, a growing
downess to and deep sense of sums--
tive community from the other learn-
ers the opposite of our usual claxe-
room competitive individualism.
Week-eereon

Once this trust has been established
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in the Community Language Learns
ing setting, it Is., omee clear how hu-
11131) learning is whole-person learning.
As adults, we are extremely skilled at
masking our feeling& But once we are
free to "feel about" the language learn-
ing experienve uttd ure-understriod in-
our feelings, then-- we am free to
"knew-feer the language. It is in
proportion as teachers are skilled in
an ability both to understand these
feelings and to "re-cognize them-
that is, adequately cognize them in
their responses-- that learners in the
Counseling-Learning modality are
able to mcimilate or internalize the
second language in an authentic total-
person way. In other words, they can
"invesr in it and NO make it a per-
sonal value goaL Such 'Inveent is
basic to-- the growth of a new "lan-
guage-self."

Current literature is concerned with
this when it tallosabout having "reat"
communication in theelassroom. Real
learning, in Counseling-Learning
terms, mans learning that is brought
about by an "internction between The
knower and the korner in whir+ both
experience a sense of their Am whole-
ness" In the first stages. if the learn-
ing proteges for example, thie
mean that the material to he internal-
ized is generated by the learners in a
"childlike" but real conversatatn, Hm-
ited only in the extent of words used.
Such convenntion, however, demards
the aid and support of the language
expert. Both learner and knower are
therefore deeply engaged: the learner
willingly accepts his need for help; the
knower gives this help in such a way
that it cm he easily utilized. Such a
mutual procese gradually frees the
learner from his dependency on the
knower. The teacher, in this sense,
willingly strives for and accepts the
final goal of being no longer needed
by the learner.

It is this engagement that makes
possible a "whole-person" entry into
the language.
Learning Is PerWitfit

We come then to the notion of
learning as an intensely personal ex-
perienee. This resulted in Curran's ex-
pression, "learning is persons." As
students in such reeearch groups came
together, for example. their central
purpose was to share and communi-
cate as persons, much as they would
in an ordinary conversation. The dif-
ference, however, was that they did
FO in a foreign language, thrmigh their
"other self," which at first was the
langunte-counselor-expert. Each stu-
dent's natural urge for independence
soon produced a slow emergence of a
new inner language self as Words and
phrases were picked up and so intern-
alized. This arrangement also created

It strong .sense- et support, reeponsibil-
ity. and belonging from alt members
of the. group. Such a -secure and
deeply pereonal engageMent and -com-
mitment . together, came to .be called
"community language learning."
Five Stage Pmems

Learning in this modality moves
through. a ilve-stage proctsua fnun de-
pendency to a blnic independence.-
This five-stage process can- le seen
fromsvarying points -Of. view -such as
the gradual growth from dependency
on the expert to the . learner's inde-
pendent linguistic competenee; the
personal learning gro TIMM Iltar
moves- toward. .st dee sense -of. can--
munity*, the changhg functional -setae
tionships between kitower and leatnets
and other aspects of the five stagess
To-go into detail about each is beyond
the mope of-this article: But The foot.
notrs . lead to the- original sources
where thte reader can.- find- extended: ..

explanations. and Mustrntions of these
stages.
A Muld-Fareted Model

Worn what has been said of Critin
seling-Lescrning. it becomes clear that
this 'is a mndel rich in subtleties. It

therefore,.a vide variety of appli-
cations.. These applimtions involve
such areas as the- group process in
foreign language learning: evaluative
and . emotional factors in foreign kin-
guage learning: the proceee of educe,
lion in general and its effects at the
elementary: high school end univer-
sity levels; the acquisition of two for-
eign languages simultaneously and
finally. intensive adult learning. Some
confirm conclusions emerge. Through
'outtseling-IA.arning, learners begin

to understand themselves lietter as
persons while, at the Fame time, they
increasingly make a part of themselves
an area of knowledge outside them-
selves. Such rmults, ag-we sve, com-
bine aims shared by both couneeling
therapy and education.

We are treating sere, therefore, a
multi-faceted model rather than a sim-
ple technique. From the underlying
concepts of this model various tech-
niques can be developed, depending
upon the needs of different learning
situat ions.

Curran has said:
In order to unify and bring together

the whole rwrson in the karnin:: pro-
ee. lee hare to do more than merely
label it whole-person learnin! We
must basically restructure our ap-
proach.

REFERENCES
I. Curran. r. A. New York: Grum

anti Stratton Inv.. 1972.
2. Curran. r. A.. 1st edition. 1968: 2nd

edition. 1971;, Apple Riter Pres*, Apple
Myer.



ENGLISH_ THE

FAMILY WAY

by Thomas Raftery
_

The Family, burguage Program of
John Jai, High School inFark Slope la .

the only one of its kind in the city.
Not only does it bring the classroom
to students in their own homes, it In-
chides their entire families.

-For OW hour a week, 22 teaciwrs go
into the homes of 60Iselected students,
who speak virtually no English.. There,
usually in the warmth and security of
the family kitchen, the students learn
to cope with a strange language, to
better enable them to go on to gradua-
tion.

Enrolled in the _program are- 40
Spanish-speaking students who come
from either Puerto Rico, Ecuador, El
Salvador or the Dominican Republic;
13 French-speaking students from
Haiti; four Italian students; one
Chinese student from /tong Kong; one
Ibo-speaking student from Nigeria and
one Portugeite speaking student from
Brazil.

To qualify for the program, a stu-
dent must be registered at the high
school; must have migrated here within
the last you; be trona a non-English-
speaking background; he from a pov-
erty imsne family and have a mini-
mum of five persons in the . family
participating in the classes.

Mrs. Maureen Sloan, teacher-in-
charge, said that about 400 students at
the 2500-snelent high school speak
virtually no English. The school draws
from areas affected since 1965 hY in-
creased immigration.

"Things would be a lot easier if the
students all spoke one foreign lan-
gtt .e, the way they do'in some Chi-
nese or Puerto Riau' areas," said Mrs.
Sloan. "Because there are so many
different languages and backetunds,
we decided to try the individual ap-
proach."

Because there is such a demand for
the program at the school, students
considered for it must not be transient.
The program, which enrolls a student
for a year, also takes into consideration
attendance records and whether the
student is a disciplinary problem.

"We are trying to cushion students
from cultural shock." said Mrs. Sloan.
"We figure that if we can get the fam-
ily to speak English, we can get the
student to speak it."

A typical student enrolled in the
program is Nilsa Lugo, 15. A high
school freshman, she spent most of her-

A

I.

life in Villetba, puerto Rico, before

coming to the city last year.
Living in a three-room apartment

with her mothei. gmndieother. cousin

and two younger sisters, Nilsa said

that she likes the program because she

is with her family while she is learn-

ing.
14er teacher,'Robert Villanelle, said

that Nilsa attends bilingual classes at

John Jay 'ilowoer, after two years of

bilingual classes, she will be expected

to move into regular EaglaWi-speaking
classes. Thus, the program helps her

prepare for the transition.
The weekly les: ans,emphasize repe-

tition of dialogue used in practkal,
- everyday situation& "This way, it is

hoped that family members will be

able bmeediately to 'use the English

they learn and thus be encouraged to

speak the languag!.
"You really begin to see the people

you teach-as a family unit," Villanella

said. "Before long you begin to take

a real interestin the family members."
Mrs. Slam credits the bond between

teachers and families as helping to
make the program a success. She

noted, "The program is so much more

than teaching. Everyone conies away

from it with a mutual respect for the

others."



NE SILENT WAY
teach a lac ;nage, that language re-
mains a secondary pmecupation

although It is the prime concern
(In the last issue of the Newsktter. of the, studrats my function a s a

Jenny Regrdeft taMed ak'tta the CL II' tear:little tO do all' I tan to make Mu::Prom* --ta tanifaage----learnitt~intf
deueloftvi by .Dr. (Mattes- -Curran; ..We
also tnetttiotted othirapproaehrs to lan-
guage teaching sueh as that of Lazante
'and the4*Bitent-Way" of Dr. Caleb Cat-
.tegno, and there wasan.in-tkpth artkk
on Robert -Alien's -"Seetor . Analysis".
especially as it wits used in the teaching
of tOting. In this issue, both Rarl.Ste-

ukk and -LINC a:L as having_ vase; cktariy_ there le.tea.ntach tn.

dents- &id tor thentititts the- powers
required hi be successful in the new
language as they are in their native
*language. Since one is free to use
the mastered language for errs:maim
of emotions, leelings,Adeas. percep-
tions and so on, teachers have to aim
at a similar freedom In the new lan-

been gly influfaced IPY Sitenr _Acorn- tor- anystudent andleachemoatf-so- k:seeets -apprepiiete hat
something. be. writtin .about. it, In 1973 nn. t inicw YAlat- °1111L11-- fi-,_1714.-11nd
I .icroie CrIshort -ortkk. for .the-NY to move to the next Assigmfirnt.
-TOSOL Newsletter (fims). la -which- In-' -PenmPtion Of- the task from
Dr. Crattegna responded. This artiete the start -and -as soon as sufficient
takes note af that resPonse and other mastery. is . attained in Abe. utterance

rereitt -remarks abont the Silent- of -sky leienty eo Words,-the-stu-
._ .W11.14 .5711ft_ Adgoo . -dent-must prove--capahle- of; being -on-

Earl Steviok saYS it NW influenced tOg at the four *-',.*-fof :spoken
himCharlá .Blatcht.md:,-,says -speechf correct Isontidtr and' -Contiet
teaching has been changed by hi the stress in each word, a feel for which
LINC people have put much of it int° . words rukteeether :in each statement
Pract4e,-- and at the recent TESOL..-_--- or- Phtnaingi -and, hew intonation- Row-

.- Vonvention in New York City. teach- (gates the melodk*Of the language as
-*os. thronged to the 'workshops of Dr; wales express
Gattegno as.. he demonstrated and The syllabus or lessons- of a Silent
talked about his Silent Way of
teaching.

The Silent . Way is not n new Idea.
The philosophy of :the Silent Way;
ris proposed:. by Dr. Gattegnoi has

around for 22- years, according
to Shelley Ku^ the director of the
Gattegno Language Schools. Orig-
inally, it was used as a math teach-

:- ing device, but in the past few years
it has been "discovered by language
teachers, and is now widely touted as
a method or approach for the teach-
ing of reading and language." Ele-
ments of the Silent Way have always
been present in our traditiorml ap-
proaches. For example, teachers and
student teachers .have been admon-
ished for years to reduce their own
speaking time and give more oppor-
tunity for the student to speak.

To quote the Silent Way materials.
"as a general technique, the Silent
Way is a way of teaching that liber-
ates students systematically." It is
an attempt to approach language
learning by haviquire

as a prima step in language
the learner ae-

learning, a "feeling" for language. It
aims at putting the learner into a
situation where he is challenged to
use his powers of thinking and his
ability to analyze and experiment; it
demands that students test hypoth-
eses about the languages he is learn-
ing, taking advantage of his/her
knowledge and experience with lan-
guage. Dr. Gattegno says. "When I

Learners, to understand the shuatirsi:
or stimutas as presented by the itr*:
"lnainnerkt Or ties reds, and tc, respond.
in a linguistically correct way. The:-
teacher ulay occasionally **int tb.n---

Colfir-aideff theft.:
letterfiyntbols -or Welds 'which -te-

fleet the himic vowels and consonants_
in the language and the basie Wag>:
ulary used in theirst lessons), to n3-
inform . to rtestablish -the *Mem
pronunciatiOIL Since one color repre-
tents one sound on the charts, point-=--

---ing fmm one letter or eembination-ef
to-Amother- can-evoke-i-string-

of_ sounds .or .worda for. the learner To-
work on. The systematic use of Ohne
on the word charts. permits the Ian-
purge to be handled phonetically'
without inky modification of the actual
Orthography. The charts are used iss7,

-the-very llmt-lessons.- Miss-Kuo-states
that "it starts by -Melting the- studenta _-

'cOnscrom bt the afilituht Ot linguiatic .

equipment they already ohave so
they can =emirate on what they -

- do- not already know.- Many Ian-
guages require orgy a few sounds that
the studentS are- not familiar with.-S0
the first few lessons focus on these
Raving given the students the apell
ence of bounding.like native speakem
in this very restricted area, the wa -

has been cleared to arquilP the ele-
meate of a functional %vocabulary and.
throu0 that, an _ extended- vocab-

After the student has attained Ow
envy with the restricted vncabulary
used in the find lessens be is then
stimulated to oral production by
means of the 'teacher's pointing to
words and symbols on the charts and
then by writing on paper.

Way language course, are basically
linguistically determined and se-
quenced. The difference is that the
demand on the student to perforth is
not continuously stimulated by oral
modeb given by the teacher. Instead
the stimultm is 'silent'. The teach?r
manipulates a set of colored rods-,._
rectangular wooden blocks of various
lengths and colors (rather like chil-
dren's building blocks), putting them
into different arrangements of color
and length which stimulate the learn-
ers to make on their own, statements
about them: their size, color, shape,
mai their relationships to each other,
in an ever more complex set of Twit-
terns and sentences. The only oral
model has been given, once, -by the
teacher as s/he first arranges the
rods. Some meaning comes from the
learners perceptions of the situations
as they are demonstrated by the
teacher. This kind of stimulus avoids
the need for translation into the learn-
ers language, The basic vocabulary
has been provided and the students,
collectively, may try to ask or de-
scribe to the teacher what has been
'arranged' with the rods. CAlec-
tively, because often the whole class
participates in putting together the
correct sentence while the teacher.
not speaking. indicates approval or
disapproval of form, vocabulary, pro-
nunciation, and melody. Without the
oral model supplied for him again and
again, the student is forced to pay
attention to any initial utterances by
the teacher and those of his fellow

Reading eh* accompanies 'the les-
son with emphasis on the melody of
the language-the stress and intone- --
tion patterns.. This emphasis, as with
the initial lessons on pronunciation
is to promote, first, the "feeling" for
the language-to build a confidence In
being able to speak it "naturally."
And secondly, to allay the fear of
"saying it wrong" which is often the
reason why students, however success-
ful in class, often stumble and remain
silent outside of class.

The techniques used in the Silent
Way are basically oral-aural mechan-
ical subst it ut ion and stimulus-response
drills though the stimulus is visual
rather than oral. The sequencing of
materials (patterns) is in general
linguistically txmed much as most
ESL texts are today.

So what's .1w other than the
"special" materials charts and rods -
and the fact that the teacher is silent

Continued on page 20
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Cantu:iced from page 13 .

and the student is towed, allowed,
nnally, to have the enthe !men time

-arhis command" to *ask? .

--,------ -ACM, Crattogno _note it, the thing
*Sikh he is striving to do is to build
-in the student, at the very beginning.
a "confidence" that what he is saying

- is tight. 'The inner criterion of right-
ness . the rock bottom -on which
the, future acquisition will stand, in-
creasing the sense of freedom that
motivates leamere a

accomparait--gml-- porta-
intince7-

Blatchford states that his 'romance'
with the Snag Way result* from his
recognition of the humaneness of the
approach. He statea that it has af-
fected. his approach to teacher, train-
ing, remitting in his desire to provide,
alert* with- thi ihethodoro-#;-the
niques of language teaching, "encour-'

.egement, self-relkmce, and support"--
the very things potential teachers will
need "inetthe classroom they will be

After participating Inn Silent Way
experience, it wos appment that cer-
tain bask facts stood out as important
for the language teacher. Ffrat, the
student is immediately and almost
totally responailie for the language
learning situation. That is, his miff,-

_=-takes-provide the teacher with-diree-
tion for the succeeding lessons, his
successes determine how quickly he
moves on to the next step, and the
speaking is entirely his responsibility.
Second. the language of the classroom

Is entilelYs burn the ira instant ,. the_ROAR OPERALetc.
target languace. -The -studente- lan-
guages) an. never. used. His in-
tenigence, his desire to learn, hiS

comPUWOn tO "try" the new words,
titil*erns, languages la drawn

time instead, 2%Kinif ah initáI
anxiety, supporti;t1 by long years of
varying successes and failures in
classrooms and especially foreign
language classrooms, Silent Way stu-
dents relax in the- interaction be-
tween themselves as they lraen to Aim-
ulatei etwourag and reinforce each__
-ottun.--espontViach-igher
mak -"thinking", meaningful way,

rather Than marelY tesPanding to the
teacher. f "Wu for tbe language
becomes part of the learning and with
the responsilaility kir speaking comes-
-not_only_the_challenge to do so but
the feeling that one can.

1. Charles Blaichford. "My Silent Way-
.

ExperienceOne Model far- Training
Teachers and Students" Taper given
at issoz. (enventionAVitirch 5,- 1976,
New Xork City).
2. Caleb Gattegne. "Same Remarks and
Additions on 'The Silent Way: A Look
at Language Teaching". idiom,
Winter 1974.
3. Caleb Gattegno. Teaching- Foreign
Language in Schools th e -Saenr Way.
New York: Educational Solutions, 1983.
4. John Haskell. "The-Silent WaY: A
New Look ai Language Teaching".
Idiom, 4:1, Fall, 1973.
5. Shelley Kuo. "Learning Chinese by
the 'Silent Way' " (Mimeographed pa-
per printed he Educational Solutkaa3

Continued from page 17

tures, which, when givim a second
look, fit porfrctly- clean, parallel
guago matrices ofThe, sort that spites
joy.. into .-the_hearts
twists. .ittrely does _the inforamtion
pesseseed by a real, live clms contahr
such symmetry. Go ahead and use it--
anyway. Venture into the real_ infer.; .

mation of the students' experience.:
Express emir:amble fads with Arma-
ture! similaritr if that's what they
need. Teach them how to -use except. .

fyr, lianWfor
--these -facts --wiiiili-ififfeei-Yonie
viduals might- ',this such' differing_
backgrounds-. that their Information
woufdn't lit into the report. Perhaps
such persois could play the role of
group-, recorder and :organizer .o/ the-
written teport, master of ceremonies
of :tile eml

_ In.-other situations, individuals may
become possessors of important bits
of information as part of the task.

=One might-ask a group to draw a floor -.
plan of tM Ark loot Of the sChool
library. The- first -step would be -to
send them oft in pairs With measuring
tapes and note pads, each pair to ots.
tain the necessaty data of a particular
area of the floor.

-Design a group task. Try it .with
your class. Write god tell us how it
worked.

Other group activities hare been --
outlined in "Practieum," in the MAT-
SOL Newsletter, Vol. 4, Nei. I. find ie
"Lesions -that. Work," in the IDIOM
of NYS ESOL BE& Vol. 6, No. 1.
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Reprinted From The CATESOL Newsletter Vol. 7. No. 4, Jan. 76

TEAC HMG GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURES
srroAnoNL CONTEXTS

Suzanne Griffin
EL Center, U.of S.F.

k Below is n list used as a-reference point frum which to write lesson plans
Ni for wage and grammar dames. Many er the Ideas k41411Z14,. ren)1441"4 Wen to

sift; and rele-playiniv. It wns first presented at rap vession ot-TESOL 1975,
then revised and presented at the CATESOL Conventkm in I975. It is pre-
sented here in its- reiised form.

nix4atiee verh forme Make aealie using a boxed cukc mix.
Pment continuous tense
Locative prelussitiona -

hrlperative verb forms
Present tense
Non-Teretential it
Euhire fenifi
Simple past tense
(Whitt did you rio - - 4)
any. some. or.rets) indirect
any...soma, one(s),
another, the other
be (present lease)
possessive adjectives
be - locative prepasitions
hare/has adject
Present perfect
Present perfect rye

Non-referential it
Habitual present

hetwein, from - to
Non-referntial it clauses
subordinated by because
like 4 Nounnike to + Verb
want + Noun/want to + Verb
too adjective/adjective
enough
want to - have fa - to -
need to - Verb
;cook/ like - Object - Verb
(heutence and question
patterns)
can, must, should. aught to

about to - Verb (- Noun)

have fo (in conditional clauses)
if. .... Subject will have to ...
Pasr conditional and
past perfect tenses
Present Perfect tense Active
and Passive Voice in contrast

already. yet

used to

Direct another person to some Twirt of the rify using
a map.

Nscuss-ptaratforairim-imeatiur4 -the weekend .

ii6CUP* a past vacation, weekend. etc.

Rolephry a shopping trip to buy gifta.
Role play .shOpping.ftrA trrirennarket

Answer information questions: name, address, etc.

Tell someone whore te find things in yarn. kitchen.

Tell other students about-your.family.
EW out a medival history form. (adapted) . .

Role- play modkal interviewparticularly un a
visit_ to n new. doctor. .

Make a daily weather report.
Henan daily schedulesiof people in the class, buses
in the .eity. airlines, trains, etc.) .

Relate clothes to weather in a role playing situation
(i.e. mother and child on a rainy day).
Role play, a shopping trip to buy clothes.

Mail a package at the post officeinsure it.

Invite someone to a partymake a phone call or
write an invitation.

Explain rules and regulations to somennei.e. school
'rules. doctor's instructions to a sick patient.
Describe a sports'ewnt in progress.
Point out an airplane about to land.
Give a new customer the information he needs to es-
tablish his account with Gas Co. or Bell Telephone.
Report a historical event and discuss the eiinditions
under which a different outeome alight have remilted.
React to the burglary or your aparinwntin the
pri.sence of another person upon initial discovery
(Active Voice)
in making a police report (Passive Voice)
I. Call someone who has placed a classified ad, to
advertise a job or something for sale a car or
furniture).
2. Report on the progress of your shopping trip to a
companion.
Int wiew someone about

a. Past employment
b. Cuisine and dining eustoms in their country.
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-

IDIOMS, AND AUXILTARTES.
*are-grateful to Phyllis Vanyliorn

of the University of Idaho in Moscow
and-Virginia Heringer of the Univer-

isf-Sowtterr-r-Chliforititt in la-
--11WeeTtorsitaring--witit -us --sanm

tiasmnatn practkes that, they have
found successful. Write and let- us
know how welt they work for you,
and what adaptations you made to
make shem' fit yout

Phyllis was looking for a way
arostnd, Alie-problesa of- providing' a
situation that would allow students
free- prartiee of idionei 'they:had been
learning and at the same time allow
the. tetcher some possibility of eval-
eating- Ataage and -comprehension.
_Stemma, of °idioms are:

Idiom Drills, George McCellum
1Thomas Y. Crowell, 1970

Moms in Action, George Reeves
(Newbury }louse, 1974)

The ge; to English: Two-Word-
Verbs (Collier-Macmillan, 1964)

- ,

-gseential Idioms in English, Robert
tfixson (Regents Publishing Co.,

19/2),
Handbook of American Idioms and

Idiomatic Usage, Harold C. Whitford
und Robert J. Dixson (Regents Pub-
lishing Co, 1973).

First, a technique to see if students
have an understanding of how the
idknn should be used. Make a series

-----Watirettees, each of which contains
ow idiom used correctly or incorrectly.
Read it aloud and have the students
indieste whether the idiom is correct
or not by marking an "X" for incor-
rect or a "C" for correct. Test items
might include:

L Can you go to the store with me
just as soon?*

2. Ifs windy. so I have to brush up
on* my hair.

3. Jean's staying with her sister for
the time being.
Phyllis recommends that the test items
be grrunmatkally correct with only the
meaning of the idiom in question.
Each sentence is graded on a scale of
ow point per item.

Her second suggestion assesses
whether or not the students can pro-
duce the idiom correctly when assisted
with both meaning and a key word.
The teacher first leads a sentence con-

tabling the definition of an Idiom, then
isolates the definition and made a key
word front the idiom. The key word
is isiattlias Rie-.ote which receives the

-normal assiken us-
age Thet-shident.writes only: the com,
plete idiot* dianginitriernher, txrson
or tense to agree with- the content of
the sentence.. MI Of the sentences are
related --contetually.

I. Ideckfrd to use the good weather
for my benefit and go for a walk. Use

_for xmr benefit -._ advantage. (The
students_woukl_then_write._"talte .Rds_
v#It:tra.ge:o.fr".. 1 :

.2. !ft sormunate disappreved _of My
idert; Dissapsoved of.; view. (The
Audents would write, "took a dim view
of.") _

'dThese items may graed on a
du- esspoht kaki one, ixiint for 4lie
accuracy: of -.the idiom. one for agree;
'Intent of tense; hambeeind .person, and
one , for the correet inclusion of-articles'
and particles. :

Iter" third .teehnique :assesses the
oral production :of ,the idioms-being
studied. She recommends -taping a
cunversatien in which the student is
give% cards' with six unrelated idioms
written in the root form. The stu-
dent's card might read:

sooner or later
go too far
have someone over
make sense
as for
find out

The teacher presents questions in
conversational style and the student
responds, including one of the idioms
in his answer. The teacher might say,
"Jack's been in school for two years
with no vacation. Now he wants to
take a course during the winter break.
What about that?"

Replies could be, "Sooner or later
he'll have a vacation," or "He's going
too far!" or "I'll have him ever during
the break," or "rhat makes sense.
I fell be abk to graduate sooner."

The teacher has six questions or
statements similar to the example, and
the student is free to use any one of
the six idioms on his card in his an-
swer. Evaluation of the student's tape
is made in a private auditing session
using three scales of five points each:
usage of the idiom. pronunciation of
the idiom, and the appropriateness of
the resPonse to the question. Sbe sug-
gests the desirability of having two
people audit this part, rate it inde-
pendently, and average the scores.

(This last technique of giving par-
tial information on cards reminds me
of the Hines strategy in role playing
reported in the IDIOM of NYS ESOL
SEA, Vol. 5, No. 2, page 3, "Lnsons

3s

that 'Wort" and reprinted in the
TESOL NEWSLETTER, Vol. LK,
Iskt 3, p. 9.it wield be interesting
ti incorporate pseviousiss studied id-
ferns into "Lines te Moose Press?' role
play cards and Bee whether students
select them or not.)

* *

Virginia is outlining a technique
she uses in whkit she 'insight on the
use of modals, but believes the exe .
else is much deem to conversational
practices That could take place in re-
ality 1Wst tdher exercises. rggesterl-

-us texts Ind- iMinratarEC
dents Can express possibility and web-
Ability well with asiverbial constxuss
tkuts; it is necessary to- ask them to
eliminate the adverbs this time around
and use, imtead, the modals of poss
sildifty and probability, can, could,
nkly, might-md-

The exercise is essentialty a set of
-puzzles <, whist students Speculate
on the poissallie eccupatkm of a person,
basing their gueases on clues gwe by
the teacher. The chits are 11
in such a way that the students come
closer to the correct answer' as they
progress through them, finally arriv-
ing at the one that must be correct.

-Preparation for the exercise mains rr .
ranging sets of clues from general to
specific. This progression slso pris.
vkies a Chle to the modal to chonse
fur the respunsei matching the modals _
Mit indicate more certainty with
guesses" that am based on more

specifics.
The teacher, or another student,

reads three clues one at a thne. After
each clue students rue asked to guess
what kind of work the person does,
forming their guesses not into ques-
tions, but into statements containing
one of the modals of possibility or
prohnbility.

EXAMPLE A
Clue I: Mr. Smith usually site at

a desk while he is working.
Response: He might be a teacher/

an executive/a manager/an accoun-
tant.

Clue 2: He uses pencils and straight-
edges and large sheets of paper.

Response: He could be an engineer/
an architect/a designer/a draftsman.

Clue 3: Occasionally he visits con-
struction sites where bridges and roads
are being built.

Response: He must be an engineer.

Virginia comments that Example B
usually brings up some discussion of
sex-typing in jobs. I would think that
lots of discussion could be generated
about similarities and differences in

Coned on iage 16
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job Wining- and education -melte-.
-coiditioes, aid Performance.aént

She Aso mentions- that studetn* are
sure to giveanswets using adverb:via--
stead of. modals and this provides a
good opportunity -r to discuss the sim-
ilarity in meaning.

If students Ate. really lite Ain-
cusstng-the pros and-cons of rine guesi
over another, I believe Virginia's fel-
lowvirsetgesika shouldixtultmer.-
Sheauentions.-that-Idter
conditional and -negatives am appro.-
priats. possille imam in_ Exam.*Az Smith couldn't be au ac-.
countant If hi Were, he might uses
pencils= and big sheets of = , but
he wOuldn't ieed straight -- --And

-Mori _cuuldn't be -a- buttintr.
if she were; she Might wear a ,white
mkt,- but elm wouldn't need -tit -annul
school for many yeam bomber how
to do her job.

Once you'cve bat up a Ole of 'clueS
and the students are well-versed in
vocsbulmy and-details of many °mu;
pations, this should be an excellent
small gnmii ekctivitY. Virginia sug-
guests that advanced students can
probably make up puzzles themselves
to give to each othez.---;

Teachers of beginning Asses sr
probably_ wondering how ttslytt
get their student4 to- the Point Id*
-they coula_ participate
gestiona, I've -routitr that- *pi
tait fimt -step- Into mock% is-a con
hist with to be. Put an item *Ail
gag and cicact the bag tlefore dee.;
or select an object whose use_orlidee
talmtion isn't imaszlietely,
able Asic What is lt? 71hiquie
response like; I don't know, but i
mild- be/might-be It_

.7
Ors-

-MVO Ame-IterkmehWtsamelteluf
He's -tie only one who btows witch

Ott* ctudeuts suggest:to
each ether (not to. the beater) Ihe
the ebject might becoUld be tm.10
Um in the en the
2.3 As timisliscuseampng themiely4
wham it !nightie or mold -be,LTS6
cheek from time to thnewithihe pa4
mat who Imam- When addressing_IN
!mower, swfteh to the Ateetkor-terrt
and be; Le., Is it under the
it behind the ?- After ilfkqk
alternatives have been eliminated at.?
theylie beginning to predwith men
certainty, switch to: it must bet.:_a
the

Thanks again to Phyllis Van Borg
and Virginia Heringer far sharint
-their-ideas that-wort-



rum Repetkion to
*t Stine

eastn.able-
ly Darlene Larson

New York University

Avant to share with you some of the
wilt= I've been kicking around-about
lunv we can chart a more Emstematic

_room for our students. for moving
them from a sketchy knaiTedgVbrEll-
101iih to ."riiiiinniniatiVe eattiPeleadr
the word of the day.

I believe- OW in -order to
muses, write materials, teach and kit
and. am4ess pmgresa- -in order, to tell
students about what thw ap.Alihkug to
learn and then &scums wffli them how
they think they. are doing rn order-to

-mow them one step at a lime to free
1. us e. of the language, we IxtVe to r*.

-think, redo, re-write bur -entire viper-
take of classroom procedurm don't

tend to have -cmne- ckxce to hych a
-goal, toJetve a thorough understanding
rif what is to he discarded nor to have
identified with certainty on of the ele--
midst that should be added. There is
much to he discarded-- much to be re-
placedand much to be devised
:Ifresk

- As ESL -teachers, %VP have been
_-teiting for PIUS to Ow. -anthropologists,

the sockdogists, the psychologists. the
multiculturalists, the cross-cultumlists.
the self-awareness groups, the group
interaction groups, the gmtnmariiins.
the speech correctionista, the drama
coaches and the lady next door. I
think TESOL; on the whole, shares its
podium with a wider range of special-
ists than any other group. Not only do
we share the podium, but we listen!

We are rnvare of 0%.,. fact and we
agree that langt!age warning is far
more than pronouncing a string of
phonemes.. We believe that it is risk-
taking behavior.

As teachers, we do not address a
chrssroom filled with mechanisms cap-
able of sound productkm. We are quite
conscious of the fact that all of ttie
points and manners of articulation are
housed in a human being who brings to
clam his er her ego, age, upbringing,
pride, desires, accomplishments, fail-
ures, fears, sex-appeal, quirks, tics,
nerves, worry beads and dictianaries
as well as Pavlov's dog's hunger and
thirst.

Need for Efficient Instruction
But the pressure is on us. Second

language learning is no longer a past-
time of the wealthy that can be carried

Continued on Page 17
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REPETITION TO REAI.ITY
Continued from Page 15

out tiver decadee, nurtured with pri-
vate stiecialists and trim to far-away
linds'tibiiie the cidture can he -assim-
Hated aswell MI the sounds-all done
in relaxation and luxury. No, not tit
alt. Second, nguacselearning is. mow

-a :necessity for survival. Effi-
cierKY of instruction has never been
more needed than it Ls now.'

The heed is felt not only in second
-Lingtetess programs, hut our entire eys-
.7tem-oftimblic educkitnt is awakening
to.the fuct.that .it: must . become mom
necountage, more Precise, more re-
anorteive trs individual needs, more .ar-
ticulate about what it can do. Program
plannere .1ong lor :the day when
proved :tools of aswssment will diag-
Tr e- sr. child's- needs and improved
,t ;tetras. :of scheduling will. provkie
.'mn6diately, modules of. inatruction

eciseke attending to those needs.
Students will Master these hits of
-knowledge at their .own speed and
move on to the next challenge for
whieh. they have been properly
readied...

There are numerous fears about.
flaws in, and arguments against thia
prepoSed wave of edueational change.
Whether in the end the change he
miniscule or major, I for one, would
like to see sueh change coneeived.,Pro-
posed, and decided BY CLASSROOM
TEACHERS.
Strurture Versus Task

Many are accustomeei to thinking of
language learning as a progression of
sieps outlined in terms of structures.
Until now, somehow, a certain struc-
ture has belonged in the advanced
course while others are always found
on page 1 of hook 1.

Yet, when the right conditions are
present, every structure is easy! I
MVP become more and MOM convinced
that it is not the structure that deter-
mines difficulty as often as it is the
task. The language task. the commu-
nication task, the classroom task. It Ls
to what teachers have students do with
'these slrudures that we must give our
attention.

Let us adhere to the old goals of
helping students meet success in lan-
guage learning situations, of avoiding
failure situations, and re considering
students errors as teacher errors. How-
ever, let us demand that an equally
careful progression he applied to the
kind of language tasks-rather than to
the kind of drill and let us not become
ensnared in the linguist's categoriza-
tion of structural complexities.
The Difficulties

My efforts to outline a progression
of diffkulty of Linguage tasks scent

forever thwarted for *any number of
reasons. A few of them follow:
A. The difficulty of language tasks
doesn't seem to advance in a linear
progrmion.

After utterance 1 in hour I. there
can never again be a single focus.
About five years ago, I scrapped the
whole idea of "review." It is never a
goal of a teaching.segment, and I have
tried to remove it Imm my pedagogical
Vivabidary. instead, once I have pm-
sented an item, I attempt to incorpo-
rate that item continually, or at least
regularly, intu all future lessons.

By merely attending to meaning,
structure, and pronunektion, there is
a least a triple focus for any lesson.
Usually a teacher has a number of
other goals in Mind in addition to
thew three and they are all re/orating
at thp mune time if the language task
has any transferability to -reality, In
fact, Allis precisely when a number of
attPeCts are all alive and openeing at
the tenne time that language lessons
become real.

A second notion under "never ri
fecus" is my doubt that we could

ever list all of the aspects of a commu-
nication task, let alone program them
into a progression of difficulty.
B. One cannot separate the language
performance expected of students from
the amount of assistance given by
teachers.

Have you ever ;strticipated in a
faculty hweting in which the level 5
teaclwr expresses how well her stu-
dents are finally doing in writing pant-
graphs- whereupon tlw level 2 teacher
sniffs that her students have been writ-
ing paragraphs for 13 weeks. That's
right, the students are performing the
same task. But on investigation, the
level 2 students are doing it with a
complete model from which to write
and are merely changing the singular
model to a plural form. The level 5
students are producing their para-
graphs with only a choice of topics as
assistance. That's what I mean when
I say that we cannot assess the diffi-
culty of a language task until we know
what assistance the students have been
given. And this leads to item C.

Smaller progressions of difficulty
exist within larger ones.

Requiring the performance of the
same task, but giving less assistance in
smaller amounts can provide a 'Whole
series of steps, each one of which con-
tributes to the student's ability to per-
form a singular task.
D. Some elements of language be-
havior seem better learned if the y are
ever-present from hour one, cloy one
and are learned in conditions with
transferability to reality.

30

Classmom Arrangement
Orate in -the classroom a physical

setting -that permits eye contact. Rigki
rows make sttaknts look at the backs
of other students' heads. Reihi native
speakers rarely feal the deaire to com-
municate with the 'sick of the heeds in
front of them. Why should we expect
genuine communication to take place
in this situation with speakers of En-
glish as' a. Second language?

PronunciationTransfer to Reality
I'm talking about normal speed, in-

tonation and pronunekition as oppreed
to word-by-word production.. Word-
by-word production, tn., the way, ls an
achievement. And, it's our trap. We
feel gratified when the student finally.
gets-there. . ..as,,does he.- . . and we
rejoice in his fireconplishment with
him. When studeW wha didn't know
the StrUcture on entering the clam
kite* whit to iirrY 'at the end- of class.
it's wcirth celebrating. But you're cele-
brating a hit to third. -He's net home
yet.. And if you don't get to home
plate, you never score a run. Oh, sure,
you pile up statistics: he attended
class. He satisfactorily partieipated in
the exercises. But you don't even .get
one tally towards winning the game.
Even when you're not around, he'll be
listening for all of those words 'Slat he
knows so well and can line up like lit-
tle tin soldiers. And he'll never hear
them. Oral Language doesn't Occur in
that form. Your Students will feel dis-
couraged and gradually come to bo-
ffins. either that everyone speaks
sloppy English but his teacher or
that he fust can't learn.

One more siep is needed in the claws,
room. On hearing a student perform
with every word 'correct and in the
right place, I often hear myself re-
joking with the student with SOMP-
thing like: "Coed for you. You've got
every eord correet. Now, here's the
way you say it," rind I am convinced
more and more here is the place where

teach pronunciation. Never, never
in :e separate time-slot called, "Pro-
nunciation," but rather, at the end of a
communication task with. "Now, here's
the way you say it,"

Classroom Cues
Instesfl of attempting to-label the

kinds ot drills one does, I prefer to
think in terms of the cue and the ex-
peeted behavior. And I make a fur-
ther distinction between an expected
behavior being a response to language
as opposed to those occasions in which
the expected behavior will he an ini-
tiation of language.

When I am meeting the students
to respond to language, to mY way of
thinking, the one and only acceptable

Continued on Next Page
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kETETtrioN To REALM
Continued front Page 17

kind of Map is ine that a native speaker
would respond tei with the same struc-
ture that I'm expecting the stmient
tti use. There is, however. One excep-
tion. to this rule,

The Exception
'The otw exception is mietition, HP^

'petition does not transfer to reality.
Repetition is nwehanleal arid non-
conununicative. It can he deadly dull
or devilishly difficult. If repetition is
also the place whene with backward
latild-up, the student is supported un-
til he can repeat at normal speaal. in-
tmenion and pomundat ion, then-it is.

- devilishly difficult and that's when it's
wurth doing.

'That's the. starter and it is the only
mechanical cue that I currently allow
myself to use. Once I knnw that the
stutlents .e:an !mature the uttermwe,di
forte inysetf to elicit it from them sigh
sextuentb,. with the same kinds of cues
that would elicit it from me.

Which Fit
it's easy to decide which exercises

fit this category.
'The question to ask is: Winiki

native speaker taw. I01 lwaring X.
respond with V? if the answer to this
question is, "Yes," then this N.Joid
sequence is worth taking class time to
practke.

This criterion eliminates forever any
more of the "long answers" expeeted
as Oesponses to yestrio questions.

Tlu,re is no time for thiti kind of
artificial code manitmlation in the
classroom. Let's not force any more
speakers and writers to make the ease

meekenka eetercises. It has
long been made:. We see their point
and agree with it, I am all for declar-
ing an end to such a waste of class-
room film. forever. It prepares the'
students for no real life situation that
I ran imagine.

Upon applying toy "reality test," I
rarely have any trouble deciding
whether or not a certain cue is justi-
fiahle. And if it doesn't meet this
standard. it goes.

Change of Tense
It is true that native speakers do

have conversations that.do little more
than change tenses. What are the cues
in these wriversations that cause the
change of tense to hapoereo.Employ
the same ones in the elassro4m in or-
der to signal students that they need
to switch forms.

I have a feeling that all of the "Do
you. . . "questions are asked together
somewhere in the second unit. All of
the "How long've you been doing"
questions an, asked togther somewhere

IS

in the 14th unit but they ate never
put together systematically. It is often
in the mix of questions that native
speakers flind the cues that signal a
ehange of tense. Our students need
this kind of practice incorrarated sys-
tematically*into their classroom ex-
ercises.

Initiating Language
First. we must remember that this

is. after all, an unreal exercise. We are
deciding that they should Mitt". lan-
guage, One initiate's language when
one feels the need not when one is
told to say something. Furthernuire,
on those rare occasions when one is
reintested tee say something, there is
often at least a nuementary block of all
initiating processes. and one wonders
if he'll ever ho able to utter a sound
again. let akme say something. Thus,
telhng students to ask something, de-
scribe something, say something is :m
unreal comm;m41 in itself. and, further-
more. a stifling one.

So the teacher attempts to program
into, t he students some reason for them
io ask questions. Unreal cues have to
be allowed at first. Sometimes they
are merely repetition. Sometimes they
consist of OW cards or symbols foi
rerta in wh-questions. All of this is
preparation, fele hopes, fur giving
them the apprepriate questkin forms
to put into usc when and if they
should ever want to. But this is not
enough. thw can never be sure that
students will bridge the gap on their
own from unreal condit kms to real
ea aid it ions,

Task Orirnted Exeseiwts
Thus, one, step closer to reality is

putting them into some kind of situ-
ation in which they will need to seek
information or describe something or
explaM something or discuss some-
thing Task-oriented exercises seem to
be the most .useful ones of which I
know. In order to complete the task,
theestudents will have to employ lan-
guage' initiate language,.

If you send them out of the class-
room to get information, the chances
are that von will have no real cheek
on whether or not they do. in fact,
employ information seeking language
forms, Thus, a beneficial follow-up in
tbe classrcom would provide a way
for the students to ask each other the
questions that supposedly it bad been
necessary for them to addreto to some-
one else.

There is no wav that students can
lump into this kind of language
:ohm task on the first day. Some me
natural kinds of cues have to be ased
to prepare' them for uttering these
questions Itepetition is certainly the
first -.ten The important vonsiekra-

3 ft

lion in the -.Tens that follow is that we
awore e ae fact that our strategies

are still ce-eirned. When one uses a
cue that does not transfer to reality,
the important thing is to be aware of
the implicitit ens of that non-transfer-
ability.

Changing Coes
And the last thing I have to say re-

garding cues is that in all eases, when
expecting the students to switch from
one structure to another, there must
be an act vmpany ing change in the
cues. In fack, it is this change in the
real wnrld that should cue the change
of the. structure in the student. "When
this criterion isn't met, staieents oro
nwrely mouthing sounds in different
pat ternS.

Eventually' one moves away from
spe3 king reknit ohservalile ob Scts.
rerbs of tUne, and time exveessions
and tenses of questions then become
the Cues for changing the structure of
the response.

Setting the conditions for commu-
nication to take place is part of our
new lob description. I have sometimes
felt tket :04 a language teacher. I am,
in fact, a conditions engineer. 'As
such, my challenge is te design condi-
tions and manipulate them in such a
way that students would recognize the
matching of conditions rind structures,
would learn to change structures as I
changed conditions and would even-
twelly recognize analogous changes in
conditions in their lives aneemploy
those English Orurtures even when I
wasn't there.

So the cinoetion wasfis: How would
I manipulate classroom conditions in
order for this transfer to take 040
One of my primary concerns has been
in assuring the best possible chances
for a transfer to reality to occur. An-
other has heen in identifying kinds of
Linguage tasks.

Basle Language Tasks
One of the, seemingly most basic

commnnication task-. with direct trans-
ferability to reality is that of questions
and answers Ilowever, questioning
and answering can increase ;n diffi-
culty endle,sly. Thus what are some
elements th et increase the difficulty of
questionlanswer tasks?

Decrease tn assistance. The diffi-
culty of any step can Is, intreased a
second time around by removing the
former propa, rods, realia, pictures,
whatever. Change the subject, give a
tiew set of reali:e and instruvt the stu-
dents to apply the W.Mle questions
and answers.

Qaestion.: and answers. bat in more
Mon one s!ructure.

After a structure is presented inch-
( 'on/inure/ oa Page 20
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Continued from Pop. IS
ti:u3fly. it is liest learned when in-
corporated systematically into subse.
cttamt lessons. At rust this combining
happens purposefully on the part of
the teacher. At tittls, 000 een s:ws
to oneself, "I's e asked Ben four ques-
tions in the Ittesent tense. The next
time I come to hint. I'll have to try a
past tense question,"

Despite my urging systematic cont
14w-flops of struetures. I nuts! state
that .1 do not haw in mind the services
of an enthusiasth: mathematical lin-
guist running to his computer this af-
ternoon to produee a print-out of all
the tiossible coMbinations of struc-
tures. It is neither necessary nor de-
sirable to practice all of the previously
acquired structures in every etainnuni-
cation task. There is nothing worse
than lessons which were desiemed to
"get e%erything in that we've studied."

Which ones go where and, in what
combinations can only be determined
by employing the sbmdards or iudg-
ttwnt and choke of structure that na-
tive speakers would use when per-
forming that task.

Next Step
A new step of difficulty is atkled

when conditions are set and language

is emplo.ced tiding them without
11w toir.cious oort to alternate strut,
tun.s regularly. This might be referred
to ts a random integratimt of taught
struefuo.s. Forget whether or not Ron
has bad four ttpportunities to answer
in the present tense. 13v now he
shentil he familiar enough with it to
handle it wi,th &-uccess anytime he
twos it. If it's been studied in class
:it first individually, then in cmithina-
t ions it shotdd then (won- as it would
in a conversation with native speakers.

Textbook organization is :mother
trap that we fall into. Authors haw
to divitle the language into some kind
rif identifiable units and present 'these
units in some organized way. But the
students don't mtet the language in
these units at any other time. We
have to mix the units-. integrate the
structures to get the language back to
reality. Our mistake is that vt'at now
and then allow ourselves to think that
we have "finished a unit." Mt unit is
ever finished. Onve taught, it nmst be
imorporated into future kstions as
often as it is meaningfully and natur-
ally possible.

Tasks That We Know of hut Haven't
Incorporated into a Syllabus:
I. Significant tontributions are hying
nuele in the identification of gestures,

use of space. par:data:nage in general
which aronnpanies lingnistk features.
This parilinguage is being described
in kind as well as occurrence. Thus, it
eat% be 'incorporated Mtn communica-
tion !Ask, svsteinatically it needs to
Is., as yet, it hasn't been.

2. A variety of materials need to he
tlei loped for each strategy. Teacher-
made materials are often the most rer-
evant. Hut teachers cannot write rvery
lesson. We need new kinds of male-
ri:ds We thin't need whole courses
;an! 100 volume series. 'We need ma-
terials to compliment langtetge t4I5k1
instead of materials to eompliment
linguistic descriptions of structures.

3. Questiorvanswer tasks
three speakers. Incorporating two
siteakers and pmnotm rej wemjmt in
the second utterance has led t an
interesting kind of tasks.

We've never appmached this kind of
language instruction in an organized
way. We've hoped and prayed and
crossed our fingers that somehow,
someday, students would "pick it up
along the way," hut we didn't know
how nor when nor whpre.

I think we do know how. Where, is
in the classroom. And when? is just
as soon as we deride to "get it to-
gether."
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AN IDEA THAI. WORKS

by §haron Thiess
ShNSES

Objective: develop the students
descriptive ''i ary through Senn%
activities.
I taste--blindfold a student, give
him an unusual food to taste and ask
hhn to desernae it.
2. Sight blindfold a student and have
him describe the feeling of an object
he's touched.
3. Smelldescribe the .following
Mors: gasoline, a hospital, stables,
cookies baking, a Christmas tree, a
gymnasium.
4. Tauch put various objects in a
closed bag and have them search for
one (stone, sPonge, clay, este)
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5. nearing -blindfold students, drop
objects and ask them to guetz what
you dropPed.

Have students close their eyes and
listen, then tell what kinds of sounds
they hear (this is a good outside ac-
tivity)
6. Hold up pktures of objcts and
have them tell what senses are in-
volved.

7. Have them write a sentence using
all the senses.

Purposes: stimulates creative think-
ing, enmumges ,oral response, famil-
iarise titudents with common objects,
awareness of the role our senses play.
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TEsOL NEWSLETTER bt
happy to fuutognee that space will be
reserved in this and all future issups
for the sharing of prteetieal classroom
ideas. Our first idea, cohntm, tenni-
huticm, appears below and climes from
Darlene /Arson, who will coordinate
the column. All ceintrihutions: manu-
wants' luta ideas should he forwarded
to her at The American Language in-
tditute, # Washington Square Nortk,
New York. Nr-4,0003. She'll be look-
ing for techniques am, methods that
are appropriate for different aged stu-
dent% and different types of programs.
Reprints of good ideas in affiliate
newsletters will be considered, hut

manuwripts are especially
werceme. We don't want to limit fins.
"abilities, hut kiwis that lead to ciao
munirative competence .md classroom
procedures that allow student initia-
ow will certainly he given priority.
The Editor.

01.0.11.11111111.1111.

ONE LUMP
OR TWO?

With our current awareness of how
alienating the teneherlstudent, know-
el learner Hiles can be our realization
that the elassromn is an "unreal real-
ity." and our ever present goal of
eo 'Teeming these n;I lor drawl ocks to
effective language learning. I'd like to
begin this first classroom ideas column
itt the TESOL NEWSLETTER by
encouraging teactwrs of adults 'to in-
clude refreshments in class froth time
to time They may be as cl:Osirate as
Wilga Rivers Punch or Virginia Allen
Dip. or they may be as sinipb :ts ap-
ple cider and Ritz crackers. Tht y. can
be planned in advance or can appear
tmannounced. Students ('an he in-
volved in planning a spread that cov-
ers all nations and all of tlw tabh.
space in the mom), or the event can
be. completely h.:teller-planned and ini-
tiated. Another class can he invited,
or the fmn can Is confined to the usual
group of stmients.

In ether words. there's no formula
as to just how it's supposed to work.
The point is that if you're after stu-
dent- ink i:ded emwersation. students
involved in real communication. lan-
guage practice in real situations, and
student-directed lessim segments, in-
cluding refreshments in aciult classes
every so often enables me. to reach
these go:ils.

An old favorite lesson of mint in-
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chides a recipe for ilanana Nut Bread.
the loaf pan, a measuring cup mui

.81)001114; Und ii sifter. I used to h7 to
coordinate baking the bread at home,
teaching the lesson in class and serv-
ing the bread after the lesson. But
such coordination wally isn't neces-
sary. The bread mn arrive in class by
surprise' a few weeks after thelesson.
Students recall the ingredientk'nud
the directions for Imking and tatic
about them naturally while they are
tasting. Pronoutwing nwasurements
like "three-fourths of a cup" and "one-
and-a-half teaspoons" is always diffi-
cult at first. A few weeks after the
lesson students recall the parts that
were. difficult for them (sometimes dif-
ferent parts than I would Meet) and
initiate, attempts to try again.

Atnetlier student-initiated follow-up
is when they begin to share recipes of
their favorite dishes with one, another.
Ws a short step (tom the lessons de-
scribed alsnei and almost always
takes place. They have the format of
ingredients plus directions and that
is etmugh to get them ofT to a usually
successful attempt.

But it's not only recipes that we
talk about when refreshments are
served. A certain atmoAphere devel-
ops that I relate to a party mood.
We've often spent a good bit of time
talking about what people do at par-
ties. I make a careful effort not to ask
adults to play games that they don't
want to play. I'm just asking them to
hdk abind partv games . . . But as a
rule. before much time goes by. they
want to elemonstrate :is they talk, And
that's just one step removed from
playino the game which, of course,
is not at all ruled out if it's student-
initiated.

If this kind of-classroom discussion
takes plaiv a few times, it's quite easy
to stIggyst that we plan a real party
and Unite the students and teacher
from the next class. At an actual,
planned event, we de, of course, ask
people to partkip de in games and
activities. Certain students are re-
./sIstssible kir organizing the group to
do something that they suggested a
couple weeks earlier.

And once thee -class next door" has
been invited, we have. host . iatest roles
which can be extremely alien:sting in

the real world hut sivm to bridge per-.
g:11)S in llse classroom worhl.)

It rarely fails that mime. :aloft who
plays. the. student role with shyness
unl fier-itanry c-in be. found distribut-
in!! paper cup; and napkins More T
had intend:.;; to :4-.rve refreshments!
sTlw mind boggles at the. thought of
turning seeinlingukts and cultural an-
thropologiOs ktose at explaining this
phenomenon. I have a few theories. but
I'd prefer simply to share the idea and
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let someone else explain it. Of course,
if it's a first time, only time event,
none of my guarantees hnld. But if
the group has participated in classes,
with refreshments now and then, I
predict great success when adding
"guests." too.

One final suggestion is to get the
teacher next door involved, too. A
colleague of mine at MAT prepared
:hiar students with all of the, comments.
that fall off the tongues of guests when
they enter New York apartments . .

"What a loveb. place! Did you find it
through an agent?" And the hosts
were quite full of things like: "Oh,
yes. I can never find anything by my-
self. Do you want his addrese"

We. also add the oultural informa-
tion that New Yorkers always com-
ment on how lovely the place is even
if it's as drab as an NYU classroom -
and polite hostesses never let guests
leave without protesting that they -re-
main a little longer."

We used "Hello Dolly" as back-
ground music 'for a demonstration of
Musical Chairs. Words were distrib-
uted for tAI:c, asking, which they did,
so we d' . Lo and behold, there're
things like, "It's so nice to have you
back," and "You're lookin'
which students noted and used :a a
iultsequent class with me when I en-
tered the room.

When the time was up, we had to
vacate the room in order that another
class could come in. I consider it a
measure of the effectiveness of the
ksson that I found myself horribly
uncomfortable with stepping back into
my teacher role to announce that tlie
time. WWI Up when one of my hostesses
said, "Oh, please have another glass
of punch. Call your husband and tell
him you'll be a little late.".0'
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Improving Teafri
N lade I.,anguage Tapes

Wayne 13. Dickerson

Many teaclu.rs have discovered the
advantaws of making rather than pur-
ehaSing language laboratory record-
ito.ts. in general. teachers .can aehieve

1+etter match Isoween supplemental
lab work and classroom instruction by
using their Own tapes instead of com-
mercial tapes. In particular: tapes can
be made to exactly the right length, to
cover the most appropriate topics, to
provide the desired emphasis with the
best sekction of exercises, and to ac-
commodate innovation and ihdividual-
i'd.atioti These important adyantageS.
howeer. may bc lost if the materials
are not expertly recorded.. One of the
major problems which mars many
otherwise superb teacher-made tapes
is that of incorrect recording rdutne.
A few pointers in this area may help
leachers get more satisfying results
from their tape making.

la order to appre.iate the impor-
tance of correct recording volume. it
is necessary to tiodersomd wh4t. is
nIe:111/ by incorrect volume. hteorreet
recording volume may be volume that
it too high. This typio:Ily results in
the distortion of words so that they are
hard to understand. Incorrect record-
ita: volume may also be volume that is
too low. The recordist's voice is not
recorded loudly emmgh to cover the
hissing noise :hat is inherent in ewry
tape and in every recorder. Correct
volume, then, is olume* that is high
enough to hide the hiss but low enough
not to distort the sound.

The importance of staying within
the safe recording zone lies ultimately
in our concern for our students and
their ability to learn from our recorded
materials.. If. on the one hand, the
olume is too high, the tape will pro-
vide :in irritation to the student. In
self-defense, the student will tune out
the content. If, on the other hand, the
volume is too low. WA only will it he
difficult for the student to hear with
ease, but the background hks will in-
d 'e lktener fatigue which works
against learning.

flow can we be certain we are using
dw correct reo)rding yohmw every
time we record? Unfortunately. for
rumor( de-sional macoines. recorder
minuals are not very explicit on this
point. Because there is s7o muff) indi-
viduat v:ijiatii n among reeordists.
manufacturers find it difficult to state
explicitly how to use record-level met-
ers. Some manufacturers try to solve
the problem with an automatic vol-
more control. The automatic, volume
control feature has its uses, but re-
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oording 1::nguage drills is riot among
them. The recording mechanism is
designed to !urn up the record volume
automatically when there is little or
no incoming mund. When this Imp-
pens, as during a silence left on the
tape for student participation, the
wide open volume puts a birge amount
of hiss on the tape-- exactly what the
recordist is trying to avoid. For lan-
guage recording purposes. a manual
volume control is far superior to the
automatic volume control. With the
mutual tolume control, any teacher
can arrive at the correct recording
level on any recorder by using a sim-
ple two-minute trial-run procedure.

.The aim of ttie trial-run procedure
is to record yotir voice at normal Con-
vesationAl haidness so that on one-
third playback volume your recorded
voice will sound as loud as yourrice
was when rewording. To find the rec-
ord-volume setting which will achieve
this aim, the following steps should be
folktwed.

Trial-Run Procedure
I. Position the microphone about

4 6 niches from your mouth. Set the.
record level to 1/2 full volume, then
s;I'v into the mike .what record setting
you are using. For exaMple, record:
"I am recording at I/2 full record
level. Then record 10;15 seconds of
matrial at normal.- conversational
knalness.

2. 'flange the revord-level, set t ing to
213 full volume.and record on the tape
what volume you are using. Record an

additional 10-15 seconds of material
at normal cotwersational loudness,

:I. Change the revord-kvel setting to
3/4 full volume and announce what
getting you are using. Record 10-15
seconds of material as before.

4. Rewind the tape to the beginning
and set the playlmck volume.to 1/3
full volume. Play the tape and note
which setting yields the hest volume,
that is, the volume which is mtxst like
your normal conversathmal loudness.

5. If no setting gives satisfactory re-
sults, that is, not sufficiently loud vol-
ume, either bring the microphone
closer to your mouth or change the
microphoue distanee 4ind smak some-
what louder (without straining). Then
repeat the alstve steps.

6. When recording, use your trial-
run findings: the record-level setting
hest suited to your voice loudness and
mouth-microphone distance.

In summary, teacher-made tape .

can surpass commercial tape in match-
ing tlw growing and changing needs of
an ESL program. Furthermore, the
recording quality of soch tapes can
compete favorably with professionally-
produced tapes. provided a few paint-
ers are followed."

For more information on record-
ers, microphones. tape, and techniques
for recording language materials, see
the forthcoming paperback book, Tip,
on Taping. Language Recording in Mc
Social Sciences. by Wayne and Lonna
Diekerson. published by William ('a-
re.. library. 305 Pasadena Avenue.
South Pasadena, California 910:30).
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USING THE NATIONAL OBSERVER
IN THE ESOL CLASSROOM

By George W. Raney, Editor, California Lingui4ic Reporter

Charles Blatehford's article, "News-
papers: Vehicles for Teaching ESOL
with a Cultural Focus." prompts me
to Share my experiences using the
weekly National Observer as a com-
Panion'text." in an ESOL composi-
tion clatae In my opinioo, NO has
many advantages over a daily news-
paper:

a. The Observer ftmetions more like
Time or Newsweek. somewhat like a
newstxtptaamagazime

ty The format or structure of the
paper remains constant..

c News coverage of a developing
event Would change from day to day
in a daily paper is summarized (usu-
ally by one author) in an in-depth
article after sufficient data has been
gathered.

d. Since the news of the previous
week has had a chance to "jell," there
are feswr attempts at sens-:ionalism.

e. The Observer Ls easier to divide,
carry around, and handle than a'
week's worth of newspapers.

NO is available via a newspaper-in-
the-classroom program at reduced ed-
tteational rates for a period ranging
from three months to one year. The
publication reaches one's mailbox each
Monday and is an excellent teaching
device for opening each week with a
disrussiem of highlights concerning re-
cent world events; it adds excitement,
discovery, and surprise to the first
ESOL composition class of the week.
The content is constantly changing.

NO contains many features of a
we ly news magazine like Time or
New. e.g , in-depth feature ar-
ticles on people in the news, copious
illustrations, extenske advertising,
readership feedback, editorial corn-
nwnt. and well-documented hook and
theater reviws. It seeks to add a per-
sonal touch to weekly news by report-
ing on how decisions in Washington
and Moscow ;Meet people in various
areas of the U.S . often including for-
eign studnts studying in American
schools, especially Arabs, Japanese,
and franiang. Final-page feature art i-
ch.s deal with a wide range of topics
including psychology. sociology, lin-
guistks, American government, En-
glish. journalism, conunier 4 'cone ita

%etc.
The ESOL student receivc,s on

page one of each issue an exercise in
English morphology and semantics, a
photographalue illustrating the maih
idea of four major nws items. a otie
or tweet:entente summary of all finer

articles:and the page referrance where
he can turn to find additional pictures
and headlines. Oftentimes there is an
accompanying cartoon providing a fur-
ther hint at the main point of the arti-
de. All this information provides
background material which an ESOI.
teacher can present slowly and care-
fully so as to. Araw a foreign student
cloaer to the crux of a news item.

Concerning the liecompanying car-
toons mentioned above, those in the
ObServer deal for the moat part with
political events aml often present cari-
catures depicting famous people in the
news. tlib Fowles' article, "Ho Ho Ho:
Cartoons in the Language Class"
provides useful strategems for assist,
ing foreign students in analyzing the
often puzzling meanings of cartoons.
Recognizing the figure in a caricature
and discovering the incongruity or
irony that would make an American
laugh are cuItural-insight skills that
are quite difficult for a foreigner to
acquire. In most instances clues must
be provided from the front page of
NO. or from the text of the accom-
panying news article within the body
of the paper. The class should grasp
the central idea of a news item before
attempting a cartoon interpretation.

Jib Fowles' article clearly demon-
strates the difficulty involved in ex-
plaining a one-panel drawing from
Look, The New Yorker, or Playboy.
Political or current-event cartoons pre-
sent an even stronger challenge to the
ESOL teacher and student. To com-
prehend why Uncle Sam is pictured
attempting to crawl away from Indo-
China. even though his toes are deeply
roote 1 into the ground, a foreign stu-
dent needs guidance.. An eight ball
falling from an ICBM and striking
President Ford on the head, or Nixon
i)ictured being trapped in the' corner of
a cell, demand a lot of background
material carefully presented by an in-
structor who briefs himself on the news
daily and keeps abreast of latest devel-
opnwnts. As Blatchford states, in most
cass one. doesn't have much time to
prepare for discussion of Monday's
newspaper ahead of time. Perhaps the
best preparation would be skim read-
ing an early-morning edition of a ma-
jor American metreit)olitan newspaper
daily In any case an ES01. teadter
nlust wlective and not expect to
cover all the nuance,. e'lf each editorial
or eartarm He should not be embar-
rt.s.ad ap.in diseoterine that his inter-
pretation or knowledge in a particuar
subiect area is inaccurate or litnitel.

Sometimes not knowing all the answers
is an exercise in humility, providing a
situation which allows the students to
contribute information and generate
discussion. For example, foreign stu-
dents who are well read in history and
currynt world issues can function as
reaource persons and assist the rest of
the class. The teacher can take a hack
seat to those students who may have
t.xpertise in a 'particular subject area.
Of rourw, one should make every ef-
fort to control the disvussion and act
as a moderator, sometimes a very dif-
ficalt irk to play and a real exercise
in tact.

Another classroom problem with the
0:mercer arises when caricatures de-
picting American leaders' as clown%
birds, sharks ( aken from the ad for
the movie "Jaws"), animals, etc., up-
set foreign students who come from
countries with a rigidly controlled
press. Also, "what if" stories MAting
to government officials sometimes
shock an ESOL.elass, e.g., a headline
story speculating on what might hap-
pen if a leader were assassinated. The
directness with which our high rank-
ing officials are lampooned and criti-
cized often upsets foreign students,
and again the F.S01. teacher is faced
with a prthlem of promoting an under-
standing and appreciation of the wide
range of freedom American news
media have to criticize. The clasa may
be even more upset when they see
their ewn kader.: lampmmed in the
Amerie.in press, e.g., (;haneli. the Shah
of Iran. ete. Anythialt-ahe instructor
ran into duce early in the class to
provide background material on Amer-
ican journalism policy will ease the
transition to an Ame.rican newspaper
and the culture shock of viewing TV
news here.

Even with the suggestions and ex-
amples offered in Fowles, in Mitch-
ford, and in this article, on how to in-
corporate a newspaper into an ESOL
class, an instructor will still have great
trouble getting news material in Atner-
ican English across to students. The
Observer is very difficult reading for a
foreign student with a TOEFI. score
between 450 and 550. A great deal of
dictionary work is required just to
comprehend subheadings and pidure
captions, so the language difficulty
threshold may prove to be a hard
hurdle to cross for the first two or
three. issue's. However, after the
teacher presents the format or struc-
ture' of the paper a few times in a clear
and careful manner, the students will
tend to fall into the Monday ritual of
focusing on the lead article headline.
and closely are lyzing the four bottom
Itiet ti CI until t hey grow more pro
Valera at tem King educated eme,..0;

e' 'on tinned c,r; pug 2.1
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NATIONAL OBSERVER

Continued from page 23

concerning the meanings of words in
context

Lastly, the most difficult conterg for
foteign studetits to extrprehend in the
Observer 14 a feature or in-vlepth ar-
ticle presenting extensive analysis and
histbrical background on a compli-
cated development or event, e.g., Wat-
ergate, 8LX-bicentennial stories,
the. political situation in India, etc.
Such material coukt be carefully as-

-----signed -to those students majoring in a
field-directly vorinected wtth the fea-
ture article; e.g., letting economics
majors explain articles on cost of lin-
ing, inflation, tax cubc etc., or having
political scieace MAWS analyze recimt
events in Portugal -or Italy- Even lit-erature majors can get practice in
their -subject anal by explaining arti-
&it on Twain, Hemingway, Faulkner,
ete. to the class. At present many
foreign students seem to be hiterested
in the 1LS. Bkentennial and could 'be
given- assignments from an on-ming
wries of historical articles dealing
with America during the revolutionary
period.

. To sum up, the Observer is a very
difficult "text" for a foreign student to
read. However, it does have an advan-
tage over a daily paPer in that the
news stories cover events of the past
week, and Any students wh9 keep
up with the latest happenings by lis-
tening to radio or watching TV are
not corning to the, content "cold." En-
couraging the Ciatis to "listen and
look" whenever they have a chance to
come in contact with the American
news media May take the fear away
from students who view the NO as a
far too difficult periodical to read. The
ESOL tardier should use the NO pic-
tures and captions, encourage class
discuision centering around any item
that would be of interest to a foreign
student, take advantage of students
with expertise in a certain field, and
prepare the elate; for the shock of sa-
tire and criticism in Ameriem jour-
nalism. The reward for his hard work
as news reporter. moderator. and in-
terpreter comes the following semester
when some students return and re-
quest a resuhseription. A Monday-
morning news briefing habit has set in.

1
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PUBLIC SPEAKING IN THE
ESL CLASSROOM

by Betty Ansin Smallwood
North FAA College of Arts and

Science, Maiduguri, Nigeria
First judgements of a person are

usually based on one's public presenta-
tion. This involves more than one's
ability in pmnunciation, intonation,
grammatical competence and vocabu-
lary control. The intangibles of poise
.md confidence and also organized
self-expression are very important.
Through regular, short public speeches
in the ESOL classroom, the teacher
can encourage and -refine a learner's
public speaking skills, which are a
synthesis of numerous skills. Unfor-
tunately, this essential and enjoyable
area of oral English is often overlooked
in favor of the more controlled, oral
English exercivats.

Public speaking integrates well as a
regular activity in any intermediate or
advanced ESOL class.

Public speaking is simply a 5-7 min-
ute student talk on a freely-chosen
subject, followed by a 3-5 minute
question and answer period. I schedule
this 10-12 minute exercise for the end
of a lesson and try to have talks two
times a week, so that each student has
the opportunity to speak two or three
times -during the year. The students
are required to choose and then re-
searth their topic, develop the idea
into a -brief but organized unit and
finally present their talk with reference
to their notes. At the beginning of the
year, I spend one full lesson explaining
the concepts involved in oml expres-
sion and providing them with a model
talk, After the idea catches on. I
seldom have a problem with vohin-
tee rs.

Public speaking offers numerous
benefits for the ESOL classroom. First,
of all, Ws fun and lively, both for the
students and the teacher. It changes
the traditional teacher-student inter-
action pattern to that of a student-
student one; it provides variety to a
skills-oriented class. It encourages
communicative competence. In this
way the student has a chance to ex-
press him/herself on something of im-
portance or interest to him/her. (Com-
mon topics in Nigeria have included
traditional customs, especially mar-
riage and courtship, personal experi-
ewes and controversial political is-
sues. ) Also, the students get to know
one another better and the teacher
discovers the student's interest areas.
All of this help; create a general sense
of class cohesion and unity.

Public speaking allows the students
Continued on page 10

to concentrate on a number of specific
skilk Pronunciation, intonation, gram-
matical patterns and vocabulary usage
are all given practice.,- In addition,
student research and preparation re-
quire organizing and synthesizing
skills, (Remember, they only. have 5
minutes.) Also, the student audience
is given the much needed pracfice in
concbaa and grammatical question for-
mation. This metstion and answer
period provides the unumal classroom

-student oral-opportunity for
aural comp

And from the s perspective,-
one has the to deal with a
learner at his/ particular stage of
transitional co petenge. I require all
etudenta te corfsult with me both before
and after the talk. Beforehand, I can
help them develop and organize their
ideas and provide them with vbeater-
lary; afterwards, I can correct specific
errors in pronunciation, vocabulary
usage and grammar. I have recently
esPerimented with recording these
talks. After the initial self-conscious-
ness of being taped, the students seem
to enjoy this aspect. Afterwards, they
can actually hear themselves (and
their mistakes). All of this is not as
time consuming as it may at first
sound; a teacher sees only two students
per week.

In summary, short public speeches
as a regular EMI, activity enliven the
classroom while simultaneously provid-
ing individual practice and teacher at-
tention for many essential, but under
emphasized second language skills.
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ATTU CROSSING"
bY Karon B. Czarnecki

Cultural orientation for the foreign
student should always be of primary
inextrtance in the ESL classroom. Yet
it is an area often neglected or shunted
to the when-and-if-we-have-time par-
titm of the instructor's teaching sched-
ule. Frequently it is taught as an
entity in itself, which is better than
nothing, but with a little pre-planning,
structural and/or lexical Item and
culture can be melded Into a dynamic
blend. A happy corollary el this is
the fact that since the cultural items
are of more immediacy to the student
and interest in them is high, the per-
haps less interesting accompanying
grammatical stzuctures have a better
chance of being internalized: this may
he due to their initial connection with
the more engrossing cultural item.

The type and amount of tragic signs
bear some scrutiny if we are to use
them successfully, in day-to-day class
activities. There are tem major clasd-
fications: the traditional signs which
hwe printed instruction in English.
and the new international signs which
use pictures only. Of the former there
are four sub-groups: road &rationale
( "One Way"), road instructionals
("Form Two Lanes"), parking instrue-
tionals ("2 Hour Metered Parking" ),
and traffic instructionals ("Cross on
Walk Signal Only"). A typical perm,.
livin *n an urban area of the U.S.
tor. . -I on an average at least 30
sign. daily, most of which are still
non-pictorial. Some of these are con-
fusing even to native Americans: for
example, ("I Hour Metered Parking/
8 AM-4 PM/Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat/
8 AM-4 PM & 6 PM-9 PM Mon. &
Thurs."), and some marginally g m-
matical ("No Stopping or . a4i ).
Yet traffic signs are an indigneous rt
of the American scene and are ex-
pected to be adhered to no matter
what. And we might reflect that it is
preferable for the foreign student to
learn at least pony of the "no matter
what's" in the security of his class-
room rather than the hard way.

With the above in mind, let us look
, more closely at the utilization of traffic

signs. Even a cursory glance at those
most frequently encountered will or-
veal that many of them are in the
present continuous tense. Possibilities
either for initial presentation or rein-
forcement of grammatical understand-
ings, in addition to survival skills, be-
gin to emerge.

Hard-to-learn prepositions of place
may take on a new interest in vie%
of everyone's need to cope with
"No Parking From Here to Corner,"

or similarly, "Nor Pt:Liking Between
Signs." Building on this same item
can lead to valuable spealdn& listen-
ing, and coping skills as well. For ex-
ample, the instructor can create and
encourage the students to develop a
conversation situation in which one
student acts out the part of a police-
man who has just found another stud-
ent parked in a "No Parking" mne.

The enterprising instructor can uti-
lire traffic sign diction for linguistic
drill as well. For example, the final
"ng" in "standing" and "stopping" is-
frequently mispronounced "k" by cer-
fah% foreign language speakers and can
be practiced for reduction of this error.
Further, students can sharpen com-
position skills by helping each other
write out the conversations they
created around a specific traffic situa-
tion as suggested above.

Commonly used abbreviations,such
as ver or "ALT" need exploration
and expansion, as do elliptical forms
found in such Instructions as "De-
layed Green Wait." The latter ex-
ample might be suitable for a more
advanced class which is also working
with the same construction found in
newspaper headline& This level class
will also find reinforcement for parti-
ciple study in signs such as "Merging
Tra c." A beginning class, working
with time concepts, wM find added
stimulus in typical urban instructkms
for "2 Hour Parking/8 AM to 6 PM."

The activities outlined above by no
means exhaust the possibilities inher-
ent in this approach. Further, each
locale offers traffic signs relevant to its
own area (e.g. "Cattle Crossing") in
addition to the standard ones. Such
sham become even more valuable to
the ESL class because of their specific
relevance to the immediate environ-
ment and culture.

Probably the single most effective
way of presenting such information to
students is through the use of color
slides snapped by the instructor. Close-
ups are usually more effective, but an
occasional shot of a busy intersection
with a half dozen signs all vying for
attention, brings the real-life situation
into the classroom with dramatic im-
mediacy. In short, possibilities for
combining culture and content, even
through traffic signs, are limitless.
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A NEW THEME ON

AN OLD APIGLe.
-1Iave you ever had a group of stil"

thmtnii-yeur composition cais 1N61
too willingly informed you, 4I

catet write in Kamm, either," 1,.1r.

itsked, "What do you mean by re topic
sentence," or stated, "What do you
mean by support? There's nothing
more to say. What I've said is clear,"
Well, Mary Hines has . . . both at
LaGuardia Community College ind
previously at New York University.
She has found that the following tech-
nique makes senseor gets through--
to a number of these students, and is
willing to share it wth us because it

-tettrks.
Mary Recommends the Socratic

approach to eliciting from students
the statement and proqf of a geomet-
tie theorem. Once the proof has been
established by students, it istan easy
mow to demonstrate that the order
and support of their evidence is the
simplest outline of a paragraph having
a thesis sentence, support, and a con-
cluaion. Thus, the demonstration of
a theorem plus, transitional exprm,sion
and prose equals a well-organized,
clear paragraph.

Mary pmvides the following proof
and resulting paragraph as a model:

*
Theorem 67The square of the hy-
potenuse of a right triangle is equal
to the sum of the squires of the legs.

IRA CONY.
Confirmed from page 4

shou4 be sure to further question the
child fIQ, determine if the error is-a
trite errd or merely one of usage.

Good= , in discussing classroom
imolications%\ emphasized that stan-
dardized readipgs tests are often poor
indicate -s of reeding achievement for

dren. She suggest having the child
bilingual and dtl4eet-speaking rhil-

retell the story as atkalternathv mea-
sure of comprehension. She also
stated that English reading instrue-
Hon should not be delayed until the
child spellts English. SW stressed
that children should be im*sed in
interesting stories, stories that ate fun
to read. In selecting stories, 'the
teacher should first ask, "Is the story
relevant to the child?"

STATEMENTS
I. Right ARC with legs a. 10, nnd hy-

potenuse c
2. Praw. the altitae from the vertex

to side c. Let. r be the Projection Of
a an e, and .v the projection of h on e.
alma

A

4. b"-=ey
5. a= 4- b` ex ey.-:c(x 4- y)

i. x .y=c

Giv ea: flight triangle ALL with. legs
a and b :lad hypotenuse c

Prove: co =
Analr.is: Use 1.!ieorem CC to raid the

values of a' and ba nad
the regatta.

11F.ViONS
I. Given.

piviundicolar ta a line eon he ssa-
structed from a point mitside the line.

-a, The- seutlee-ef.
equat to the product of tho hypot-

s euse. and dm projection 4 this leg
on the bypntenusr.

4..8nrne as 3.
5. If equal number :. are added to equal

nombens, the turns are equal.
set-of points lying between the end-

points ot a tine segment divides -the
.into a set of consecutive seg-

ments the sum of whose lengThs equal
the length of the given .segment.

7. Any number may .be substituted for
its equal in any expresdon.

The square of the hypotenuse of a
right triangle is curial ta the sum 'of the
squares of the legs. Oiven a right tri-
angle. ABC. with legi a. b. and 0, we
draw tee altinete from the vertex C ta
side c. Let x be the projection of a on

and y the projection of b on c because
a perpendicular to a line can be coo-
structed from a point outside the line
a equals ex because the square 4 a kg
of a right triangle is equal' to the product
of the hypotenuse and the projection el
anis kg on the hyreentese. For the tame
reason. b= equals cy. If equal nuthbers
are added to equal numbers, the sums
are equal so a' - equals ex and ry
equals ,.sx y). In addition, we ean say
x y equals e Locause a set of points ly-
ing between the endpoint's of a line di-
vides the segmeat into' a set of consee-
utive segment. tin' sum of whose lengths
equals the length of the given segnwpt.
ThereNre, ' equals e- because any
number may be sutstituted for its equal
in aoy expression.

I would expect a good geometry
book, perhaps the same one your stu-
dents are using In math clast, to
provide other proofs and thus allow
students .practice in supplying tran-
sitional 6szsions and the prose
neededLlo- nge the given to a par-
agraph. Of course, au advanced group
could begin by developing their .11
proofs right from the start.

Thank you. Mary, for a le,soe JIM
could move 1.-orn eonmsunity co..s
composition e.es to ESL in content
classe4 to billngual education ;bri.-
0:rams tea English for Scienc' 'and,
Teehnolov programs end who knows -
%there else?

Other lesson ids at- that work will
L. welcomed by the Editor or by Dor-
tem. Larsen. The Amerkan Language
Institute, #1 Washington Square
North. New York, N.Y. 10003.

FIF.lVfFulbrz: Hays
Elementary an cond:try teachers, colieLe. instructors. and (mt. professors

for teacher excha-ere 1977 S school year. !Susie requirements: US.,citzzen-
ship. hiehelors degier., 3 Wile. exp. Must be currently employed. Wilte
to Teacher Exchange Section:-.Division of Int. Ed.. USOE, Wa.hington, DC
)090q.
Mexican-American Cultqral Institute 'Mexico City

Permanent amtlemic director for bit-Nional eenzer tor TESOL program
of 8,00li qudents 63 full-time teachers PiNtx-gin immediately. Must have
at least ;in MA in TESOI. and 5 yrs susre!,sfurlikp. trng. and supervising
TESOL teachers, directing aculemic program. SabAry 18-20,000 per year,
Send up-to-date resumes and 3 ref. to Director, Institute Mexic.-mo Norteamer-
ican, Hambaurgo 115, Mexico 6 DF Mexico. Phone :9051"525 6204.
University of Benghazi fLihyan,Arab

Twenty English teachers ESL, linguistics and amt. ling.'. Write to
Prof. Joseph Fikes, Faculty of Arts. Univ. of Benghazi, Libya.
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-10P-Doiteite Larson

SOAP OPERA,
minu3gR.MYSTERY,
and ROME TOWN
LORE

T4e __TESOL NEWSLETTER is
happy to have received contributions
from members for our second column
of practical lesson ideas. Several hay-

' ing to do with oral group work are
outlined below.

Mary E. Sarawft of the Srinekhar-
.. Inwirot University in Pitsanulok,

Thailand, writes of the success she
and her colleagues have had with a
lesson she calls "Soap Opera." She
writes:

wro begin with, each of the three
teachers chose a theme for their claos
arid nosigned 18 characters. For exam-
ple, one ciass's theme was about life in
a city hospital. Another was a family
situation complicated by having five
daughters, and the third about life ;n
the country. A synopsis of the soap
opera for a day was posted 2-3 days be-
fore, It listed the characters to appear
and the general line of 'the story..

in addition to the soap opera itself.
them were also an opening 5-minute
news report, a I-minute weather report,
and advertisements. Particular students

were assigned beforehand and it was up
to them to prepare their own material.

The VA hour presentation was divided
-as follows: ii-minute New& t-minute
Weatiwl_ 1-minuie Advertisement, 10.

. minute Soap Opere (part I), I-minute
Advertieement, I-minute Advertisement,
10-minute Soap Opera (part 2)."

Mary's comments on the strengths
--of this lesson include the fact that
the topics chesert can be current is-
sues .such as parentchild- relations,
the gerieration-gap, abortion, women's
right& drugs, etc. News articles con-
cerning the topics were cut out and
posttal on a bulletin board for sty-
dents to consult.

Just exactly, ,what would be an-
nounced, reported and advertised WAR
not plotted out and memorized in ad-
vance, Ituit as the characters in the
"Soap Opera" did not eatt their lines
into a. script, before the premntation.
As a result, students had to- listen
carefully to each other in order to
determine what was being said and to
respond in an appropriate manner.

Salvatore/J. Sinatra has written to
share a few ideas for use with group&
The first one he mentions is Robert
Gibson's Strip. Story, (TEStale
Q, Vol. 9, No. 2, June, 1975), prob-
ably the mast practical article found
in the Quarterly in the last several
issues.

Additional contributions from Si-
natio include an adaptation he has
made from an original idea called
Murder Mystery, devised by David

1

and Prank Johnson, and found in a
group dynamics text: Joining To-
gether, Prentice-fiall, 1975, pp 121--
122. Adapted for ESOL, Sinatra's
challenge to each discussion group is
to answer the questions: .

Who was the killer?
Which weapon did he use?
What time did the murder occur?
Where was the victim killed?
Why was he killed?

Clues needed to solve the murder
are prepared in advance by the
teacher. Each clue is written on a
separate card and distributed ran-
domly to group members. The pro-
cess involves assembly of all hiforma-
tion, evaluation, and discussion so
that the solution can-be reached.

This adaptation includes the in-
gredient which is surely the key to
the success of Gibson% Strip Staiy
as well. That is, each member of the
group' is the sole pomessor of one
small piece of information which, in
turn, is absolutely necessary to the
completion of the task of putting the
pieces together.

I d like to encourage all of us to
carry this successful technique into
the students' wealth of esperienee and
knowledge. All of our students arrive
in the classroom as the sole posses-
sors of lots of facts. We have the
challenge of designing group tasks
which will elicit fror iladividuals the
information that ear t one hrings.

In university aril Ault classes, the
students often ;_ome from a variety of
home towns. Home towns usually
contain town hails, town squares, his-
toric places of interest. Groups might
be given the task of preparing a re-
port on town squares, munieipal build-
ings andtor tourist attractions in the
combined home townstneoigeh: members
of the group. Each would be
responsible for providing the informa-
tion about his home town. The report
could be given orally on an assigned
day, later written for display on a
bulletin board. A list of guiding ques-
tions might get the group started . . .
to be answered if pertinent, skipped
if not. It might include questions on
the size and location of the places.
their history or origin, their present
use and/or condition. More advanced
groups might be assigned the task
without any guiding questions to get
them started.

One has to remember that in real
life, every individual in every group
does not arrive with a fact of his own
which parallels the comparable facts
of every other individual. Language
texts have long contained bland para-
graphs of information, or pages of pic-

Continued on page 20
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:ME SILENT WAY
tittitinued tram page 13
and tht i. student is forced, allowed,
Jingly, to have the entire lesson time

..ttf his cernmand, to speak?
.As Dr. Gattegno puts it, the thing

_which he is striving .to do iv to build
in the student, at the very beginning,
a "'confidence" that what he is saying
is right. "The inner criterion of right-
ness. is the roektPottom on which
the.futurc acquisition will stand, in-
creasing the sense et freedom that
motivates learners . and creates the
joy which accompanim good perfor-
mance.'"

Mai:ford states that his 'romance'
with .the Silent Way results front his
recognition of the hwnaneness of the
approach. He states that it has af-
feeted his approach to teacher train-
..ing,-,restilting in hisdesire to provkle.
Slung with the methodology, the tech-
niques of langtesge twching, "encour-
agement, self-reliance, and support"- -
thevery things potential teachers will
need "in the classroom .they will be
guiding."

. .After participating in a Silent Way
experience, it was apparent that cer-
tfiin basic facts stood out as itnpOrthnt
for the language teacher. First, the
student is immediately and almost
totally responsible for the language
leirning situation. That is. his mis-
talos provide the teacher with direc-
tion for the sticceeding le.-sons, his
successes determine how quickly he
moves on to the next step, and the
speaking is entirely his responsibility.
Second, the language of the classroom

.
t; entirely, from 'he first instant, the
target language 'The students' km-
guage(s) , are 1.t'ver used. His in-
telligence, his desire to learn, his
compulsion to -try" the new Words,
sentences, patterns, language, is drawn
upon instead. Third, after an initial
anxiety.. Kupportekl. by long years of.
varying successe.4 and failures in
d:t Rs room s and t.s pedal ly frein
language classrooms, Silent Way stu-
dents relax in the interaction be-
tween themselves as they learn to stim-
ulate, encourage, and reinforce each
other respond to each other in a
real. "thinking", meaningful seay.
ratht r than merely responding to the
teacher.- The "feel" for the language
becomes part of the karning and with
the responsibility for speaking comes
not only the challenge to do so but
the feeling that one can.

1. Charles -Blatehforcl. -My Silent Way
Experience--Otw Model -for Training
Teachers and Students" (Paper given
at TESOL Convention. Mart+ 5. 1976.

N York City).
2. , :deb (attegno Item:irk:4 anti
Additions on 'The Silent Way: A Look
at Language Teacliing' ", Idiom, 4:2.
Winter 1974.
3. Ca:ch Catterno. Teaching Poi-eign
Language in Schools the Silent Way.
New York: Eduiational Solutioas, W33.
4. John Haskell. "The Silent Way: A
New busk :it Language Teaching",
Idiom 4 : 1. Fall 1973.

Slielly Ku.). "Learning Chine.e by
the 'Silent WaN " tMimengraphed pa.
per printed by ::dneattonal Solutions.)

SOAP OPERA. etc.
Con7inued from page 1?

tures, which, when given a seeond
Imok, tit perfotly clean, parAel tan-

.1%.; of the, Ist-t th-t strike
joy it, 114 aPPI it'd tin-
guisIK ly does th infe!rmatlon
pos,--ewed by a real, live ela;,-..; contain
such'symmetry. Go ahead and use it
anyway. Venture into the real infor7
illation of thi, student:1' experience.
EM re,s moparable .facts with struc-
tural similarity if that's what they
need. .Teach them lunvto use except

, however. On the otlwr band, for
tboA facts which rlitTer. Some indi!
viduals might bring such ditIcting
lmekgrounds that their information
wouldn't fit ilito the report. Perhaps
such perRnw play the role of
group recorder :ind organi/er of the
written rept:It, mastee of eerienionitts
of the oral report. -

In other situations, individuals nray
becoMe posseisors of important hits
of information as part of the task.
One might ask a group to draw a floor
pem of the first door of the 7-1-hool
library. The first step would he to
send them on in ptirs with measuring
hpos and nute pads, each pair to ob-
tain the nei.etsary data 'of a partkular
aroa of the floor.

Design a group task. Try it with
your ales. Write and tell us how it
worked.

Other griwp activitic.s hare been
outlined iii "Prue:kurn:' in.the M

Neicqe:tir Val, ; No. 1, arid
"Le:,son.si th,, Work.- ei the WIWI

NYS ESt BEA, VOI. 6, Na 1.

T 8 90 L NEWSLETTERtibi
Dr. John F. Haskell .
Dept. of Linguistics
Northeastern Illinois University
Chicago, Illinois 60625
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Repri.nted from Minds TESOL News.
..letter,. Sept.; 1976.

USING MUSIC TO
TEACH ENGLISH
by Lee Jaffe

"4i:sic bath charms . . " to liven
uP an nudist& class when the drill
may be. getting a bit tedious. The
use of familiar songs enables the
teacher not Orly to emit* the class
and to add some variety to tiut lesson
but also to veste a feeling of warmth
and a sense of unity in the group.

There are several ways in which mu-
sical activities can be employed in the
classroom Ths first is as an introduc-
tion to a new pattern. For example,
when working with prepositions, start
the unit with the song."Put Your Fin-
ger in the Air." While singing the
Song, the children place their fingers
on their noses, on their mouths, is
their ears, etc. This tyro of song
involves the body as it gives the class
an opportunity tts incorporate the new
pattern kinetically. As they are hap-
pily singing, they are engaged in a
learning ewerietice that can be other-
wise difficult and frustrating.

A second use of song is as reinforce-
ment of a pattern previously taught.
Using a.picture as a visual clue, sing
"Is he sleeping . . ." to the tune of
"Frere Jaques." The child then sup-
plies the appropriate answer to the
song. Other pictures of activities are
presented to- expand the musical sub--
stitutiun drill.

Drills on vocabulary items can be-
come very pleasant and satisfying ac-
tivities when they are presented in
song. A folksong, "There Was a Lit-
tle Hole," teaches the parts of a tree
by emnbinhig a chalk drawing with an
echo song. As the song is sung, the
teacher illustrates the words on the
board. An echo song is one in which
the leader sings one line and the class
repeats the same line. Another song
that lends itself to vocabulary build-
ing is "Old MacDonald."

Songs me excellent devices for pro-
nunciation drills. Children respond
quite eagerly to the nonsense syllable
which are often used in song. Sing-
ing ditties such as "The Little Red
Caboose" and "Shoo -Fly" are much
more enjoyable than the nmnotonous
contrast of "shin and chin" in a min-
imal pair drilL

When selecting songs for the class-
room, use those that have a refrain
repeated several times. In this way
the language learner will not feel over-
whelmed by the words. Songs which
have familiar and commonly used
phrases are preferable. Nursery rhymes

Mord on page 14

From: Mune & ESL Workshop--TESOL '76
Mice H. Osman and Laurie Wellman
Name ot SongAlbum

1) "Ruby Lae" Tenser and the
Fireeat, Cat Stevens
A&M Records, Inc., Califurnia

2) "Father and Son" Tea for the
Merman, Cat Stevens
A&M Records, Inc., Qilifornia

3) "This Old Guitar" Back Home
Affisin, John Dever
RCA, New York

4) "Whose Garden Was This?"
Whose Cardin Was This,
John Denver
RCA, New York

6) "Old Foals" Whose Garden
Was This, John Denver
RCA, New York

6) 'Blowin' in the Wind:
The Freewheelin' Bob Dylan,
Bob Dylan
Columbia, New York

7) "Suzanne" Colors of the Day,
Judy Collins
Elektra, New York

8) "1 Should Have Known
Better" A Hard Day's Night,
The Beatles
United Artists, New York

9) "if I Fell in Love With You"
A Hard Day's Night,.
The Beatles
United Artists, New York

10) "The Fool on the IVII"
Magical Mystery Tour,
The Manes
Capital, California

11) "A Day in the Life" Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band, The Beatles
Capital, California

12) "Leaving on a Jet Plane"
Album 1700, Peter, Paul and

Notes on popular song selection:
Because of complex vocabulary, best

used in more advanced classes
--Students me frequently self-moti-

vated; they may bring a record into
class and ask you to study it with
them

Encourages group discussions on
topics of interest to the students

Good test of student's comprehen-
sion

Teaches vocabulary, culture, natural
sentence patterns

--Student reviews frequently as he
sings or hears the song outside the
classroom

Provides experience in using gram-
matical structures in an unself-
conscious manner

Mary
Warner Bros., California

13) "If I Had a Hammer"
Peter, Paul and Mary, Peter
Paul and Mary
Warner Bros., California

14) "Where Have All the Flowers
Gone" Peter, Paul and Mary,
Warner Bros., California

15) "Killing Me Softly with His
Song" Kitting Me Softly,
Roberta Mack

Atlantic, Nevi York

Selected for:
1) Contractions, questions
2) Spoken style-natural

English, present tense,
simple commands, conditionals

3) Past tense
4) Past tense, questions,

modals (must Used as
supposition) .

5) Present tense, pregent
perfect questions

6) Question awl Answer,
dialogue

7) Present tense (third
person and other)

8) Models, past tense
9) Conditional tense, "if"

clause and result
10) Present tense, negatives
11) Past tense
12) Present tense
13) ...Tr clause and result,

repetition
14) "Wh" questions with present

perfect tense, future "will"
15) Past tense, reported speech,

present participle

Record albums specifically designed
for teaching English:
1) Hard to Learn That English as a
Second Language Blues, & ESL Er.
press Laurie Wellman and Donald
R. H. Byrd, Collier Macmillan Inter-
national, Inc., New York (second al-
bum to be released Spring, 1976)
2) Mister Monday and Other Songs
for the Teaching of English, Goodbye
Rainbow, and Sunday Afternoon, The
Solid British Hat Band
Longman Group Limited, New York
and London
Notes on specially designed records:
Each song generally deals with one
isolated structure
--Vocabulary and story are carefully
controlled
Teaching suggestions are included
with each album
MI words are pronounced carefully;
songs are understandable

Cont'd on page 14
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-TESOL SOCIETY
reled front page 8
ciety formed to wait until students
them Ives spontaneously organize
otte, a student organization
°by', must be supported by the
students, faculty members can do a
great d, to initiate and encourage
its format
2. Studen do not usuallY like to at-
tend planni nreetings -and discuss
consti points. It is better to
produce a and hylaws
ihmugh a se gimp of willing

COI

-dm:lents mut
& Most student%
of employment
cial activities.
4. Students are
the prospect of
oral or written

attracted. by news
and so-

rally terrified by
comprehensive
Any prepare-

tory assistance is
5. Charging dues is a
on a non-existent
hnpossible. Even tightly
dents do not usually mind
if they see some real
from their membership.
6. Student govenneent will fund
o n e half o f t h e c o s t of a t r i p p r o j -

e c t . If a s t u d e n t i s p a r t i c i p a g I L

conference or convention. the
of receiving group travel funding are
much better.

Operating
is next ea

sty-
ing dues

comhtg

t t't

1.111 '

MUSIC WORKSHOP
Coma

Recent hits
1) "1 Write the Songs"

by Barry Manilow
2) "50 Ways to Leave YoUr

Lover" by Paul Simon
3) "Alahogany" (Do You

Know . . .) by Diana Roas

1) Past tense, prwient terms,
clear, easily understood,
much repetition

2) Short attehy phrasesgood
for easy memorization,
imperatives

3) Much repetition of question
form beginning with do, slow,
easily understood

7. Money obtained from student gov-
ernment is a double benefit Since
funds go only to dues-paying mem-
bers, the number of students who pay
dues increlsee dramatically. -

8. Most students appreciate any finan-
cial breaks they can get, Student reg-
istration fees at conventions are a chit-
nite attraction. Even vim there is
no official mention of special etudent
rates, they are sometimes available
when specially requested by a group./
9. Gueet speakers erm be excellent
when the arrangements are handled
properly. The society can help stu-
dents by informing them of what to
expeet and by preparing them for what
may be expected of them.
10. The administration will usually
be very supportive (financially and
otherwise) of projects and activities
when it is demonstrated that they help
improve the department program.

5

USING MUSIC
Coed from page 13
often contain words which are rather
antiquated such as "Jack ard Jfira"
fetch and crown.. These songs can be
taught in another context and should
not be taught in the language Mom
Careful- atWntion must be given to the
selection of songs. utilizing standatd
English. Feel free to write parodies
when the need arises.

Ah, Id last, the rub, there me many
teachers who feel that they cannot
sing. In my experience, there have
been very few who are putoriners, but
there are many that can sing. It - is
such a joyous activity for all that it is
a shame to deny your class and your-
self the experience. If nothing else,
records can become the instrument
rather than your voice. To paraphrase
a recent commercial, give remit a try,
"you'll like it."

.6 .
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DO WE WANT VISUAL

AIDS?
by Colin Ritchie

University of Petroleum
and Minerals

Dhahran. Saudi Arabia

In the language classroom there is
virtually nothing as good as a picture

-for emraging the studente interest, fo-
-cueing- their at-tendon and loosening
their tongues. A picture. well designed
or carefully choreal, can elicit the ex-
act language the teacher wants to
practice. His prompting 'need only he
discreet, so he is in no danger bf over-
motkiling the students' responses or

-um* giving them a transformation
exereise. Not only does a picture
effectively and econontically elicit the
language the teacher wants, hut it also
omtmls that language, particularly
the. vocabulary.. Most important of
all, the picture guarantees that the
language being practiced is, at least
minimally, related to a situation. A
teacher; teaching his. native language
to foreign students, often forgets that
the language he uses has a wealth of
associations for him built up over
ygars of usage whereas, for his stu-
dents, it only has a few associations
acquired in the classroom. Language,
to be meaningful and memorable,
must have strong and vivid associa-
tion& Anyone who has learnt a Ian-
guage by working abroad will bear
this out. By means of pictures, rather
than by contextualizing language
through language, a direct link can be
forged between language and situation
and so some attempt can be made to
overcome the deficiency of the lan-
guage used in the classroom.

It is one of the unhappy results of
the Audio-Lingual movement that, in
emphasizing a language response to
a linguistic stimulus, it has overlooked
the fact that language is a response
to a whole situation not always en-
countered through language. Stu-
dents who have been trained to per-
form within the framework of a drill
have not been helped to apply their
skills flexibly and appropriately to
different situations. In responding to
a picture, with only a minimum of
prompting from the teacher, the more
advanced student hies to use his own
resources and, in this way, gets val-
uable practice at applying what he
has learnt through drills and other
manipulation exercises.

The emphasis on drilling has helped
to promote the language laboratory.
so suited to a Stimulus-Response ap-

The COMMiEWO on Tests and
Testing of the Interne
eociation of Applied Mice
(AILM is planning one-day
meeting in con.. with the
1977 TESOL Co tion in Mi-
ami (April 26- ay 1). Papers
on the topic of testing
especially th esting of oral lan-
guage p ei s y---are now be-
ing solid ; by the Comtniasion.
Anyone terested in reading a
Paper Id write to: Itartdall
L " Department of Modern

4ge5S MOrrill Hall, Cornell
U may, Ithaca, New York

preach. Laboratory material, how-
ever, is often restricted to drills and
so neglects the enormous potential the
equipment has for other kinds of ma-
terial and other techniques. Similarly,
visual media have been widely ne-
girded. Most Audio-Lingual text-
books are not illustrated or use poor
quality illustrations to decorate or
elucidate the text rather than as a
means of practicing language. The
emphasis on the language laboratory
has also, perhaps atusod language
teacher to neglect other equally so-
phisticated developments in educa-
tional technology often used by their
colleagues in other subjects.

French cowers, by contrast, have
been audio-visual from the early days
of the CREDIF material and a num-
ber of foreign language courses re-
cently developed in Britain, such as
the Nuffield material, are audio-visuaL
In these materials a film strip is used
to contextualize the fairly lengthy
presentation text and ts later used for
recall and other exercises. The British
Council used this technique in their
English course 'Meet the Parkers' and
it has been used more recently by
Michael Coles and Basil Lord in their
course 'Access to English.' Pictures
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are also- used as drill curs in some of
these courses and an. a strong feature
of the Penguin course 'Sueresti with
English.' They are used extensively
in the 'OPFAC Oral Drills' whit+
have just been introduced into the
ELI for use in the language labor*.
tory. However, as the only relation-
ship the pictures usually have with
each other is that they are designed
to elicit the mme structure, they
merely become a more elaborate way
of cueing a substitution drill. The
pictures should be related to one over-
all situation if they are to be of real
value in giving drill language a sem-
blame of reality.

This idea of a total situation is
more in line with the illustration; to
Kernel Lessons Intermediate, used by
a number of classes in the ELL Here
a whole situation is summed up in a
picture which, being presented to the

*students before the presentation text.
enables them to reepond to it and
build up the situation from their own
resources before studying the text.
Unfortunately, the clumsy device of
masking a text the students can study
beforehand renders this method less
effective and risks leduring the pic-
ture to mere illustratian of the text._
This problem could easily be sohed
by putting the pictures on overhead
projector transparenck.s with a heat
copier. The verbal prompts printed on
the same !ewe could be added as an
overlay. This would he a practical
way of introducing the overhead pro-
jector and, once it was regularly avail-
able, might s.sei be used in other
ways. The principle of using a slightly
more complex picture to convey a
whole situation could. also he extended
to provid.. material for disguised drill-
ing. Pm. tical,difficultres in producing
and projecting material are enormous
and can really only he tackled by a
Department as a whole. Realizing the
potenztial of visual aids and working
out thir application in detail to your
own language program ie critically
important.



'.ing Glaze to Seim
Reading Material

By jobn F. Haskell

How van I choose a story. That is not
too difficult for my siudents to read?
How can I be sure OM they will be
abk to rend enough of it so that we
earl aseuks it together?

Many teachers have a limited sekc-
lion of hooks from Which they ean
choose reading material With first
language speakers these books am I'
usually selected for a certain 'grade
level qf student. Rot for Second Ian.
guage learnert we have no way of
determining what the "level" of the
student in reading is We still have
the same hooks. How can wi> use them
most effectively? Can we SELNCT
materials fmM them that are both in.
teresting and RF.AnABLF.?

The -Choe Test is a siffiple way to
alf%termine whether or not reading ma-
terial is tou difficult for students to
read, surcews. Note thAt the key
word here is SUCCESS. We should
he trying to choose materials that will
be appropriate for ALL of our students
nd easy enough to read so that we
can provide growth in knowkAge and
greater skill in reading.

The Clore testing device is easily
mule and easily scored.

1. The first step is to find 3 story
that yon third,. ill he generally inter-
esting to the st.',; .nts or that you want
to use for sonw specific grammar or
reading skills building exercises. .

hopefully interesting as well.
2. Take the first 200 or so words and

delete every fifth word, putting a
blank in its place. t For easy scoring
fifty Wanks is most easily converted to
a ilereentage score, but it is not neees-
mry to have that may blanks). This
amount can be easily typed or written
on one side of a single sheet of paper
and duplicated. .

Ciive only this much of the se-
h.cted passage to your stmlents to
read. Ask them to fill in the blanks
as they read by guessing what should
he there. You may want to have num-
bered the blanks for easier scoring,
also. This will allow you to re-tme
the test sheets if you have students
write the words on a separate num-
bered piece of paper.

Students should be given as much
time as possible though it will take
very little time as they become familiar
with the Clore procedure, They are
asked to fill in each blank with a sin-

Continued on Next Page
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. Continued from Page 15

"Jo word only (though eontractions
are permissible). The student can
wad and remid the passage as many
times as he needs and in fact, will
find it net:meaty to do ao,

4. -When gee students- are finished
you are ready to score the papers.

Remember - your are NOT grading
students and the students should he
told that. You are trying to determine
whether or not all the gtudents in yonr
class will have ct'n reading the

. whole story.
.Theelmee passage maylitao he used

to initiate a motivating-leaVner expe-
rience bY disokssing it with the stu-
dents after they havefinished filling in
the blanks. This should 'be done even
though ynu nuok.find,-after scoring the
papera, that titer passoge is too dif-
ficult to use any further. Both content
And especially grammar choices mn
be disctesSed with the students.
-.The simplest. and most effective

scoring promdure is to match eadi
--Student's response with the list Of

words you deleted. Accept ONLY
those words, even though you may
find synonyms or ether appropriate
'words being used by the students.
Synonyms and "other" words will tell
yots much about the individual stu-
dent's knowledge of English hut will
not he necessary for you to decide
whether the reading election is ap-
propriate for the WHOLE CLASS.
For this decision you will find the
more objective general score, more
suitable.

S. If you have fifty blanks, the con-
version to percentage scores will be
easy multiply by two. If not, chang-
ing the score to percentage figures will
take a little more time.

Once you have these scores for the
whole class you will he able to deter-
mine the readability of the materials
for that class.

Remember that in general, second
language students will not he able to
fill in accurately more than sixty or
seventy percent of the blanks of cern
easy reading material. They should
he told this from the beginning. I3oth
the teaclier and the student should he
aware that (a ) the student will not
always pick the original word and yet
may have understood correctly what
he is reading. And ( Id), the student
will be able to read and understand a
good deal of the passage even though

, he may not know all the wordswe
aP do it occasionally in our reading.

If students get above 53 per cent
they can probably read the story on
their own. The teacher will know that
this is a story which can be assigned
as extm rending or to be read at home.

16

If the stud-nets get Below 43 per
cent then the material iet. too difficult
for them to read- -eveh with the help
of the, teacher in the dassrjom. It will
indicate that there Are just too many
grammatical and lexical roadblocks in
the any of the Student for him to be
able to read the story sueemsfully, and
without frustration.

What the teacher Is looking for is
a set of seores for ALL students in
the clews that will be ahove 43 per
cent (and for the most part below
53 per cent) .

An that's it! If a large number of
students arr below 43 per cent--
DON'T use the story. . . at least not
with those students. Try again with
anotht selection instead. If it seems
impossible to find a siory to thie for
the whole class from the material
t books.) you have then you will know
that vou must do one o( two things...
or both, You must find some reading
material that is more appropriate for
your students, that .you can tole with
them in the classroom, that they will
have'success with, and that will take
them aimed that one little step in
grammar knowledge and reading skill,
and towards new experience or infor-
mation. You may also find that it is
time te; consider breaking up your
classroom into two or more reading
groups.

Thew scoring areas. frustrational
I below 43 percent ). instructional
MI to 53 percent) and independent
reading iahove 53 percent ). are gen-
end areas and the teacher may find
that they need to be adjusted goner-
what. They are not absolute percent-
ages. But the dote procedure works,
it will tell you a lot about your read-
ing material.

Try it! Experiment! Use it!

53
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service.
At thLs stage of American Educa-

tion, when so many of the goals that
we have struggled so long for are again
being threatened, it would indeed he .
-imtlic to find out that much we MEV
as change was not change at ail. Thia
is a good Hine to tu.ke look at what
hilingual education Amid Ile. What
is needed are ililingwki program not
only in name but ahae in suhstan,

a
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TESTING ADULT IMMIGRANTS IN OPEN ENROLLMENT PROGRAMS
17): Donna ilyin
ftiernany Ccatinunity gollege Center

iNen enrollment classes or kw vidualized instruction. With only a
dames where student attendance is little more effort, teachers can learn
erratic er transient pose many spe- --to make tests ;Ind devise ways to add
eine problem& The Whiter is 'con- student self checking devices. for each
"(gaudy faced with presenting, reefew- unit or ohjectisss (See BESL Re-
ing, and testing at the sante time. porter; tfARRiS; VALETTE; etc. and
Often a teacher may have three or four yecent !lepers on testing),
different levels of ymfickney in the
mine class. in.adult ESL clansts; for Teseumn AND MIMIC AT etir SAME
littntierants, the tenches may also be TrmE
lvt4Pons1hkt for the placement of stus Witat interests me even more than
dents and for accountability which h nautine testing of units of work, or
ESt ClaSEIVR means student progress sperific skill areas is collecting ways
in attaining ESL proficiency. The of teachinit an4 testing at the IMMO
constant flux of new arrivals all time. Dr. Alice 11. Pack from Brigham
during a clams period into these multi- Young University in HawaH demon.
level classes with no common denom- 'Atrated sOch a technique in her sires-
;miter of interest, no amnion Inn. entation at the tenth annual TESOL
gunge hickground, and no common convent' in New York City. 1976:
level of educatkla in students' own Lea Atglislt. Prepositions, Pro-
language or educational system chals n and Yeas through Participation
lenges and frustrates the teacher. Both i. Dyads.
teaching and testing open enrollment have also been working with some
elasses are ditilcitlt. ;dims of My own and adapting other

peoples kieas it. order to present, re-
PLACEMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY 'view, practice and test at the same

timv. In addition to specific skill
areas, I find it is even more interesting
nail easier to present, revive, practice
and test in contextual situations. I
believe students Perform better when
the material is interesting and follows
a thenie or story line. I hope that
other teachers will join me in discover-.

Teachers can also encourage St*. ing, developing. creating.and adapting
dents to assess their own language ways to teach and test students 'at the
growth by giving lists of ciuctions stu- Same time. Guess Tests, Picture Dicta-
dents answer about their own Ian- tion Teaching Tests, laictation/Read-
gunge abilities. For beginning stu- ing Teiss, Picture Craded Cltize Tests
dents, ths.se lists can be translated into and Dictation Ooze Reading Tests
students' Finguages. ) Given when stu- are some techni4ues that have helped

Short time saving tests are helPfUl'
in placing students into classes or in
deciding what materials may be suit-
able for a stuckint (See ESCOBAR or
ItOltSVN ). Tests can show studenti
their ESL level of proficiency and show
that they are progressing in :ameml
English proficient'''.

enter a course8of instruction and
aga n when the course is completed,
the student self diagnostic survey
usually reflects language growth and
can also show where each student feels
more work is needed.

Teacher made tests and other de-
vices such as criterion referenced
charts, pre and r (..st tape cassettes,
and cummulati record folders con-
taining class work, text tests, doze
tests and dictations also help show
students who attend classes regularly
that they are progressing.

14EACHING ONESELF

me.

Guess Tests - specific skill cdeas (vo-
cibulary, numbers, time.' etc.)

Preparation:
Make flash cards or use re:sular drill

pictures, want ads, advertisements,
taws. whatever

Shuffle or mix each so that the
'plrber does not know what the stu-
dent sees or hears.

Number IVI*Vi Oxample:
1. eacherfetudent te.chnklue

put some numbers on flash cards
eg. 6. 00, 16. 5.05, $.50, $5, 1. 423:

With the many challenges of open etc. ( Use 4 x (3 mrds for small 'Aliases
enrollment teaching in adult ESL and put only one number on each
classes, I would like to provide an-, card.)
other challenge. Why not teach our- shuffle the cards
selves More about ESL assessment and
then share what we learn? More and
more teachers are adapting EFL and
native speaker materials and methods
fir group work as well as for indi- number

show a volunteer student a number
that vms cannot see. (Numbers are
toward students)
tell the volunteer student to read the
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repest what student says and write
on hoard or transparency the students'
exact words.

fisk the el:m.4 if the nunther en the
Hord is the same as on the card. (If
not, class corrects)

repeat above until student fails two
or three times or until the volunteer
pallseli the -number test successfully.
.record when each student passes
your infornsal test.
At this point the number lesson is

an informal test for the volunteer
student, a reviniv for others and a
presentation for newly arrived stu-
dents. It also provides a means td
cbeck the volunteer's oral ability since
the teacher &es not know what is
going to he read or said. TN. student
Was to really communicate flearly or
the result will not be the same on the
board as on the card.)

2. Student !student technique
When one or more studonts are sue-
cessful with all the cards:

Abk for other volunteers to go to the
boani to write the numbers.

shuffle the cards again and show only
to students who were successful in step
I above.

ask students wbo demonstrated their
stlreeSS in steP 1 to mad the numbers
to students at the board.
-.ask students at the lxxird to write

the numbers. (later those stiidents
can assume render-spearter roles when
they feet. successful)

-Tell students at their seats to prac-
tice writing the numbers the reader-
speaker students are &lying. (Again
be sure to shuffle the cards And show
a card only to the reader-speaker stu-
dents).
- next show the number card just read
to the students at the board and ask.
each to correct his number if if is not
the same. (Students in their scats can
also correct their numbers.)

record when students are successful.

Guess Tests -context or situation
Instead of testing numbers in isola-
tion as described above, choose one of
the survival cordent areas ne'.-essary
for a student here in the United Stairs.
For example banking and businests are
two areas most people need to undfr-
stand when working or conducting
business.

Preparation:
make a number of checks filling out

numbers, names, dates, amounts. etc.-
Use blank checks or large flash cards

made .into checks, or a ditto with a
number of checks each designated by

5



a ctie. eg. chalk x. check xx, check xxx)
Shuffle srre checks. (Ifs using aittos;
make ft-ish cards each with a cr
designation on each card eg. x, ace, or
xxx, etc.)
-nerke a large replica of a blank
check on the hoard or use a traits-
parency of a blank check.

Teacher/student technique
--tell students to look at the check you
are holding. hut that you can not see.
(If you are using fbsh Card cues, tell
the students to find the cheek your
card refers to. eg. If the students see

--XX on your flash card, they find check
the ditto sheet.)

--Ask a volunteer student (one ready
for testing) to tell you the amount of
the check.
repeat what student says and then
write the number in the proper place
on your blank cheek. Write-a student's

e- teeact words.
ask the chss if the number on the
board is the same as on the check
referred: to. ( If not, class corrects).
Only the numbers can be written, or
heth. :the munhers and the rintber
words on the check.

erase the amount on your blink
check repeat with more cards until
student fails two or three times or until
the solunteer passes the number test
successfully.
--revord when a student is successful.

Student/student technique
--ask for volunteer students to go to
the board and make replica's of blank
checks.

ask for volunteers to write the
amounts they will hear. (If using a
tranparency. only one student can be
tested at a time).

--distribute a check or a flash card re-
. ferring to a check on a ditto to students

who have successfully completed step
1.
tell a student at the board to ask
or.e of the students with a check or
flash card for the amount of the check
he has. eg. "Jose. How much is your
check?" or "Chi Wei. What is the
amount of the check you have?" t Be
sure that students who are writing the
nutr%-z.rs do not see the c' leek of the
students who are reading the amounts. )

tell all of the students at the baud
or those at their seats who are practic-
ing to write what the reader/student
says. More advanced or quicker
writers mn write the number words
too)
keep a tally for students who an-
swered correctly.
next tell student/reader to show the
check he has read.
--ask writers to correct their answers.

-point to a correct answer at the
hoard.

continve asking other individual
hoard students to ask another student
with a check for the amount of each
check. (Always bresure that students-
writing, the numbers do not see the
check or cues, copy from other stu-
dents or get prompting help.)

The check writing technique can
be expanded to include questions
such as: "Who wrote the check?-
When did he/she write it? (a good
way to practice common men's and
women's names and spellings); Who
will get the money?; or (for cancelled
cheeks) Who got the money?. etc

Very often students help each other
with the answers and the teacher walks
around answering questions and check-
ing the work of students who are just
practicing.

When using this dictation-tmching
technique, some students czur be form-
ally tested in spite of the bedlam that
may seem to have occurred Have a
specific area in the room for testing
where volunteers go. The teacher
proctors as the questions are asked,
the answers given and dictation writ-
ten. The nde: there is no testing if
others are contributing to the effort.
Pieturk, Dictation Teaching Tests

Situational pictur&i present oppor-
tunities to teach, review and test at
the same time.

Materials needed:
---a large (preferably colored) story
provoking picture .in a context of in-
terest and student need. (Trans-
parency can he used)
a regular deck of playing cards (52)
blank dittos
Preparation:
add a clock to a picture.
--tell students to name the people in
the picture.
draw out a story about the picture
from the students.
write the story on the board or ask
an advanced student to write the story
Th-. teacher quickly corrects errors

after recording students skill at dicta-
tion.
-ask another student to copy the

story on a ditto. (Teacher corrects
errors later and reproduces for a class
reading lesson.)

draw out questions that can be
asked about the story just created.
write those questions on the hoard
or have an advanced student write the
questions. (Correct any errors quickly
after recording students dictation ef-
forts. )
--number the ten hest questions stu-
dents can ask and answer about the
story.
--instruct an advanced student to
write the ten best questions on a ditto.
(Teacher corrects errors later and re-
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produces for a reading comprehension
letson).

.obtain an ordinary deck of cards
(52).

1. Teacher/student technique
--shuffle the 52 cards.
hold the cards with the numbers, or
face cards toward the students. Don't
look at them.
--tell students that each time an ace
appears the students must ask you
the ist of the ten questions they have
just chosen about the story they have
just created. If a two of any suit ap-
pems, they ask question number 2.
(They never tell you thc number and e-
you do not sce the card Since the
are four suits, any number
asked four times)
tell students if a face card appears
they must ask you a question about
yourself. .. ur about Ow class or the
room, but not about the story. (Suit-
able types of questions might be
elicited and put on- the board before
beginning.)
- -do a few examples by showing a
card to the class. Students ask the
question cued. Teacher responds with
the answer.

2. Student/student oral technique
--ask for a volunteer to answer ques-
tions.

elcre about 15 or 20 cards. (be sure
to have all 10 questions represented,
a few repmats and a few face cards.
Do not let volunteer student see the
playing card.)
- give a playing cud to students who

understand the system.
-ask a student with a playing card to

ask the volunteer the question cued
hy his card. (Do not let answering
student see cue card.)
--record volunteer student's success
in answering the question. Class cor-
rects if answer is wrong.

3. Student/stuient written technique
- replace repeated numbers with dif-
ferent numbers (eg. If you have two
Oves, keep one five and add an extra
three)
--shuffle cards again.

ask for volunteers to go to the board
to write answers. (Other students
practice in their seats)
- :give a playing card to students who
understand the system.

ask a student with a playing card
to ask the question cued by her card.
tell writing students (at the board
or mats) to write a natural answer
to the question. (Thase who are faster
or more advanced can write a longer
more complete answer under the na-
tural answer.
A natural answer to the question:
"Where are Mr. and Mrs. Anderson?"
is in the bank. A complete sentence



=awe js They are in the bank. or
Thfx have just gone to the bank to
to* Mr. Anderson's check. etc.)

Dictation Reading Tests. Created
stories from a situational picture or
stories in class room materials can be
used as a dictation test for some and
a reading comprehension k&son for
others. (I) Give lined paper to stu-
dents taking the dictation test (group
1L (orIlive typed copies of the story
to those desiring to relate)sound to
symbol (group 2). (3) Giveloa4ne stu-
dents the typed copy of the story with
comprehension questions to answer
(group 31. (4) Instruct stuclants the
first two groups to listen as the story is
read. (Students in group three, read
the story and answer the questions).
(5) Then read the story aloud once.
(6) Tell students taking the dictation
test (group 1) that the story will be
read line by line and that they will
"write. (7) Instruct those in group two
to follow slung as the story is mad.
(8) Read the story a line at a time.
Repeat each sentence only two times.
Read in a natural conversational man-
ner pausing after phrase grout*. (9)
At the end, read the story completely
one more time. (10) Collect the dic-
tation from students in group I using
it as a test. Give one point for each
correct word. If desired, spelling and
punctuation can also be scored, but
make separate categories.

Collect reading comprehension an-
swers from group 3.

Picture Created Cloze Tests. An-
other variation of the created picture
story (or for any reading materials) is
to use the stories as originally written
and make a doze test for the /esson
or a doze dictation test. (When ma-
terial has been used before as a read-
ing or dictation lesson, paraphrase the
story. Use slightly different structures
and vocabulary still keeping in the
eontraints of the proficiency level . . .

and keeping the essential meaning of
the original story)

Making the dozes (1) delete every
7th word leaving the 1st and List
sentences intact. (2) Number the
blanks. Three prefered rules for cloro
teSiS using class created or teacher
mide Aeries or when paraphrasing
are:

1. Use natund easy flowing sentences
within students proficiency level and
on a topic students have studied.

2. Select blanks that are different
words if for some reason the same pro-
nouns and articles seem to appear as
the 7th word. Rewrite the story add-
ing an adjective or a noun phrase or
two to avoid this.

3. Avoid using difficult parts of
structure elements or words where the
context does not make the blank clear.
(Before giving students the test, try

it out on some rative speakers. If they
can't fill in tbe blanks, rewrite the
story so that the blanks will be more
easily done.)

Directions to students takinq the doze:
1. Read the whole story.
2. Them go back and fill in the blank

the word you think is minsing. Use a
pencil. For example:

Mr. and Mrs. Anderson went to
a check at the bank.

They going to buy some
clothes.
3. Use only one word for each blank.
4. Words like "don't" "can't",

"he's", and "you're" can I;e used to
fill a blank.

Their son needs shoes, but he
need any pants.

5. Try to fill every blank.

Dictation Cloze Reading Test
Alternate directions to students tak-

ing the dictation doze test are the
same except for 2. which is changed as
follows:
2. Then listen as I read the story. Fill
in the blanks with the word, that I
read,

Administering the doze or the doze
dictation:

Many ways of giving and scoring
this type of test are passible. One way
to give the test to Seale and yet tIsC it
as a practice device for others is to
give two copies of the deleted reading
pages with a carbon between to those
desiring to take it as a test. Instruct
them to turn in the original when the
test is completed.

Then if using the dictated doze, get
volunteers to read the words that were
read for the blanks. If using the pic-
ture created doze, get volunteers to
tell the words they selected for each
blank. Be certain that students know
which words are acceptable or not.
Draw out reasons from the students.

Teacher/student sets of tests.
At this point Teacher-student sets

of tests (similar to those developed by
Alice C. Pack could be utilized. After
the discussion, hand out teacher sets
of the doze with the correct word
typed or written in the blank in an-
other color if pcasible or at least put
in a box. Alternate acceptable words
could also appear in a vertical line in
the box.

Students can correct their work.
Later these sets could he used for

review or testing in the peer, dyad
technique developed by Dr. Pack.

TESTING RESOURCE LIST
for Adult Open Enrollment Programs

For a quick easy to read reports
-"Focus on Testing." BESL Reporter

Vol 1 No. 2, September 1975. Bilingual/
E.S.L Center, 100 Franklin Street,
New Holland, Pennsylvania.
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Two repent testing bibliographies
-Eseokar, Jthinna Sculley and John

1)augherty-1970. A Teacher's Plan-
ning flondbook for Developing the
ESLIARE Instructional Program. .11;.

lirmis EFL/ABE Service Center.
S. Dwyez Avenue. Arlington Heights,
Illinois 00005.

-Robson. Barbara and Sutherland, Ken-
ton-1975. Selmer! Annotated &NI-
ography for Teaching Engli.sh to Speak-
ers of Vietnamese. Arlington, Virginia
22209.

A quick oral placement test:
-Ktint.. Linda et al" "The Jnhn Tear

An oral production test developed in
New York City for adultss. For free
copies write to: Jean Rodman. AERC,
Jersey City State College, Jersey City.
New Jersey 07305. .

Four books helpful to teachers making
their own tests:
-Burt, Marina K. and Kirparsky, Carol

-1972. The Gooficon, a repair manual
for English. (Rowley, Massachusetts:
Newbury liause).

--,-Harris, David P.-1989. Testing En--
gash as a Second- Language. (New
York. McGraw Hill).
Nilsen, Don L. F. and Nilsen, Aileen
Pace-1971. Pronunciation Contrastle
in English (New York: Regents)..

-Vak4te, Rebeeca-1967. Modern Lan-
guage Testing. a llandhook. (New
York: I larcourt, Bruce & World, Ino-).

Two recent colleefions of papers on test-
ing:
-Jones, Randall L. and Spotsky, Ber-

nard-1975. Testing Language Pro-
ficiecny. (Arlington. Virginia. Cen$44.
for Apphed Linguistics).

-Palmer, Leslie and Spolsky, Bernard-
1975. Papers on Language Testing
1967-1974, Washington. D.C.. Teach .
crs of English to Speakers of Other
Languages.

Some other testing papers:
-Aitken. Kenneth G.-1970. "Discrete

Structure Point Testing Problems and
Alternatives." TESL Reporter. Vol. 9,
No. 4. Laic, Hawaii, Brigham Young

Tniversity.
-Haskt41, John-1975. "Putting acme

into the Classroom." English Record,
Vol. 26, No. Z Spring. Oneonta, NY
ulna

-Ilerbert, Charles H.-1975. "Language
Inagnosis and Assessment Testing
Tehnignes and a Program for Nat-
ural Languag Devt4opment." Paper
delivered at TESOL Convention. Los
Angeks. California.

1)onna-1975. "What Grade is
Dr. Chan in?" TESL. Reporter, Vol.
S. No. 4. Box 157, Late, Hawaii; Brig-
ham Young University.

-.haw., on -1976. "Improvhig on the
Basic Egg-the M.0 Cloze." For copies
write to Jonz at Li:master-Lebanon
Intermediate Unit, 1110 Enterprise
R0101. East Petersburg, PA 17520.

-Olsen. Judy E. Winn-Bell-1976.
"Adapting an Oralterview to a
Mass Listening Test." Paper presented
at the tenth annual TESOL Conven-
tion. For copies write to: Judy Olsen
at Alemany Community College Center,
750 Eddy Street, San Francisco, CA
94109.


